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Willis Point residents fight
for their road to paradise
Water laps at the shore, framed by evergreens and copper- 
barked arbutus. Across a sun-shot inlet, beyond the tracings 
of scattered pleasure boats, rises the green-clad Malahat.
By VALORIE LENNOX 
Review Staff Writer
Willis Point is a slice of paradise.
“You see why we live out here, why we put up with it.” 
says Willis Point Ratepayers Association chairman Dianne 
Twamley.
“It” is the daily interruption of traffic to and from Willis 
Point as the military close the road for 40 minutes of every 
hour.
A section of Durrance Lake Road, the only access to Willis 
Point, passes close to the Department of National Defence 
shooting range. When the range is in use, traffic on the road 
is halted. Vehicles can only use the road for 10 minutes on 
the hour and for 10 minutes on the half-hour.
The range is used “Sunday to Sunday, every day of the 
week and just about every day of the year,” Twamley says.
Until a change in military policy eight years ago, Twamley 
says residents were free to use the road “at our own risk.”
She points out there is little risk, even when the shooting 
range is in use, because there’s a hill and thick bush between 
the range and the road.
“We wouldn’t go through if there was danger.”
The best solution offered so far is rerouting Durrance Road 
so vehicles pass behind the shooting range. While Twamley is 
not sure construction of a new road is the best solution, it is 
the only solution offered.
“The only thing they’re going to do is build a new road. 
They’re not going to let us through.
“If that is the only way, then we want it to go ahead.”
The provincial Ministry of Highways and the federal
Department of National Defence have started negotiations on 
construction of a new road.
About 300 people, from children to retirees, live on Willis 
Point. Many commute to work in Victoria and on the Saanich 
Peninsula.
Tw'amley, a school teacher in Victoria, times her travel to 
co-incide with the 10-minute openings of the road. In the mor­
nings, she notes, most commuters arc gone before the 
shooting starts at 9 a.m.
Another option is travel by boat. Twamley’s 12-year-old 
son Andrew is as likely to pilot a small speedboat over to a 
friend’s house as he is to be driven by his mother.
“We do transport the children back and forth by boat. Not 
using the road, we don’t have to worry about the shoot.”
The problem is not new. Twamley estimates the shooting 
range has been in place for the past 60 years and summer 
cabins were common at Willis Point 30 years ago.
In the past 15 years, there’s been a steady increase in the 
number of year-round seaside residences built oti the cliff.
As chairman of the ratepayers associatioit, Twamley has 
spent much of the last four years seeking a solution to the 
road closures.
“I keep phoning all the time. It’s just a matter of being able 
to connect with people.”
Residents have received support from local MLA Moe 
Sihota and MP Pat Crofton. Lobbying started 10 years ago, 
Twamley says.
“We’ve tried every angle and this (road re-routing) seems 
to be an angle that is going to work.”
She hopes a solution is reached in time to be announced at 
her association annual general meeting at the end of 
September.
“I don’t know if this is an election ploy,” she says of the 
new negotiations. “I like to be optimistic so I’m very hopeful 
it is going to go through.”
^^QUES)
A WARNING SIGN and a sentry block access via Dur­
rance Lake Road for 40 minutes of every hour when the 
nearby rifle range is in use. Ordinary Seaman Michel 
Martel, from the Canadian Forces Base at Naden, 
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Pier plan wins praise
Sidney’s new waterfront com­
mercial and re.sidenlial develop-
By GEORGE LEE 
Review Staff Writer
ment should be the starting 
point of downtown revitaliza­
tion, .say.s one alderman.
And the new proposal unveil­
ed recently by Jim Kelley of 
Sidney Pier Holdings is better 
than plans before the 
breakwater location was chang­
ed, Aid. Ron Kubek said.
“It went from a win, win 
situation to a win, win, win
Kubek said thissituation, 
week.
Because only four residential 
units will now be on town- 
owned land, more open space 
for public events at the water­
front will be available, he said.
The town’s proposed marine
mammal museum will tie in well 
with current plans, and a tiered 
condominium design is attrac­
tive from shore and sea, Kubek 
.said,
Kelley says the original design 
was good, too, and points out 
Continued on Page A11
No McDonald's for 
Mt. Newton and highway
A McDonald’s fast food 
restaurant will not be part of a 
retail development on the 
southeast corner of the Pat Bay 
Highway and Ml. Newton 
Crossroad, the developer said 
Monday,
“It would seem the probabili­
ty is that McDonald’s will not 
be going in there.” said Tony 
Young, a director with Swift- 
sure Developments of Victoria.
“The probability is that ti ma­
jor restaurant chain will be go­
ing into that loaclion.” he said.
Negotiations are now under 
way between a national letisiitg 
company and ti number of 
restaurant chtiins other than 
McDonald’s, Swlftsure’s Norm 
Eden stiid,
Tsawout band mtmager Ihic 
Pclkey .said a grocery store, 
some small sliops and a gas si;i- 
tion are proposed for the site,
along with the restaurant.
Young said the only con- 
firmatiun so far is that an Esso 
gas station will be part of the 
development.
A 20-year lease for the land 
between the Tsawout band and 
Swiftsure is approved by the 
federal Indian Affairs depart­
ment.
Details in an agreement bet­
ween the band and the District 
of Central Saanich for water 
and sewer services are just 
about ironed out, Pclkey .said.
“As far as we’re concerned 
it’s just a matter of time,” .said 
Pclkey,
Eden said construction on the 
site will begin about Sept. 15 
arul the company hopes to have 
construction finished within six 
months.
Plans for the shopping centre 
and .’•cstaurant tiren’t finalized.
bustles this weekend
The Clarke Roitd tirca of 
Brctitwood Bay will be bustling 
.Saturday and Sund.'iy as the 
Central Saanich Senitn" Citizens 
Association hold its first ever 
fittidrtiising fun fair.
Bingo patrons can li.sten for 
their nuinbeis inside the scnioii’s 
Itall, tea 'A'ill be sipped in a 
garden near the scout IniH, 
children can pet farm animals, 
men can piicli noi.scshucs, 
ladies can win cakes and
riie fair opens tit 11 a.m. 
Saturday,wilii tm official rib­
bon cutting by Centrtil Saanich 
Aid. Wayne Watkins and will 
close at 5 p.m. It's open from 11 
a.m. until 5 p.m. Sunday.
A brick for the new building 
will be auctioned off Saturday 
at 12 noon, Hawaiian danccr.s 
from itio Sidney Silvci Threads 
will perforin and home baking 
and Cl alt,s will be (or .sale, 
flic scnlor,s plan to build a
everyone can enjoy live music $2(X).(K.K) addition to their cur-
bv the <''orin*ilv-miisie;il eronp 
the Hollering I logs, and otlicrs, 
“It’s our fir.'vt attempt for 
having a fnndraisei.” said
SEAT BELT SAVED llio driver of this 1984 Volkowagon 
from bolpg Ihrown from hor vohicio, aftor it wont off 
tho Pot Bay Hlghwtay oorthbourul, down an ombank- 
mont and through a fonco, bofora rolling over on tho 
Sanscha Park baaoball diamond. Tho lono occupant of 
tho car, a 19-yoar-old Sidney woman, Is examined by
ninff'nfjninl In U*fn fh«
about 0:30 a.m. rriday. Sidney RCMP said she fell 
flsioop behind tho whool. Damage is ostirnated at 
$5,000. Tho driver was taken to hospital aa a precaution 
but rocoivod no injuries. A police investigator said this 
was ono of throo accidents be alionded last week in 
which seat bells appear to hflvo saved Ilvo0,\
president t yhi Walker, “ t he
number of seniors Inn. been 
growing by leaps and boutul.s, 
"What started out as a nice 
little meeting place is now in­
adequate for the incmbcrship,'' 
she said,'
r^ni cli!l>,' imar lie* library In 
Brentwood, but require iibouf 
one-third of the total cost 
before they can apply for 
government grants. Walker" 
said.
“Come out and have a ball 
and .suppuii us, wc need the 
bucks,” Walker said,
The scuiors’ associtiiian has
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Marathon runners join
native land claim fight
A Sidney family counsellor 
and a Tsawout band horse 
groomer joined together in a 
fight for native land claims, last 
week.
By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
The pair are experienced 
marathon runners and are part 
of a team which plans to run 
1,200 kilometres from Hazelton 
to Vancouver from Sept. 29 to 
Oct. 28.
They will leave from 
Hazelton, north of Smithers. on 
a journey symbolic of the B.C. 
Supreme Court action’s move 
from Smithers to Vancouver.
The G i i k s a n and 
Wet’suwet’en native bands have 
been in the Supreme Court of 
B.C. fighting for the right to 
22,000 square miles of land 
since 1984.
“It’s an expensive proposi­
tion,” Thornburgh said. “But 
it’s also a turning point. It’s a 
real precedent-setting case.”
The move from Smithers to 
Vancouver last fall made it 
more expensive for native 
leaders to stay involved with the 
action, Thornburgh said.
Legal cost estimates arc $5 to 
$6 million for the band council, 
$10 to $12 million for the 
federal government and $15 to 
$18 million for the B.C. govern­
ment, Thornburgh said.
Richard Joseph, a Gitksan- 
Wet’sewet’en band member 
who attends university, and 
another runner yet to be named 
will accompany the pair, along 
with an escort vehicle driven by 
Jim Williams, a member of Pro­
ject North B.C., sponsor of the 
29-day run.
About $9,000 is hoped to be 
raised for the Run for Justice 
expense fund and an additional 
$10,000 of that will go to the 
Gitskan-Wet’suwet’en defence 
fund.
Thornburgh is a 12-year 
member of Project North B.C:, 
wjjich takes its lead from 
afer^inal ^^ds^.and...4^,4tjPi,^ 
pdrted by eight church bodies.
>“We offer whatever support
and help we can to the issues 
that they define to be the most 
urgent,” Thornburgh said.
Project North was not 
specifically asked to get involv­
ed in the case, but responded to 
an appeal to the general public.
“We felt a unity of native and 
non-native runners would be a 
good idea,” he said.
“I realized the time is ripe 
now — and long overdue — for 
a show of unity of non-natives 
to act in some way for the rights 
of aboriginal people.”
Thornburgh said his personal 
motivation comes from 12 years 
of being informed about native 
land claim issues. “If we can 
apply pressure in a small place, 
perhaps w c can affect 
something larger.”
Underwood volunteered for 
the run because he wants to help 
the cause “and the only thing 1 
can do is run, basically.”
The Claremont School 
graduate did 10-mile runs in 
school and started running 26.2 
mile marathons in 1981.
Since then Underwood has 
entered 14 marathons and 
finished 11. The season at San- 
down Harness Raceway, where 
Underwood works as a groom, 
ends Sept. II, leaving him free 
for the journey. Thornburgh is 
taking a one-month leave 
without pay to be part of the 
run.
“It’s going to be a real test, 
no question about it,” Thorn­
burgh said. “But if we keep in 
touch with our bodies we’ll be 
OK.”
They plan to run for about 
5'/2 hours each day, stopping to 
talk to community members in 
many of the two dozen com­
munities they will be passing 
through.
Of the 29 days on the road, 22 
will be spent running. Thorn­
burgh has 25 years experience 
running and was a sprinter at 
the University of Michigan dur­
ing his university days.
He said that B.C. is the most 
,b.ackw|ir^„,prQvip,ce^,i 
in regarcis'to native lancf claims. 
“Other provinces have entered
peo-into treaties with native 
pie,” Thornburgh said.
Sir James Douglas set blanket 
treaties with the Saanich native 
people and tried to treat therm 
justly, but when B.C. became a 
province in 1871 stubborness set 
in and there was no patience 
shown for native people, 
Thornburgh said.
The Gitksan-Wct’suwet’en 
land claim was first accepted for 
negotiation by the federal 
government in 1977, but the 
province refused to get involv­
ed.
So, in 1984, 54 chiefs asked 
the Supreme Court of B.C. to 
declare the provincial govern­
ment without rights or jurisdic­
tion over the land.
The trial opened in Smithers 
on May 11, 1987, went into 
summer recess in June, 1987, 
and continued after being 
reconvened in Vancouver Jan. 
4, 1988.
The federal government join­
ed the B.C. government as 
defendants in the case after the 
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RCMP nob syspected 
housebreokers
Two Sidney teenagers and a 
Maple Ridge man were stopped 
by Sidney RCMP on Canora 
Road near the scene of house 
break-in, early last Wednesday.
All three have been arrested 
and charged with break enter 
and theft from a residence.
Dylan Becker, 18, of Maple 
Ridge, has been remanded in 
custody until Aug. 18. The two 
youths, 13 and 15 years old, will 
appear in juvenile court.
The investigation is continu­
ing and other cliarges of break 
and enter are anticipated.
During the afternoon of the 
same clay, a gardetier working 
in his yard was the vietitn of 
thieves.
The unlocked residence in the 
Haro Park Terrace area was
entered and a stamp collection, 
figurines and other unspecified 
articles were taken at about 2:40 
p.m.
for a 1,200-kilometre run 
from Hazeltori to Van­
couver next month are 
Sidney family counsellor 
Jack Thornburgh, 49, and 
Tsawout band member 
Steve Underwood, 27. 
The pair teamed up to 
help the Gitksan and 
Wet’suwet’en band in a 
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Closure
Tne :-u:i:.Gg o:: o: Ltbi’e :.;■ b p'vbIb:^ : c
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moir-ts q: ■■'b::ous. B^dtruBt' SGt ;tB.B-u~ so bo: deci­
sion. No f't'-‘'t: s.h.Bn i: Itsstrs- Lb'-o boon pubisshtd on
tht scb'ecs. Posnis of ■•‘stv. on bosh sicts boo :suss-S}CB- 
iions, by B,idtr"tn hB'<t betn •::o>ug,ns for’-'' B:d..
b-bsh s.h,e bytit:-s.;on Bpp:DBs;ns,ng.,. v,c shouio b.1sc nost 
ih-BS Tht Rt'.';fv.' dots nos publish tndo:'S.tmtns.s o: oon- 
dtm,n.BSsoios of OBndidasts- ;n Rtadt's’ Sfoobox. En- 
do:s.trrstns.s b-tiong :n pasd B.,d’‘t:'sis.t~tnss. Ano oon- 
dtm,js.BS,ionLS -B't u.s:uB,Ly pts's-onai asoBch.s :Bs.ht: shan 
dis.ou-sslon.s of sht issuts,
AfIt: ooni.in.Bison.s Lose Sepi. 6, Tht Rf-df-v , v.bii 
aliov.- nBByo'BJty candsdaits E50-v.o:d forums so siast 
iBtir plaifomno. Also, a s-ampiing of outssicni. submss- 
itd by rtB.dt:,s v.-fj] be asked of eB.ch of s..ht OBjidsdases. 
and ihtir an.5v.'er.s v.iil be published btfo:t ihe Stps... 2- 
byeleoiion.
Questions from voiers in Norih Saanich shoiild be 
.sens so or dropped o,ff as The Rev’ev.n 9781-2nd Ss., 
Sidney, V8L 3S5, and marked so she Bsseniion of she 
editor. Questions musi be loosyod by Sepi. 9.
Candidate fonims, so run Stps. 2i — the rtewspaper 
issue before, the bveiecii.on — must be lecei’-ed bv Seps. 
16.
. .Letters so the editor on issues facing me electoraie are 
vv.eicoin.e-. Bui one. issue — namieiy’, the Gra.eme and 
Murray affair — has been di.scu.ssed e.nou2h.
Sfl!l smashing 'em up
, .In .spite .of paying a bundle.moi'e cash s.o insure their 
vehicles,. iasi .:year,. B..C. drivers,;are siiil. having a 
smashirig lime on highv/ays and ro-ads.,
..y ;. IGBC...flgures„,s.how . the : trend'.of more accidents' has 
■ iw^sed,.. In the first six-months of i98S, claims' v.-eni :U p 
. ,;H',.4,l;per;-:,cent ;;over'^ ..the ..-same -'pericKillastiyear. .injury 
claims increased i 1.2 per cent.' property dam.age ciai.ms 
4.8 percent.
The upward trend began in 19S6 and hit motorisis 
firmly in the pockeibook in !ase 1987/a year that 
recorded the most in Auioplan claims of any year dur­
ing ICBSN 15-year life.
The B.C. Auio Insurance Task Force, a group 
representing private insurers, is calling for the go%'ern- 
raent to v/ithdraw from insurance business. Competi­
tion in B.C, v.'ould likely mean iov/er insurance prices.
But so vrould better driving, v/hether the system is 
public or private.
Dangerous way to moke a point
Letters to .the editor rriust be signed 
and .conlain the vyriter's address 
and teiephone number. Letters 
should not exceed 500 vyords in 
length ond may be edited for clari­
ty, legoiity or taste.
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I "-.’oald -like to cx>»VipInBsr-.i .be 
Sid'jey RQviP, m the exjceSem 
seoics- the)' ha-ve provi-oed : be 
comm unity. R.ecen.i recons in 
your r*sv.-s?pape'r hsve mdicated s, 
significani decrease in be c.hrre 
rate in oar area over ihc past year.
Tnis decrease is the direct resell 
of a rnafor invesiigBiion irico 2 
group of adults av-d '/.ojuvs ~-ho 
■A'ere com milling breaVt- in-s arU 
ih»efu. .n.c-cord.i.ng to s’-iausii-.s 
compiled b'y me ?,C?4?, ’Jje.fe ha-s 
b»ecn 2 27 per cent decTea.se in- 
pcTSOTi-s' oikrtces. a 38 per cent 
decrea-se- m propen)' offeriroes arU 
. a rerr,ar»tab]e -3, per cent decrease 
in break-ins,.
AJi uto often ’I’e cTiiicb..e the 
p»5-!ice for- not going tikcir i-obs.
-biit 'tee us gb-e, !iiem.-:.credji wbere 
credit, is due. J am,, roost- Lm- - 
pressed by the- officers' psrofes- 
. .ssccaiism and- oedica-ii-OT to each 
and every rrauer trsat is assisted 
to them.
I %'oUd like to say as a ciuzen 
of mis comm unit;.- - and I am 
sure I speak for others - a very 






It is diffitcait to find a charitable 
explanauon for Al± Rebecca 
\'erTr!ear'.s latest aite.mpt to pLn a 
crime, on Lirdia .Hbchalult. .After 
aJi, no o.'^e is claming tha any 
real crime ras been com mi tied
There have been merely a series 
of technical offences of no real 
consequence to anyone - if one 
excludes the la'Ayers.
To suggesi that of all the people 
involved - live past mayor, the 
past and present councils and the 
staff - only yfichaJuk should be 
held to blame Is unfair.
This sorry business has cost the 
residents of .North Saanich dearly 
in lime and money. Perhaps 
Vermeer or .Aid. Chris Loti would 






1 heard a speech Aug. 10 by 
Clive Tanner, before the Sidney
Rotary: Club, in which he 
e.xpounded on town planning mis­
takes by previous civic representa­
tives.
In my opinion, there is a very 
grave mistake about to take place 
in the very near future and that is 
the building of the modified 
breakwater in the location which 
has been chosen.
It will do nothing to protect the 
commercial area at the foot of 
Beacon Avenue.
Mayor Norma Sealey has on 
several occasions applauded the 
fact that our beaches are relatively 
clean.
Let me assure you that if this 
breakwater is built, it will create a 
large human effluent cesspool on 
the northeast coast of our town. 
There will be moored some 300 
Continued on Page A5
During cro.vt couniry ho/s-e irlalt a: Jiiand Viesv 
Beach, Saturday, a coupie of teac.n users decided to 
prove a point.
When asked to move a safe distance away from the 
path of an oncoming hor.se, one .said, “I, don't think v.e 
will." ■
The IV,o then berated the volunteer for the damage 
the horscvs do to the flora and fauna of Island View, and 
said they had a good mind to report organizers to the 
CRD,. ,
If the protesting beach user.s did -talk to the CRD, 
rihey’d find out that the iri.a)s are permitted. Maybe 
’they'd also learn that the competition is only once a 
year, and it's not entirely on regionai park property.
Horses aren't the major problem in the area, ,A fevo 
houns of clandestine fun by the rider of an al! terrain 
vehicle can do more darn.a,ge to the area than a. horse 
could in an entire year, The 80 or so volunteers who put 
on the Victoria'Saanich Horsei Trials do so in an 
organized fashion and the hor.ses keep to established 
trails. Can the'samc be said for the les.s organized sport 
of tearing up the land on an .AT V?
Of course, the beach g.oers in question have e'sery 
right to disagree, They have es'ery right to complain to 
the CRD if they don’t think horse trials should be hedd. 
And they ha.'.e e.cr;, right 'lo >.on.plain to organi/ciw of 
the hor'ic.trials.
But they most certainly don’t has'c the right to 
ll'ireatcn the ssfet'«' of 'i ri:!'''.'?* b-',' ref’,n:!rip tv tt'.o'.'c




N'ICTORIA -• .After a few day'.t O'f porvdenng the futur-e a; its 
rrreeting in Counenay. dw Soc;ial Credit caucus Va.s recic’bed a 
truce, aifceIt tin uneasy one. , .
For dtc moment,'Premier Va.ridcrZa]m is safe. His Soyai -caucus 
suppcT.ers .sxc sull unw-avenrig in ibeir suppan. ibc un-ti«idi'4 
have given him anoil-ter chance, and his oppo-wnts: arc rcbuvdy 
rnutc, And. that gives Va'vkr Zairn a bit .of a brearier after 
rnon ills of pol i tic til. turiTvoil. ■
Tlie caucus meeting went ahc«ut as gwxiAs the premier heU a 
right to exp»'xt. the uame time, 1 don't w hew- it could h.ave 
gofz; any w:orv?.
Anyone who cxfjccted Social Credit MLAs to call for a leaAcr- 
ship review was drcAming., Not ttoi a lo-i of thern wou-id cry over 
Vandcr Zalm’s d>e{«i,rturt‘ from tlic poliuoal scene. If u could be 
accomplished wiilvout a ,ma)or bloMletung, they’d turf him o-ut 
tCHTiorrow, Political reality rules out that pcsssibiluy,
Imagine, if you will, a piny dumping a premier in office. To
J N
rny knowledge, it’s never been done before, '(he consequences to 
the pany would be di.Vi.mo-u.s. And even tf such an 3Uem{.H wc.re ; 
ITl.a.dc, wl'iO could .‘►U'C-CeC'd bjfr‘(,*
Va.nd.cr Zutlm's most o-up-paken o-nvmcnis would b; unlikely 
candHl'Jtes. Grace .McCarthy w geninst a bit long in live uxah, and 
Brian Smith luts lo.st whatever lusuc he had over tb*c stupid spy 
tafier, ^
■ Bud Smiifi mighi be a possibility, but Ute best he could hype 
)i..>l Ui U»e wi <t euup d'cUl ».uu»d i,». u,i kA.i.Uj.<y U»v ui*.
hcft of premier until the ne.xt ckxition. At ih.ai time, he w-ould aJ* 
rrK>'ii, certainly be relegated to the )ob of c>ppr>sition k'-adcr, .
.No, tfkC Sr>cT(id.s.reaiiy have no ciioicc, vjhcy have to s.uck w-nh 
Varvicr Z.dm, For bciixT or. for, w-orse, The unca.cy truce of 
Cotinmay "w'jis inevitable, ' ■ ^
W-c'll prf/tablv' ftover know what c»..i-*lly wav vaid during Uic 
caucus rcijcah Ixit from.a few comments of tht prernierA op- 
ptfKiicnu w-e (um assume ikh the di.vcuisions were, at times, preuy- 
Stormy. EveryUMy w-ho had a erir« about the premier's kacicr-
ship voiced it loiKlIy and clearly,
Fear for the future runs deeply, dtese liays. in Sevred ranks, 
.A.nd if they couldn’t dump the man who, in ilicir opinion, had 
placed the pany’s future in>'cvpiardy, Uwy could at least give him 
a lOTgue-lashing he'd never forget. By alt tveounts, that’s c,\.kn- 
ly what uhey did.
What Ivappcns now is largely up to the premier, If he can 
change his leadership style to the satisfiwiion of his caivus, he 
may stay out of trouble. If ho conuniK's to traipse blindly iJirough 
p4.>!iucal mine fields, we |xobably won’t have to wait long for the 
next explosion.
The ouiccHne of the caucus meeting in Counenay Inw also set 
ilv.; UHve for die Sivial Credit F^arty convention in tViolvr. Some 
of ik‘ toMitional sweetness and light will W missing when 
SocTcd delegates gaificr in F’cniicion, but a leadership review can 
now be ruled out.
_ All of which doc-s nothing to improve the long-range ouilvxA 
lor the govcmnvcni. It is as glcxvmy as it was Ivfoa'Counctuv 
and will probablyTx'no brighter after Penticton.
As tilings iiuind now, a Scared victoo' in ihd^ next election is 
hard to corKceivc of, There’s only one jvr.son wlw can msiore 
vou:r conndtrnce in the Socred party, ilw same one wlw shatica'd 
it - Premier V tinder Zalm. .Aixl past expcnciK-e would lead one 
to kheve dial he’ll fail at diat task. '■
M?* ^ s-ionn that s been raging around the premier
will probably die down, but for how long.’
Can a man wto once accused his colicagucs •• ssmivc are now 
serving under him -- of king gutles.s coward.s kivp his toiunie in 
check? Can a man who ignored evcrylxxly’s advice on ihe'alxvr- 
lion ls.vuc pltae hiin.sclf fcrmcinenUy under die constraints of his 
caucus and his party? Can a man who said tlxre’s ixuhing wrone 
with kiping friends get Uinvtich eovemment r.-d tm' dim" hk 
way of thinking? It’s doubtful, to .say the least. ' "
Sooner or later, ihx' premier will kcome embroiled in another 
controversy. As klore, he will not con.sidcr it even remotelv txis- 
au4<; Uuil Hv IK Anu ds t’»ciorc, his inuiK'tiMc siind
will cause his party's fortunes to sink even furdum. '
At tiui lime, the shaky unice reached at Counenay will col- 
lapse, ami a lot of Sex;reds will say they skult! h,ive dunnx-d 
Vandcr /aim when dvey had n chaive.
The troth is tky never hM the chance. From the moment a 
cuphonc convenuon arvomted Bill Vandcr Zalm at the Whisilcr 
Iftitkrship convention, the pany wa,s mmied to the man - for 
ktwr or wcrsc. in sicknc,w and hcaldi. until an election doth 
them part.
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My wife and I have been making noises about selling the fam­
ily home and moving to a smaller place with fewer surfaces to 
dusL
We didn’t want to put any more money into a house than we 
have in this one. So, the first consideration in buying a new 
house was to find out how much wc could get for the present 
one.
Wc contacted a local real estate outfit and asked if anyone there 
would like to drop around and give us a guesstimate. It must 
have been a slack time for them because in five minutes there 
were 17 salesmen poking into our home’s most private corners 
muttering and making notes like a clutch of interns on their first 
hospital rounds.
That was a couple of weeks ago. Yesterday wc received in the 
mail their suggested advertisement for our home and I thought 
I’d share it witli you, in case you’re interested.
"Why spend your hard earned dollars on waterfront property 
when you can have all the comforts of comfortable family living 
no where near watery, wild winds and smelly, sand shores?
"You need not always buy the best, most expensive home in 
Second Mortgage Heights to take advantage this variation on the 
traditional split-level, wood and plaster home, but with added 
panache, that has stood the test of time remarkably well.
"Situated on a quiet cul-de-sac, this almost 2,000 square foot 
beauty features, high above its brown-grass, front lawn, designer 
power lines strung dccoratively from oil-streaked natural wood 
poles.
"The fully landscaped lot is positively overgrown with decora­
tive broome. Its delicate spring yellow blends nicely with the 
purple flower of that illusive Devil’s Club (or it could be Scotch 
Thistle.)
"From a partially covered front stoop, you enter the foyer, onto
a small patch of black lino (easy to keep clean) and up a graceful, 
five-step oak staircase to a cozy front hall which is circumscribed' 
by the primary rooms of the ground floor.
"To the left, the living room measures 16 feet in lengtli and 
leads to a smaller dining room sort of just around the corner. 
Separating these two spacious rooms is a two-sided fireplace, 
unique in that even the slightest movement of air in the house al­
lows the pungent aroma of burning bark to cletir die mucus from 
even the most disease-filled nostrils.
"Sliding glass doors provide quick and ciisy access to a wind­
swept sundeck where die air is often clear and smoke-free.
"The kitchen features high, deep cupboards where the 
homemaker can store diosc seldom, if ever, used wedding gifts 
well out of reach of all children and most adults unless diey tire 
close to seven feet tall.
"To the right of the cozy hall, one gets the regal feeling of as­
cending a Scarlett O’Hara staircase, a feeling heightened by die 
master bedroom which awaits at die top of the six steps.
"This 10-ft room features a two-foot-deep, walk-in closet and 
an en suite bathroom with single-sink vanity. The purpli.sh potty 
is complete widi reddish, lift-up lids. There is no confusing bidet 
in the comer and no shower or tub to clutter up the room.
"Also upstairs is a handsome four-piece family bathroom with 
two of die pieces, the tub and the shower, tastefully combinctl. 
The linen closet is conveniently located behind die potty and can 
be reached by one easy step up onto die fixture - when tlic lid is 
down.
"Rounding off the second floor are two other bedrooms with 
sensible size closets capable of holding a surprising number of 
discarded toys, unread books, forgotten homework, womout 
shoes and loo-small clothes.
"This leaves the rcst of the room free for the children to spread 
their current crop of clothing over the bed, chair, dresser, lamp 
and, of course, the floor.
"The partially finished basement can be reached from an out­
side door and holds a supierbly crafted oil tank and an exquisite 
water heater. There’s room down there for all kinds of otlier 
things too.
"Located within walking distance (two miles) of a convenience 
store, the owner of this home is within easy access to many of 
life’s necessities and a good deal of its pleasures.
"Offers."
Continued from Page A4 
boats in this marina that do not 
have holding tanks and the human 
effluent will settle to the bottom of 
the ocean and consequently wash 
up on our beaches because there is 
no flushing action.
■We are presently experiencing 
this problem to a small degree
with the present small marina. 
This has been created because of 
the hot weather and no tidal 
action.
It smells pretty strong. I have 
been told by divers that the ocean 
floor at Sidney Spit where the 
boats are moored is just littered 
with toilet paper, human effluent.
virvi'jm rivisii .jx-JT
TOP OF THE PILE
cans and Other debris.
As a matter of fact as of this 
date, Aug. 11,1 have been told by 
one diver that there are many dead 
crab on the ocean floor directly 
underneath the area where the 
breakwater is to be located.
I have written to the Town of 
Sidney and they claim that the 
placement of the breakwater is not 
their responsibility. MP Pat Crof-
about to deliberately dethrone 
Linda, then when the bills were 
paid and the conflict ended, would 
the council please explain why 
Linda wasn’t asked to finish her 
term? Thus the upcoming election 
could have been canceled.
The extra months of infighting 
and the resulting bitterness just 
would not happen.
North Saanich docs not need all
' '> >11 r
TWO LOCAL stores will carry tickets for a marathon charity 
concert, slated for Saturday in Victoria. Rock the Thunder of 
World Hunger features nine hours of driving rock music by 10 
Canadian bands, including Roxxlyde, The Wardells, Section 46, 
The Seducer, 64 Funny Cars, and Ricky Vallance and the 
Rattlesnakes, a 10-man air band that will perform La Bamba, 
Framed and Come On Let’s Go. Tickets for the Memorial Centre 
concert, running from 2 until 11 p.m., are available locally at 
Tanners Books and Gifts and Tunes N’ Tees. Of the money raised, 
20 per cent goes to Canadian societies, 80 per cent to Unieef and 
World Vision, Organizer Gig Lioetti says 20 volunteers are bringing 
the rock extravaganza to Victoria, among them Central Saanich 
resident Don McCaskill. Lioetti says a benefit concert helps raise 
youths’ awareness of world hunger and fights the problem at the 
same time. He hopes the concert will raise at least $20,000.
+ ♦ 'V
SPEAKING OF BENf3FITS, the town’s Sidney Days/.lazz 
Festival mouthpiece used his talent during the David Foster 
Celebrity Softball Game, over the weekend. Ron Kubek — wliosc 
voice look several days to recover from trips around town in the 
Labatt’s van during Sidney Days ~ was chief spotter Friday during 
the benefit auction, helping raise $42,000 for organ transplants for 
cliildrcn. Hoarse voiced once again, Kubek called the auction fun 
and the jam session afterwards at a party for volunteers “just out 
of this world.”
♦ ♦
A BEE, STING, a few cut feet - the injuries were ti little niun- 
dane on Sidney Island, Suttday, duritig the iiiinual Sidney Spitnic. 
Then Jerry The B.C. Parks Moose showed up with some antler 
damage. First-aid attendants filled out the appropriate I onus,
. noting Jerry’s eyes are “left and right” atid his skin is not skin at 
: all, but fur. Jerry had plenty of lookalikes on the Island. One of the 
I criteria for riding the Sidney Spit I'erty.was that patrons wear ti 
: ridiculous-looking B.C. Parks cardboard hat, complete with
• antler,s and the slogan, “It’s a real holiday,”
J YOU MAY HAVE noticed a few fillers about arthritis popping 
; up in corner,s of the newspaper, Tliat's not only because wc have 
J corners iluu occa.sionully need filling. It's also because SepU-’inber is 
[ Arthritis Montli, and the B.C, and Yukon division of the Arthritis 
; Society counts on your support. Watch for cjinvasseis.
i THE CALLS CAMIi IN fast and furious, and Tlie Review’s 
5 giveaway copie,s of Beautiful B.C. Magazine’s B.C, Guidebook
• went quickly, Wednesday. About 40 callers tried to snag copies of 
; the useful travel compatiion, which Includes what to do, where to
• do it and even what to wear while you’re there. A fruitful 286 
; pagc.s long, die guidebook is available at stores evetywiicrc. For 
’ more information, call the magazine’s office at .tH4-5456,
ton replied, to my .letter, stating lhati. ft Councilis ia its -
----- ,----------. -,c - --------------J 1 position because wc, the voters,
trusted your campaign spcccltcs.
No matter who won, you owed 
us the best you could give, wiUiout 
prejudice or personal feelings 
entering in. Wc arc let down and I, 
for one, am furious!
Enid M. Blakeney 
North Saanich
CONGRATULATIONS TO two Sidney residents wiio liavc 
completed .siudie.s at die British Culurnbki Iri,.iituie of TeclimiU'gy. 
Brenda Lynn Plowman has graduated from tourism and marketing 
management, Gordon G. Wright from broadca.'it comniunications. 
Convocation ceremonies were held las montli at tlic Burnaby cam­
pus.
.■ ♦ ♦
ON THE COVER of the August edition of Pliololifc Magazine is 
the work of local amateur snapster Keith Sutherland. During a 
break from a day-in-thc-life style assignment two years ago, 
Sutherland grabbed his wife’s poitit-aud-shoot camera to capture a 
candid of daughter Erin, 4 at the time, blowing bubbles. A regular 
winner of tlic Saanich Fall Fair pliotr) contest, Stnherlamr.s cluhtces 
there have been eliminated by wise organizer,s. "I've been asked to 
judge, this year,” says Sutherland, a Jl year-old mmsing assistant
aihaamcii PenmuslaMeueiai tHj.ithuvi.
the placement of the breakwater 
was not the government’s respon­
sibility, that they were only fund­
ing the proJecL
I note in this week’s Review, 
that the Right Hon. Tom Siddon, 
Minister of Fisheries and Oceans, 
and Crofton were in town to 
announce the new clcctrication of 
the fisherman’s wharf, which I 
applaud, but to this date wc have 
not had the courtesy of a reply 
from Siddon in respect to our 
letter of June 1 in which wc 
outlined various concerns in 
respect to the breakwater and 
furllicr more wc have not had a 
reply from Ted Appleton, project 
manager, Public Works Canada.
I urge all concerned residenks of 
this town, and especially Uiosc 
northeast of Third Street, to sit 
down and write Pal Crofton, M.P., 
Hou.se of Commons, Parliament 
Buildings, Ottawa, Ontario, KIA 
0A6, (liic postage is free) with 
your concerns over this breakwa­
ter. You must write now. Tomot- 






All of us who lielicvc In Linda 
Michaluk hope, when she is re­
elected, lltat Rcbccca Vermeer and 
her followers will lionor the clcc- 
loralc and help our council 
licconic a strong and protiuclivc 
iKidy able to work in tlic intcrc.sls 
of North Saanich, Tliey miglii well 
copy the example set by Dee 
Bailin, who has totally cominilied 
licrsclf to be the best alderman 
possible under very difficult con­
ditions.
llui only rcjil conflict of inicr- 
esi, to cause damage, has l>ccn 
sliown by individual mcmlx;rs of 
the council. If Graeme aiKl Munay 
should not have N?en hired, how 
could such self righteous iKKiy of 
dissenters have let it liapixm? Four 
niciiiiieis ui die gioup luivc con- 
slantly taken the opixisitc stand to 
die mayor on the slightctit witim.
Wiihotti their antagonlftic aitf 
lude they miglit already have 
started the clean up of Baztm Bay 
Ity luitillng away die shulge, from 
ilud disgtaccful sewage phuit, 
Instead of spewing H into our 
waters. 'Hie rtistiliing stench (rmu 
masses of rotting weed, won- 







SCULPTURED NAILS & MAKE-UP STUDIO
LOCATED AT MASTER SCISSORS 





To all GilwcII Scouters: Grctilcr 
Victoria regional scouters invite 
all former Gilwcllians to aiicntl 
Gilwell Reunion ’88, Sept, 17 &
18, al Camp Barnard, ScKikc.
Wc still require help in locating 
other Gilwell Scouters so please 
call with your name anti oilier 
scouters names. Accommcxlalion 
will be, available.
Register now with Scout I louse, 
727-3329 for tills fun weekend. 
Registration may l>c paid to Boy 
ScounLs of Canada al Scout 
Hou.se, .SOS Marigold Road, Vic­
toria, by Aug. 24,1988,
For more information call: 
Heather at 592-7274, Pat at 
478-0765 (mcssiigc), Paul at 477- 





As a tax-paying citizen of North 
Saanich, I am deeply concerned 
alKiutour plight rcsulling from the 
rnachimilions of aldermen 
Rclrccca Vermeer, Chri.s Lott, Bill 
Gordon and Bill Taylor.
nicy have cau.scd our comnum- 
Uy untold trouble, expense, and 
delay in civic affairs, all for 
naught. Bill Taylor, Uieir candi­
date for mayor, has ilcmonsiratcd 
his lack of conviction by refusing 
to run for tlic oflicc,
I wonder if Vermeer feels that 
the privilege of Ircing alile to vote 
for (Jeorge Wc.siwixxl justifies tlie 
CO.SI of this .seii.scle.ss exercise.
M.iiry 5Iamp;.mi 
North Saanich
I.,ciIci .s to flic ediUli 
mii.st be .sigiied and 
contain the writer’s ad ■ 
dress and (elepiione 
number. ladier.s .shoukl 
jjol exceed .SfX) wurils 
in IcMiglh and may be 






We have tribal pencils for school!
655-3121 2838 Beacon Avenue
S!DnS¥ SURP n’ SCUBA
656-9202
5 STAR TRAINING FACILITY 
2537 BEACON AVE.
SIDNEY
® PROFESSIONAL SCUBA INSTRUCTION 
FROM VANCOUVER ISLAND’S FIRST 
P.A.D.i 5 STAR TRAINING FACILITY
ONLY $99.00.
® SPECIALTY CERTIFICATION:
DEEP DIVING-NIGHT DIVING AUG 30/31
ONLY 79.00 EACH
JOIN US FOR A FUN DIVE SUNDAY AUG 21 
WE WILL BE BOAT DIVING THE ‘GULF ISLANDS 
COST 30.00/PERSON - $50.00 WITH EQUIPMENT
BF Goodrich
V2 PRICE SALE
BUY OME TIRE AT REGULAR PRICE 
RECEIVE SECOND TIRE AT HALF PRICE
CRYSTAL ENLIGHTENMENT
‘Recipe for Happiness* 
Take a cup of Kindness 
Add a dash of Charity 
Mix with Urulerstanding 
Add a Bit of Courtesy 
Ti)p it off with Patience 
Sprinkle liberally with Cheer 
Serve generously to Everyone 
You meet through the Year!!
Sulamith WOlfing Greeting Cards, Bee Wax Candles, Incense, 
Books, Art, Crystals and Gemstones. Fine Jewellery and 
Bach Flower Treatment.






IN SIDNEY CENTRE 
//102-23G7 Bovnn Avo., Sidney, B.C. 
(Noxl to Sniowny)
mmmMmammmmmmmmmmmmmm
The Island’s Largest Selection of 
' Patio &'Rattan Furniture „
I' ^ ■
fV.- ■ ■■ r s ] ■
fwvV .3,, ) ,
\ I')
ALL ON SALE NOW! al
finCUITLarullAL OLSiaNlOHAFIINa ..........
u Cuitiom Homtifi
n litl m»tiuin „
NORM FRIESEN i. 656-1700








August 20 & 21st
11:00 - 6:00
Special Thanks To:
Games * Refreshments * Cake Walk













Radio Station CJVI 
Island Pacific 
Brewing Co.
CORNER OF WE^ SAANICH AND CLARKE ROAD
The following businesses support the Central 








Good Luck Seniors — Always Friendly Service
BRENTWOOD COIFFURES
Cindy, Michele, Betty, Maureen, Kathy 



















2132 Keating X Road
LANN COPELAND 
MUSIC CENTRE
7139 W. Saanich Road 
Brentwood Bay & Victoria 
Watch lor new opening! Pianos, 




7183 West Saanich Road 
Brentwood Bay
WESTERN 66 MOTEL
Your Hosts Charlie & Flo Danbrook 
and Shelley’s House of Pancakes
2401 Mt. Newton X Rd.
BRENTWOOD TOWER APTS.







652-3622. . ■ , i;:
BRENTWOOD I.D.A. 
PHARMACY
7101 West Saanich Road 
652-1821
SPOONER’S LADIES WEAR
All Summer Merchandise 50% Off All Sales Final
1193 Verdlcn Brentwood Bay. 652-5612













"Commrttod to F^olationship 
Banking"
7103 W. Saanich Road iiS:
Brentwood Bay -jv;;





Brontwood Bay Village Square 
Complete Beauty Care x’






2389 Deacon. Sidney 
Kitchen, Bathroom Linens •' 
and Gifts
Best of Luck, Go For It! ii
FRESHWATER
ENTERPRISES
See You At The Fair
i;‘i , ■ ,,658-8929
BRENTWOOD
OPTICAL Lxa i
7103 West Saanich Road ; 




7115A West Saanich Road 
652-5614 :
iii’ . BM LACK ■
. &SON:
China Restorations Ltd,,
ViV Brentwood Village Square , jl:




2393 Beacon Avo, nv;;
y ...' Sidney' ..■ ,k:i:;
F: Best Wishes Seniors iiFj:
SIDNEY PET CENTRE !
2307 Beacon i
One Stop Shopping lor All 
Supplies for Tropical Fieh, Sait j 
& Fresh & All other Pots i
F.: See Nbu At The
OAKCREST
FOOD STORE












VT 7154 V/fist Saanich Road
'i; Brantwrxsd Bay ' ^
, CLOVERDALE i'
PAINT INC.
F 9760 - 5th Street , ii;;;:
, Sidney Fiii
Y ■ Good Luck Seniors
CRYSTAL
ENLIGHTENMENT
2385 Beacon, Sidney 
Crystals, Gemstones,




;|v! 7810 East Saanich Road
MS BRENTWOOD 
{^CHEVRON SERVICE i
7080 West Saanich Road 
BfontwocKi Bay 








ii ' .l205 Vordiar '
li;: ,,652-5171
■ ' GEORGETTE’S







Good Luck Seniors 
Senior*;' ColfftO 40c Alvj.nys
I;: SAANICHTON TOWN 
RESTAURANT
104 - 7784 East Saanich Road
IL...... :, ■
THE ROYAL BANK 1
or CANADA"' ,
118S Verdior Avo i
Brentwoorj Bay 
, , 052-1173 '
i SUNFLOWER HEALTH
.! . ■ FOODS O'a
7060 West Saanich Road
A Real Food Store 
i ; 052-1211
BRENTWOOD 
' V/OOLSHOP :, 
Brentwood Bay 
:'si; Shoppirig Centre '
,‘‘Good Luck on Fund Roliing*
SIDNEY BAKERY
■ ■2507'Pot'roy '^d-oy ' '
Delicious Baked Goods Si
|i:;i Fresh Daily S
■;'L Good t,uck Folks'
EDMUND’S 
, r ■ 'SHOPS
....... 201 - 9768 Fifth Street
■; Skfney










, si ^ 652-3981 k-
BRENTWOOD 
SUPER MART
? 108 West Saanich Road 
; Brentwood Bay
■ ■ ■ aj.’s
BAKERY
, Brentwood Bay,
F.:’ L Shr.5ptxf»g Centre
1 SIDNEY MENS WEAR S 
& UNIQUE
GIFTS & CRAFTS
106 - 2506 BeACon, Sidney
A GfA!»( Timn ’'•
MAYCOCK
OFriCAL
104 • 2376 Bftvnn 
, Skfney
1014 Off for Seniors
THE REVIEW '
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Review format adopted as town 
gives updating plan another stab
A public information meeting 
in the late stages of the official 
community plan review will 
help Sidney council arrive at a 
new guide for the town’s 
development.
Council decided at a special 
meeting last week to adopt a 
new six-stage process to bring 
an updated plan into being, in 
the wake of rescinding a first 
try.
The first two readings of the 
original review were rescinded 
after a stormy public hearing 
weighted against the draft. And 
a member of the advisory plan­
ning commission, Rod Clack, 
resigned over the last review, 
saying it was improperly con­
ducted and the draft in­
complete.
Two main areas of contention 
at the July 27 public hearing 
were rezoning the southside of 
Harbour Road to for high- 
density condominiums, and 
zoning some Port of Sidney- 
area property marine industrial.
Marine industrial could clash 
with the port development, 
council was told. And on Har­
bour Road, condos would
threaten the marine industry 
across the street and erode the 
town’s seaside charm.
Right after the hearing, coun­
cil decided to take its plan back 
to the drawing board.
Under the new guidelines, 
council will first receive a report 
from the planning commission, 
e.xpectcd tomorrow.
That report and a staff report 
will be forwarded to consultant 
Tom Becker and his firm. UMA 
Hngineering Ltd. of Burnaby, 
for review and comment.
Council will then meet with 
Becker to discuss the reports.
the July 27 hearing, and any 
other concerns. Council hopes 
that meeting will result in any 
necessary amendments.
Then comes an informal in­
formation day for public com­
ments. Council will decide 
whether further changes are 
needed, re-introduce the bylaw' 
and take it to public hearing.
Becker estimates the new 
methodology will mean another 
S4,200 from town coffers, add­
ed to the $8,6(X) committed so 
far. The tow'n budgeted $25,OCX) 
for the review.
Liberal questions Fisher report
Sidney and the Islands would 
be a better name for the Saanich 
Peninsula constituency than 
Saanich and the Islands, the 
president of the provincial 
Liberal party said Friday.
Clive Tanner was responding 
to recommendations made Aug. 
9 by Judge Thomas Fisher, head 
of the Royal Commission on 
Electoral Boundaries in B.C.
“Saanich and the Islands is 
probably not a bad name, I was 
just trying to get Sidney on the 
map,’’ Tanner said.
Proposed changes to electoral
boundaries could be better as 
well, he said.
“The northern constituency 
is fine. It’s basically a rural area 
with one small concentrated 
area. I think it works,’’ Tanner 
said.
“But I was not impressed 
with the southern constituency 
change.’’
Tanner prefers to have the 
population of Oak Bay included 
in the Saanich constituency, 
rather than on its ow'n.
Fisher recommended that 
voters in Saanich municipality
be in the South Saanich consti­
tuency and voters in Central 
Saanich, Nortlt Stumich and 
Sidney municipalities be in a 
constituency named Satmich 
and the Islands.
“I think Fisher has done a 
pretty fair job. 1 hope cabinet 
puts it through, but 1 have my 
doubts,’’ Tanner said.
“They’ll make a political 
decision, not a decision based 
on representation.’’
Tanner w’ould prefer to sec 
the issue dealt with by a com­
mittee of the legislature rather
than by cabinet.
“It should be out of the 
hands of the party in power,’’ 
he said.
The Socreds have shaped 
boundaries for their gain in the 
past. Tanner said. “They’ve 
proven themselves in the past to 
be gerrymanderers.’’
The Saanich Peninsula is cur­
rently part of the dual-member 
Saanich and the Islands consti­
tuency which extends south to 
the Saanich-Victoria municipal 
boundary.
NOISY PARTY 
Sidney RCMP broke up a 
noisy party in which a group of 
youths were drinking at Mount 
Work Park in the Durrance 
Lake area, about 1 a.m. Aug. 7.
They remind park users that 
CRD parks are closed to the 
public from one hour after 
sunset until one hour before 
sunrise and no fires are allovyed.
LUGGAGE STOLEN 
Sidney RCMP received ^a 
report that a La'baTfs^’‘Blfie 
sports bag containing personal 
items was stolen from the B.C. 
Ferries luggage service at Swartz 
Bay at about 2:30 p.m. Aug. 7. 
They are investigating.
FISHING ILLEGALLY 
One man was charged with 
fishing without a licence in the 
Sidney area last week, by of­
ficers aboard the RCMP patrol 
vessel.
VEHICLE BREAK-IN 
Sidney RCMP are .searching 
for a medium size, white, two- 
door vehicle with a sun roof 
they suspect was driven by so­
meone involved in two vehicle 
break-ins in Horth Hill Park 
about 4 p.m. Aug. 7.
Three male suspects between 
16 and 18 years old, all wearing 
T-shirts, were seen in the area. 
Anyone with information please 
call Sidney RCMP.
RING LOS r
A Sidney resident reported 
the loss of a family ring ttt aboiii 
12 noon Aug. 5. The ring is 
de.scribed as a size 7 containing 
eight stones in a two parallel 
lines of four each. Two stones 
have no color, three arc green, 
one is white, one blue and one 
pink.
Anyone finding the ring 
shoukl turn it into the Sidney 
RCMP,
CAVEGIRLS are 
Emily Moyes, 3, and 
Pamela Sabourin, 4, who 
snuggle up next to a 
dinosaur during the 
Panorama Leisure Cen­




(Formerly AJisa's Pine Fabrics)
NEW FEATURES:
Fashion Accessories: Silk scarves, 
Earrings & Belts.
* Sewing Glosses - Starting Mid-Sept,
(Timcf) & Costs Next Wt'ok )
* WHITE Sergers, Sewing Machinc.s, 
Cabinets & NEW Thread Rack.s,
* Serger Machine Servicing.
Fine Fabrics. * 
md ALt Remnanls
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PAWING AT A gift piece in the Crystal Enlighlment 
shop in the Driftwood Centre last week was one of two 
cats given to owner Truss Van der Bos by her 
neighbors as a grand opening present. This cat is nam­
ed Lily, her sister is, appropriately. Crystal.
MOnriCE OF INTENTION TO APPLY FOR 
A DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND
In Land Recording District of COWICHAN and situated IN THE 
TOWN OF SIDNEY.
Take notice that THE TOWN OF SIDNEY intends to apply for a
lease of the follov/ing described lands;
Commencing at the North East corner of the unsurveyed portion 
of foreshore lot ”B”, Section it, Range Four East, Plan 40364, 
North Saanich District, thence Westerly (270 deg. 36’40”) for 135 
metres, more or less, along the Northerly boundary of said lot, 
thence Northerly (0 deg. 15’30”) for 55 metres, more or less, thence 
North by Easterly (28 deg. 59’56”) for 50 metres, more or.less, then 
'.Easterly,(90 deg, hietp,s,_moi;apr less, to intersed with
•Lthe Westerly boUndary oklnp F&eral Goyernmeht Water Lease for 
%he Ureal<water, Thence SbUth by Westerly (1.92 deg. 28 08’) along 
said boundary for 125 metres, more or less: Thence West by South 
Westerly (245 deg. 28’08”) for 25 metres more or less: to the point 
of intersection with the Easterly boundary of said Lot"B”, Plan 
40364, thence Northerly (0 deg. 15’30") for 35 metres, more or less 
to the point of commencement and containing 1.752 ha more or 
less. '
The purpose for which the disposition is required is to provide 
moorage area for permanent and transient recreational boaters and 
related marine facilities.
Comments concerning this application may be made to the 
Ministry Forests & Lands, 851 Yates St. Victoria, B.C. V8W 3E7 
387-5011. File # 1404983.
Dated August 9th, 1988 







YOU CAN WIN! Llring your old lottery 
tickoh') to olthor ol Sidnoy'si Favorito Loltory 
Locations - TANNERS or The MAILBOX - :
and onlor tlio draw (or a second chancel
1st PRIZE: $100 2mi PRIZE: A SPECIAL '88 
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• NO CREDIT CHECKS
• NO INTEREST
• 12-18 MONTHS TO PAY 
833 YATES STREET
9 - 5 P.M. MONDAY-SATURDAY
383-3655
DRUNK DROPPED
A passenger on a B.C Transit 
bus was dropped off at the 
Sidney RCMP detachment at 
about 1:30 a.m. Aug. 14.
The driver of the bus could 
not awaken the passenger and 
police said he appeared to be in­
toxicated.
The passenger was arrested 
for an outstanding warrant 










SOUP OR SALAD 
THE DAILY SANDWICH 
COFFEE OR TEA.. . . . . . . . . .









GOOD SERVICE, no matter what the conditions, is the 
goal of the Peninsula Recreation Commission, 
represented here by (left to right) past chairman Eric 
Sherwood and present chairman Brian Sibley. Both
were trying out a few tennis moves Aug. 12 after a sod­
turning for the new $300,000 tennis dome to be built 
next to the Panorama Leisure Centre, The four tennis 
courts are to be completed In October.
Tennis, anyone?'
Plans to construct a 5300,000 
tennis bubble next to the 
Panorama Leisure Centre have
North Saanich council in a 








We welcome one and all to our 
7th season fo serving 
lunches and afternoon teas. 
OPEN Tues.-Sun. 11 ;30 - 6:00 PM
479-7787
5460 OLD WEST SAANICH ROAD
Aldermen criticized Capital 
Regional District approval of 
the facility, with Aid. Bill Gor­
don pointing out the local tax­
payers will foot the bill.
Aid. Rebecca Vermeer ques­
tioned the economic viability of 
the indoor tennis courts. She 
had understood the project was 
being shelved and was surprised 
to discover it had been approv­
ed.
“It seems like a hurry up and 
sneak it through behind the 
backs of North Saanich coun­
cil,” she declared Monday.
Former mayor Linda 
Michaluk, who had represented 
North Saanich council on the 
regional distict when the tennis 
court was discussed, said she 
voted against the facility. Both 
North Saanich and Esquimalt 
are on record as opposing the 
tennis bubble, she said.
Council defers dock issue
Repeated requests for 
foreshore licences allowing 
dock installations have led
North Saanich council to ad­










I I + TAX 10
VIDEO BOOKSTORE
I SEGA MASTER SYSTEM VICTORIA
CQ88 GOLF
I MOVIE RENTALS SHIRTShJ Ji AA
370 |87 Asst. ®i /lyy colors i (LJfa
& sizes I Jf^-TAXI Mon.-Thurs Frk-Sun. While Stock Lasts
SHOE REPAfR GENERAL iRCiANiE
By VALORIE LENNOX 
Review Staff Writer
2492 Beacon Ave. Sidney; BiCr- ’ 
655 — 45 5 5 
Bill Elsora -— Manager
family owned and operated. 
Also serving Brentwood Bay
A
and Saanichton,
Giving that extra in Personal service. 
Traditional * Service of Memories* 
Cremation * Wbrld wide shipping ♦
24 Hour Service
)C.
Aid. Chris Lott said Monday 
council has to make a political 
decision. “Are we going to have 
170 foot wharfs running out in­
to all our bays?”
Aid. Dee Bailin recommend­
ed deferring aU decisions on 
wharfs until council had 
established a policy.
Council agreed to refer ap­
plications from John Bailey, 
Robert Martrnan and Bert Fatt 
to committee of the whole. An 
application from James Smith, 
initiated in December 1987, was 
referred to the Ministry of 
Forests and Lands without com­
ment.
A detailed submission was 
received from David Hartwick 
supporting his application to 
build a dock on his Gullhaven 
Road property.
Hartwick said he has been 
berthing hi,s boat at Canoe Cove 
for the past 10 years and applied 
to consiriici his own dock in 
September 1987.
He was surprised to learn, 
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problem with the application.
Responding to the objections 
raised, Hartwick said the length 
of the dock is required to allow 
for his sailboat’s five-foot 
draft; the structure would not 
impede access by other property 
^owners as suggested in the 
egreport; and he has already of- 
' ’Tered to share one of the two ex­
isting docks in the cove and 
been turned down.
Aid. Rebecca Vermeer said 
the environmental advisory 
commission had not been able 
to view the neighboring proper­
ties.
Anne Cowley, speaking on 
behalf of Hartwick, noted one 
of the neighboring docks was 
been constructed illegally, yet 
had been approved for a permit 
by council, while the Hartwick 
application is being turned 
down.
Municipal clerk Joan Schill 
said council had sent the ap­
plication for a foreshore licence 
to cover that dock to the 
Ministry of Lands and Forests 
without comment.
Captain Tom Monteski told 
council the municipality spent 
$30,000 taking that dock owner 
to court in the mid-1970.s, won 
the case — and never ordered 
the dock removed.
George Westwood, who was 
on council at that lime, said the 
ca.se went to the Supreme Court 
of Canada, took three to four 
years and the judgment would 
have been nulified if the clock 
owner changed the design of the 
structure,
Schill said the municipality 
had considered legal action 
when the forc.shore liccn.se ap- 
plication was made for the cx- 
i.sting dock, but had been advis­
ed apinsi a court case by the 
municipal solicitor.
Aid. Dee Bailin said a 
municipal policy on docks is 
needed, not just for the design 
of the wharfs but to control 
their proliferation.
She fell it would be better if 
neighbors shared a dock,
Cowley wondered if the 
licence given to the illegally con- 
.siructed dock could require the 
ovvner to share ilic clock with 
iicighbiU!*, The couple offered 
to contribute to tlu' cost of con 
struction and upkeep of any 
shared dock.
lUuluick .said he sva.s willing 
to c o - o p e r a t e ss i t h a ti y 
nuinicipul requirements to gain 
access to the heneh from his 
properly.
Council agreed to refer the re­
quest hack to the environmental 
advisory commission to nllow 
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Mountles busy with nym©rous accidents





Sidney RCMP officers had 
their hands full with numerous 
car accidents last week.
A 20-year-old North Saanich 
resident was charged with driv­
ing too fast for road conditions 
after a single vehicle accident on 
Lands End Road about 6:15 
p.m., last Wednesday.
The driver was not injured 
but the 1981 Plymouth she was 
driving received about $2,000 
damage, police estimate.
THREE VEHICLE MVA 
At about 9 p.m. last Wednes­
day, two people were taken to 
hospital with minor injuries 
after a 20-year-old Victoria resi­
dent apparently tried to pass 
another car on the right 
shoulder of Lochside Drive. .
The driver of the 1984 
Volkswagen was charged by 
Sidney RCMP.
The other two vehicles involv­
ed received about $2,000 and 
$2,500 damage. About $1,000 
damage was done to the 
Volkswagen.
INJURY ACCIDENT 
One person was taken to 
hospital and the 74-year-old 
driver of a 1982 Oldsmobile was 
charged with failing to yield 
following a three vehicle acci­
dent on the Pat Bay Highway at 
McDonald Park Road about 1 
p.m. Friday.
The driver of the Oldsmobile, 
from Nanaimo, pulled away 
from a stop sign onto the 
highway, Sidney RCMP said.
The Olds was broadsided by a 
1980 Chevrolet, causing $7,000 
damage to it. A 1982 Mercury 
swerved to avoid the collision 
and hit a roadside marker, caus­
ing $300 damage.
The Olds suffered extensive 
damage, estimated at $5,000.
MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENT 
A passenger on a 1987 
Kawasaki motorcycle received 
serious head injuries after going 
off McDonald Park Road at 
Blue Heron Road at about 7:20 
a.m. Friday morning.
The driver was charged with 
driving without due car and at­
tention and driving without a 
driver’s licence. He received 
minor injuries. Damage is 
estimated at $2,000.
CAR FLIPS
The 19-year-old Sidney driver 
of a 1984 Volkswagen walked 
away from an accident after she 
apparently fell asleep and failed 
to negotiate the last curve nor­
thbound before the Beacon 
Avenue traffic lights on the Pat 
Bay Highway.
The car went down an em­
bankment and through a fence 
before rolling over in the 
Sanscha park baseball dia­
mond. The car received exten­
sive damage. The driver was 
warned by Sidney RCMP.
REAR ENDER 
A 1978 Chev truck was struck 
in the rear by a 1981 Ford truck 
at the intersection of the Pat 
Bay Highway and McTavish 
Road about 6:15 a.m. Friday.
Sidney RCMP said both 
trucks were stopped for a red 
light and the driver of the Ford 
was charged. There were no in­
juries and total damage was 
estimated at $2,000.
DRIVER HURT 
The driver of a 1980 Toyota 
was knocked unconscious and 
taken to hospital in a single 
vehicle accident in the 10,000- 
block West Saanich Road about 
6 a.m. Saturday, police said.
Sidney RCMP said the 
Toyota hit a telephone pole. 
Damage was estimated at 
$8,000.
MILER
All sizes including sizes 
13, 14; 15:
MON.-THURS. & SAT. 8:00-5:30 
FRIDAY 8:00-6:00 






I'hey look tlie time to talk with 'I’imniy about drugs.
M'hey realize that in today’s world he’ll probably lie approached liy 
someone who will attempt to lure hinvlo start using uppers or 
muylxi sometliing even more dangerous.
They told Timmy what drugs can do Jind Itow' they can aifect liis 
future and rnnylv* ruin his rhanees tn have a prodnrtive life.
Now he can make the right decision if he’s ever confrontctl 
with it.
So why wait until tomorrow to make an in\esimenl in youi 
childrenk future, 
hilk with them today.
POLICE CHECKED and made their presence known in 
the boarding area for the Little Ferry bound for Sidney 
Spit, while RCMP from their patrol vessel Harvlson 
seized liquor and handed out fines in the Sidney Spit 
park on Sidney Island, Saturday and during the annual 
Spitnic Sunday. The sign warns picnickers not to take 
liquor with them. Staff Sgt. John Penz said It is illegal 
to consume liquor outside of a campsite in a provincial 
park.
1 t.i I ) U. t } I




The driver of a 1980 Carnaro 
ran into a pile of rock, causing 
about $4,000 damage, on Har­
bour Road about 2:45 a.m. 
Sunday.
The driver was not injured.
SLEEPY DRIVER 
The driver of a 1985 Pontiac 
Firefly apparently fell asleep 
behind the wheel and drove into 
the ditch while northbound on 
Galaran Road near Henry
Avenue in Sidney, at about 5 
a.m. Aug. 8.
The 20-year-old Sidney driver 
was taken .to hospital with 
minor injuries. Sidney RCMP 
charged him with failing to keep 
to the right.
Police estimate damage to the 
Firefly at about $2,000.
STOLEN BIKE 
Police report a Scars Free 
Spirit light blue 10-spced moun­
tain bike was stolen at about
; VAN STOLEN,
Sidney RCMP report a 1973 
silver and white Dodge van with 
B.C. licence plates 5318-MG 
was stolen from the Dolphin 
Road area sometime between 1 
and 8:45 p.m. Aug. 8. Police 
are investigating.
THIEVES CHASED 
A resident of Winmeadow 
Place chased two males out of 
his car that was parked in the 
driveway, about 1:25 a.m. Aug. 
10. '
Police said the man possibly 
stopped a theft in progress and 
remind residents to make sure 
their vehicles are locked.
CAR BREAK-IN 
Two vehicles parked in the 
employee parking lot at the 
Swartx Bay ferry terminal were 
entered and ransacked in 
d.'iyliglu, Aug. 10,
Credit cards and per.sonal 
iicins were stolen from both 
cars, Sidney RCMP report. The 
incidents were reported at about 
1 p.in.
STOLEN BIKE 
Sidney RCMP report a blue 
lO'speed Supercycle bike was 
stolen from otitside the Saanich 
\’ninsula Community Associa­
tion bingo hall, overnight Aug. 
II.
A black Supercycle lO-speed 
was also stolen the next day. It 
was in a yttrd on Henry Avenue 
and was taken sometime bet­
ween 1 and 7 a.m. Aug. 11, 
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FAMILY DINNER \\ 1
m TAKE OUT ONLY
CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
CHICKEN FRIED RICE 
BEEF CHOP SIIEY 
RAS BONFLES.S PORK 
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PAN FRIED PRAWNS WITH GARLIC 
BLACK BEANS
ALMOND GUY DING CHOPSUEY 
SPECIAL rniCD RICE ONLY 
CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 




OPEN 11:00 AM TUE.-SUN (Licepl Holidays)
812Vordlor, Bronlwood Bay
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Reconditioned Electric 
Range. 30 days warranty
"I
Reconditioned set of Auto





Good selection of Recondi­
tioned T.V.’s
BACK TO SCHOOL':
LEFT, Dean Wilson 
takes his first try at 
kayaking, Sunday, dur­
ing the Sidney Island 
Spitnic. Top, Jo Drage 
walks the island’s nature 
trail. A variety of ac­
tivities kept the island 
busy.
' Continued from Page A1
that past problems awarding a 
breakwater tender have cost 
' him.
“It’s a more extensive plan. I 
( wouldn’t say it’s any better,’’
' Kelley said of his new proposal.
“The year we have lost has 
been very, very costly,” Kelley 
said. “1 can’t say the changes 
made it worth waiting for.
“We’ve lost a year, the 
town’s lost a year, everybody’s 
lost a year, ’ ’ Kelley said.
Kelley hopes the first phase 
— a marine pub, a 200-plus 
berth marina and 29 residential 
units — will be finished by late 
spring 1989. The marina will in-
^1"
I
Continued from Page Al
about 200 members -— up from 
just six when it started about 10 
years ago. Walker said.
“As more people move into 
the area it just keeps growing,” 
she said. “Now we’re starting to 
interfere with others’ ac­
tivities.”
Activities for seniors include 
carpet bowling, bingo, a bell 
choir, shuffleboard, snooker, 
cribbage, whist, and bridge.
elude more than 100 non­
permanent berths and 100 per­
manent berths.
He wants the final phase, 
which consists of a promenade 
and commercial development 
on the Anderson property, com­
plete in mid-summer.
Construction should begin in 
October.
“I hope the public is as ex­
cited as we are and has just 
bushel baskets of positive things 
to say. Because that’s what we 
need now is positive thinking.”
From here, detailed plans go 
the advisory planning commis­
sion and council for develop­
ment permit consideration.
Kelley said Sidney Pier 
Holding is looking at “several 
options” for orchestrating con­
struction. One possibility is to 
have the company act as general 
contractor. “We have the ex­
perience and expertise,” Kelley 
said.
An application for a liquor 
licence for the pub is before the
liquor distributionprovince s 
branch.
It’s “too early to say” what 
company will run the pub, he 
said.
Kubek said other aldermen 
share his enthusiasm for the 
plans. “Comments from my 
compatriots were things like, T 
love it,’ ” he said.
BREAKWATER TENDER
Meanwhile, breakwater pro­
ject manager Ted Appleton said 
the contract to build a 
breakwater will be awarded 
soon.
“I would hope by the end of 
this week or the first of next 
week, it will be announced,” 
Appleton said.
The Public Works Canada 
rerei^nt|itive5aidjt^’actual an- 
houheement is out of his hands. 
Ministerial approval must come 
before the announcement, he 
said.
The Tow bid on the contract 
came from Miller Contracting
Ltd. of Vancouver at $2,776 
million — under the alloted S3 
million from the federal and 
provincial governments.
The late start in the year will 
likely work in favor of an early 
completion of the breakwater, 
Appleton said. The contractor 
won’t have any incentive to 
delay, because it will want to 
avoid major work during the 
storm months of November, 
December and January.
, “Overtime, longer hours — a 
lot of these things are cheaper 
than working in a storm,” Ap­
pleton said.
The job could be completed 
fby January, he said.
BREADNER VETERINARY SERVICES
DR. SHELLEY BREADNER D.V.M.
We care for small animals and birds and provide 
a mobile service for horses.
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There are many ways to put up shelving, but 
there's the easiest system yet. Bring In your 
shelving diagram and let Windsor help you with 
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Profinished (Particle Core) 
with finished edges
6 'X 96” X 5/8’’ ®2.95 6" X 48" X 5/8" ^1.49 
8" X 96” X 5/8" ^3.39 10" X 48" X 5/8" ®2.29 
12" X 96" X 5/8" ®4,95 12" X 48" X 5/8" ^2.49
1x6 Pine 45*^ lln.ft.
1x8 Pino 59® lln.ft.
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CUT YOUR OWN SHELVES 
AND SAVE EVEN MORE!
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Aloa Vara I Callmyrno 
JaI or Julco I t-lgo
1.99V. 01. lb, CLEARANCES
1 ONLY 12 C740
SAMYO Reg. 699.95 SPECIAL
20” COLOR T.V. 549®With Wireless Remote
Windsor Plywood PLUS Many in .store specials
2120 KEATING X ROAD
652-5632
MON-FRI«:00«m-5;30|)m 
SATURDAY 8:30 «m-5:(i0 pm
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Education report gets top grades
Efforts to make schools all things to all people have over- 
. burdened the system.
By VALORIE LENNOX 
 Review Staff Writer
That’s one of the most significant conclusions of the Royal 
Commission on Education report, says Saanich school board 
chairman Joe Lott.
“Schools are taking on a wide range of social services,’’ 
Lott says. “In the last couple of decades the schools have 
tried to be all things to all men. It can’t help but reduce the
WANTED TO RENT
















10:30 a.m. Family Service
REV. ALISTAIR PETRIE 652-3860
ST. ELIZABETH’S 
Roman Catholic Church
10030 Third St., Sidney 
652-1909
Saturday Mass............ .............5:00 p.m.
Sunday Mass................................ ..10:30 a.m.
 ourTadyof
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
652-1909




Sunday, August Zlst, 1930 
THE PARISH OF ST. MARY'S 
SAANICHTON:
Trinity XII
8;15 s.nx........................... Holy Communion
10:00 B.m...... ................ Choral Communion
& Nuraery
Ractor Hov. Robert Sanaom 
65e-0040 652.1611
Anglican • Epiacopal
ST. STEPHEN’S , 
ANGLICAN CHURCH 
(Mt. Newton ft St, Slephen'a Rd) 
652-4311
6:30 am........Holy Eucharist
10:00 am........ ...............Sung Eucharist
7:00 pm .... Last Sunday only Evensong
WELCOME TO
ST. JOHN’S UNITED CHURCH
SUMMER SERVICES.........9:30 am
10990 West Saanich Rd. 
Deep Cove 
Rev. Horl Pratt-July 




Meeting al the 
Seventh-Day Advonllat 
Church (or Worship «t 0:30 AM 
10460 Roslhavon Drivo In SIdnoy 
Come Join our Qrowlng f«J*ow8hlp 
Rev. Peter Coutle — 655-3548
ST. ANDREW’S ANGLICAN CHURCH 
9686-3rd SI., SIdnoy 
SUMMER SCHEDULE 
BandlOnmSorwIco 
(Child Core Program, Nursery) 









Ron ft Eunice Freeman Welcome you to 
PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH4th ft Ml. Onkor, SIdnoy 056-9057
...................Family Woruhlp
and Sunday School
A Caring Fellowalilp tor Ihe Whole Family
SUNDAY 0:30 a.m.
SAANICH school board chairman Joe Lott comments 
on the Royal Commission on Education report.
cotmug THE 'TOTAL m
Prices Includ® Fram® Lena & C^t©
cholc© from hundreds of th© lat®®t fashion frames.
SINGLE VISION BIFOCALS
Complete
Glass or Plastic Lens. Reg. Monoslop or Kryptok Bifocal. Powers to 
A-Ptos or -S to A-2 cyl. Extras excluded & Rimless & Faceted Exclud­
ed. Compare our package prices on tri-locals, no line bi-focals & 
specialty lenses.
^ TRU VALU OPTICAL
;:Tferm}naTPark'Plaaa'■
(next to Work Wearhbuse) BOTH STORES 
NANAIMO : OPEN S;36-5;30
1708 Oooglas Si. 
(across from the b^) 
VtCTORIA
■■388-:6622:\:v='
HOW DO YOU IMPROVE 





Free service for 1 year. 








19:00 a.m. Only, III Suplember 
REV. O.n. PAUL DAVI8 
656-3213 (Hume 655-3884
SAANICHTON UmU: FELLOWSHIP 
2159 Mt. Newton CfOBB ltd,
Communion Service................0:30 (l.rn.
Family Service............. tljOO n.tri.
Niirnnry. Sunday School, 
Youth (Iroupa, nihio Studio# 
Paafor.
ftSr-ftirf 6IW-47M
Sidney Poniocosial A&sombly 
10364 McDonald Park Road 
Sidney, B,O.Vei.3ZO
Pr*&l;.i; Oi'ivci IlfttifK't'
9:45am ... 1.......... ....SundaySchool
11:00 am ft 6:00 pm.. Sunday Servlcea 




W. 1«nhl<-h nod Mill# nrt. 
Sunday Servlcea 8 a.m. and 10 a.m.
Sunday School 10 n.m,





Children’# Church............. 11:00 aw




niLLOWSHIP DAnTJT CHURCH 
a269MUI#nd, pliana6B6S012
P«*t0li Gerald W, Mallar 
11 ;00 a.m. .......Bev, Oordori Reave




Thia is your last chance to chock out your 
Yellow Pages listing.
Now'iri tho liinu lo look inlo multiple lisliiiQS so your 
iMiHinoRa (,;nu lio in mnny pincos al onco, lt‘s also 
a qood idea to list oacti firm you roprcsont so poa|)lo 
woo l liavo lu yo out ot Itioli way lo liiiU you,
Roimumbor, iuutiq.s, poaitionis and olhor information 
can chancio in a yoar and your listings sl'iould 
r'hnnon righi ninng u.'ilh thrirri ir.hflrnns afiplv for 
’ chnnyos and oxirn listings.)
Call Dominion Dlrocloi'V Company Llmitod 
at 'tl? BOO ?A2 OD'fT lorclor.odalo
YELLOW PAGES
Good lor business, S
Vi,)ik>w(t.KK«‘
school’s capacity to do the job.’’
The commission report, released Aug. 4, recommends 
schools define their mandate more clearly and more narrow­
ly, focusing on education.
Funding for social programs should not come from the
school’s education budget. . . ,
Lott thinks that recommendation reflects the commission s 
perception of the province’s education system.
“I’m impressed with the obvious thoroughness of the com­
mission’s work,’’he says.
But he doesn’t agree with all the commission s recommen­
dations.
SOME OPPOSITION
He opposes a recommendation that school entry be deter­
mined by the child’s developmental age rather than
chronological age. -
First, it would be difficult to accurately assess all children 
who might be eligible for school entry. An intelligent three- 
year-old with an enriched background could pass all the re­
quired tests but still not be emotionally ready for school, Lott 
says.
Each year the district receives appeals from parents to let 
their children start school early, a move Lott feels is detrimen­
tal to the children in later grades.
“I’ve found — and I was principal of a high school for 25 
years — that youngsters who are very young for their grade
don’t have the same opportunity to participate.’’
The students miss out on extra-curricular, social and 
athletic experiences which are part of adolescence.
CONFLICTS
Lott sees conflicts in the report. Some recommendations 
call for less emphasis on academic education and social ser­
vices, and others promote increased integration of disabled 
youngsters into public schools and increased funding for 
private schools.
Many private schools, he says, do not admit severly disabl­
ed youngsters and do emphasize academic courses.
He favors increased integration of disabled students into 
public schools, as long as the increased costs are recognized 
and the funding provided.
Working with disabled youngsters is a valuable experience 
for other students.
“They learn there are people with disadvantages who smile 
at you every morning.’’
PRAISESUPGRADING
Lott is pleased to see funding for upgrading of 30- to 40- 
year-old schools recommended by the commission, since the 
Saanich district has a number of elementary schools built in 
the late 1940s and early 1950s.
A recommendation that formal education continue until 
Grade 10 — after which the student can choose between pre­
university courses, a trade, apprenticeship program, business 
college or community college — also pleases Lott.
From his years as a secondary school principal, he recalls 
students taking academic courses and graduating from Grade 
12, then paying to learn a trade or office skills.
Only 18 per cent of alLstudents go to university, he says. 
“The nub of this question of getting away from academic is 
to tell parents and students that the great majority will not go 
to university.’’
He wonders if existing colleges and technical schools, 
already complaining of overcrowding, will be able to handle 
an inceased influx of students after Grade 10.
. ^T think our schools presently, have the ti^iped,^^^,tp, <^o., 
much of what the commission is recommending.”
He also suggests formal academic education could be cut 
off after Grade 8 instead of Grade 10.
COSTS QUESTIONED
He questions the cost of giving all students access to a 
teacher adviser or mentor in Grades 1 to 10, as recommended 
by the commission.
Another costly recommendation is starting province-wide
government exams for all Grade 12 subjects, tripling or 
quadrupling the number of subjects tested. Lott wonders how 
the exams would be administered and graded, how some in­
dustrial education courses would be tested and what compen­
sation would be made for the differing facilities in schools 
throughout the province.
“There’s a lot of potential impact in that statement.” 
RETAIN BOARDS
Lott, a school board member since 1981, agrees with the 
commission that school boards should be retained. But he 
disagrees with a recommendation to extend trustee terms to 
four years from three years.
Most trustees are already active in community groups 
before being elected, so they “learn the ropesy quickly.
A four-year term might di.scouragc potential trustees, Lott 
says. “Four years is a hock of a long time. It’s a major com­
mitment.”
SAANICH ECHOES
Some of the commission recommendations might have 
been drafted by Saanich.
The increased practicum for student teachers echoes the ex­
isting internship program in Saanich. Provision of French as 
a second language in the curriculum is already offered in 
Saanich from kindergarten to Onidc 12, and special cross- 
cultural programs for native youngsters, recommended by the 
commission, are available in Saanich for all students.
“There’s a .strong reinforcement from the commission for 
work we’ve embarked upon,” Lott says.
Me also favors a commission recommendation to fund ex­
tracurricular activities, now supported by schools through 
bottle drives, candy sales, fall fairs and other fund-r.'ti,sing ef­
forts.
The benefits of c.xfracuiTicular activitic.s have been proven, 
Lott says.
“I’m pleased to .see the commission recommendation to 
fund extracurricular activities, ns long as it is additional fiih- 
ding.”
Commission recommendations will be revlewetl in the com- 
rning months and an implemeniaiion plan put before the pro­
vincial cabinet in December.
J L J L
12 TABLETS
24 HOUR RELIEF OF ALLERGY SYMRIOMS 
ONCE A DAY — NO DROWSINESS 
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VICTORIA — One scnicncc in 
the Royal Commission report on 
education describes the quintes­
sential purpose of education.
"Achievement, in the minds of 
many witli whom we spoke, was 
the essence of good schooling - 
schooling that would allow 
youngsters to express their under­
standings and innermost feelings, 
to ask imaginative questions, to 
discriminate wisely among 
choices, to acquire a sense of the 
consequences of action, to know 
their culture and the culture of 
others, to enjoy their own and 
others’ sensibilities, to make their 
way in the world, and, ultimately, 
to contribute to a wider social, 
economic, and spiritual good of 
the community."
This one sentence is a profound 
part of the commission report. It 
expresses sentiments embraced 
by enlightened people ever since 
Petrarch ushered in the period of 
renaissance humanism in 15th 
century Italy. Good to see that 
20th century royal commissions 
are still guided by those princi­
ples.
But since general reassertions 
of humanistic thinking weren’t 
laid down in the commission’s 
terms of reference, let’s go on to 
some of the nuts and bolts of the 
report that is to serve as a 
blueprint for British Columbia’s 
education system for some time 
to come.
Commissioner Barry Sullivan 
started his project from shaky 
ground. Nearly half a million 
youngsters are, at the moment, 
depending for fulfilling and 
rewarding lives on an education 
system about which few people 
have much good to say.
Today’s relatively^^ ■ ^ 
edci'chted''gbnbrdtidn' h^‘ fcv?"dif-'‘ 
ficulties spotting weaknesses in 
any structure, and even fewer 
communicating its impressions 
about those weaknesses, but 
ironically, it has great difficulty 
providing answers. Hence the 
Royal Commission on Education.
The commission’s findings, 
provided they are acted upon, 
should go some distance in 
providing solutions to at least 
some of the problems our system 
of education is facing now and 
will, most assuredly, face as we 
prepare ourselves for the third 
millennium.
T will not go into too many 
details of tlie report’s recom­
mendations. The.se you will see
Two hurt, rabbit ffino
Two passengers in a 1973 
Dodge were taken to Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital with minor 
injuries after the i8-yeai-old 
driver of the car swerved the car 
into the ditch to avoid a rabbit.
The passengers, IV and 18, 
were released after e.xtunina- 
tion. About .$2,000 damage was 
done to the Dodge after it went 
into the ditch in tlic HlOO-block 
Wallace Drive at about 11:.30 
p.m, Aug, 5. Central Saanich 
police report no charges were 
laid,
and hear debated at every level 
and in every communications me­
dium during the months to come. 
Instead, I would like to touch on 
some of the fundamentals to 
which the commission subscribed 
in arriving at its recommendation.
The commission, for instance, 
concludes that the basic purpo.scs 
of education should remain un­
changed. The first of Uiese pur- 
jxises is tlie provision of custodial 
service, places where children 
can spend time in relative .safety, 
while family members work; the 
second major function of the sys­
tem, according to the commis­
sion, is to attune children to the 
values and norms of their society; 
the third and unarguably most im­
portant is to educate children.
"These social functions arc 
carved in the granite of tradition 
and will remain an essential part 
of any mandate for schooling, 
however they are described. 
Schools, as they are constituted in 
our culture, can never escape 
such responsibilities, which 
remain fundamental to the very 
nature of the institution," the 
report says.
One of the major and potential­
ly disastrous shortcomings of our 
education system, according to 
the commission, is its apparent 
failure to provide children with 
dreams and aspirations for the fu­
ture.
"What was troubling to the 
commission was the number of 
youngsters who exprcs.scd no 
goals for themselves. This was 
more apparent in children from 
disadvantaged rather than ad­
vantaged backgrounds. Life for 
many of tliem was characterized 
more as an unfolding of events 
than as a journey toward a disuuit 
but partially vi.sualizcd destina­
tion," the report says.
The commission advises against 
saddling the school system with a 
broad range of responsibilities for 
children’s dcvclopmcnuil prob­
lems. Such problems, the rejxirt 
says, should be dealt w'ith by 
other agencies, although the 
school might serve as die co­
ordinator of the necessary ser­
vices.
The curriculum comes in for 
some sharp criticism. The com­
mission considers it too in­
flexible. To provide better ser­
vice, the commission recom­
mends that children be assessed 
at the enay level and directed to 
progrtuTts for which they arc best- 
suited. At the grades 11 and 12 
level, the commission urges 
greater diversity of courses.
The commission predicts a 
teacher shortage as the "echo of
die baby-boom generation 
resonates in the system." During 
the next 10 years, the commi.ssion 
estimates, 3,600 additional 
teachers will be needed, a number 
diat far exceeds the available pool 
of unemployed teachers.
The report even ventures ever 
so briefly into the realm of 
politics, pointing out diat the goal 
of improving die education sys­
tem may be difficult to achieve 
"in a province long noted for its 
political fraciiousness."
But achieve it we must, die 
report concludes. Amen to that.
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ENTER OUR DRAW FOR
PICNIC HAMPER 
DRAWN AUG 20th-9 pm 
‘OPEN 7am - 9:30pm 
SUNDAYS 8:30am - 9:30pm
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Commission highiights
Highlights of the Royal Commission on Education report 
include references to school mandates and curriculum, 
teachers, finance and alternate education.
Some of the recommendations are:
•That developmental criteria, rather than chronological 
age, be used in selecting the educational placement of children 
entering school.
•That the Ministry of Education develop a common cur­
riculum for all students Grades 1 to 10.
•That the ministry award each student who ha.s successfully 
completed the common curriculum for Grades 1 to 10 an of­
ficial certificate of entitlement to an additional two years of 
secondary education. ■
•That provincial Grade 12 examinations be extended to all _ 
■ suljject areas dn^^ those examinationsj;punt for oneuhird 
.' " •^oYYHe student’s tj'rade 12 marks.
I "That the Ministry of Education, school districts and 
I schools, in planning and delivering educational programs, in­
corporate the concept of lifelong learning.
•That the Ministry of Education, in co-operation with the 
major educational organizations of the province, initiate and 
maintain a program designed to raise the status of teaching as 
a career.
•That the use of property taxation for school purposes be
continued. ,
•That each of the 75 school districts of the province adopt 
policies and procedures which provide for a designated role 
for parents and other community members through member­
ship on parent-community advisory committees at the district
level and at each .school within the district.
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tire backed by a 
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Patented RCOT 
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To Hear Better is to Live
WESTG^ST T, A
HEARING CENTRE
Tire specialists with the knowledge and 
experience to give you the best in service and value
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The Review provides this com­
munity calendar free of charge, 
space permitting. Preference will be 
given to local non-profit clubs and 
organizations. Deadline for adver­
tising upcoming events is noon Fri­
day.
COMMUNITY COURSES 
Camosun calendar for Fall ’88 
available Aug 18 in libraries and 
shopping malls. Registration Aug 
20, 9-3 pm, Isabel Dawson Bldg., 
Lansdowne campus.
CAR PICNIC
Third Annual Cowichan Valley 
car picnic, everyone welcome, start 
at Duncan Farmers Market, 10:30 
am, picnic lunch at Brentwood Col­
lege in Mill Bay, Aug. 21.
SWAN LAKE WALK 
Loop trail 1.6 mile around lake, 
each Thursday and Sunday during 
August. Meet at sanctuary parking 
lot, rain or shine, 10 am for two- 
hour walk. 479-0211 
RELATIONSHIPS RELATED 
A program on relationships will 
be presented Aug. 18 by the Single 
Parent Resource Centre, from 10 
am until 12 noon. To pre-register 
call 385-1114
FUND FAIR
Central Saanich Senior Citizen 
Fund Fair will be held Aug. 20 and 
21 at Pioneer Park, Brentwood 
Bay, the corner of West Saanich 
and Clark Roads. Music, entertain­
ment, games, refreshments, a pet­
ting zoo and more.
ARTISTS ATTEND .
Artists are invited to the Van­
couver Island Contemporary Arts 
Society meeting Aug. 24 at 7:30 pm 
at the Beatrice Jumpsen Gallery, 
208-1110 Government St.
WITNESS VIDEO 
Alliance Church presents a 
documentary video on the Jehovah 
Witness Watchtower organization, 
Aug. 24 in the Sidney Library 
meeting room starting at 7:30 p.m. 
Question and answer period with a 
former Watchtower official.
STEP BACK
Native Indian life in the region 
before arrival of white settlers will 
be portrayed Aug. 21 from 11 am to 
5 pm during Step Back in Time, a 
special event at Witty’s Lagoon 
Regional Park, Metchosin. Native 
craft demonstrations, visits to ar­
cheological sites, films, nature 
house tours, legends, a salmon 
barbeque and information on
native plant use. For information 
call 474-PARK.
PLANT MENU
A presentation on edible wild 
plants will be held Aug. 20 at 
Francis-King Regional Park, 
Saanich, starting at 10 am.
LAKESHORE LOOK
The lakeshore of Elk-Beaver 
Lake Regional Park will be e.xamin- 
ed in the Best of Both Worlds pro­
gram Aug. 20 starting at 10 am and 
2 pm. For information call 474- 
PARK.
HORTH HILL
A tour of Horth Hill Regional 
Park will be held Aug. 23 starting at 
10 am. Meet at the parking lot off 
Tatlow Road in North Saanich. For 
information call 474-PARK.
SIDNEY SPIT
Special events being held ai 
Sidney Spit Aug. 20 include a beach 
dredging at 4 pm, an e.xplanaiion of
fishing lures at 7 pm and an in­
troduction to local fish at 8:30 pm. 
Fishing programs are by Fisheries 
Biologist Graham Gillespie.
SOUL OLYMPICS 
A daily vacation bible school for 
children 4 to 12 will be held at 
Friendship Baptist Church, 7820 
Central Saanich Rd., from 6:30 pm 
until 8 pm Aug. 22 to 26. For in­
formation call 652-2723.
CORRECTION
THE 'NO INTEREST. NO DOWN 
PAYMENT, NO PAYMENTS TIL’ 
FEB. 28/88' NOTICE WHICH 
APPEARED IN LAST WEEK'S 
PAPER WAS PLACED IN ERROR. 
■LOOK FOR OUR GE TRUCKOAD 





Royal Viking Cruise for two, 
tickets $2 each or six for $10 at 
various merchants, local malls, 
PCA office.
NOEL, NOEL
Christmas cards from Save The 
Children Fund, half price sale at 
PCA’s Thrift Shop, Third St. 
Sidney.
JOB SEEKERS
Peninsula Emplo^'ment Project 
invites interested job .seekers to 
register for employment .at 656- 
0851.
TRUCKING
PCA Thrift Shop welcomes 
volunteers with trucks to pick up 
donated goods. Mileage is paid. For 
information call 656-3511.
SIDNEY SLICE
PCA Volunteer Cookbook with 
great recipes, including the Sidney 
Slice, is available at the PCA office. 
9751 3rd Street, or at the Thrift 
Shop. 9783 3rd. Super gift!
COUNSELLORS WANTED
Volunteers willing to work as 
counsellor.s can apply now* for a 
training cour.se to be held in 






and don't know 
which to turn, 
call the
I.T0
You'll be glad you did.
hositossos at:
(Sidney A North Snanlch) 
Thorene Thom 6S6-T746 
CI«udiiParnil65S-7B9B 
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The 89’s are on the way so the ranch hands at Jenner have rounded 
up ail the new ’88 Chevroiet, Oldsmobile and “Tough” Chevy Trucks 
PLUS some outstanding used cars and trucks and the boys are 
really dealin’! The boss says, “Mooo-ve” ’Em Out, so come on out 
this week “ Pardner” and Lasso yourself the Deal of the Summer!
Every Night til 9 pm 
C' ■: Saturday.8 am ’
1 Sunday — High noon - Sundown!
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1987 CHEV CAVAUER i4«7$11,928
1983 BUICK REGAL «u$ 9,862
19840LDS0MEGA »«5$10,321
1986 CHEV CAVALIER r^3$1l),027
1984 CHEV CELEBRlTf »m$ 9,195 
1986 BUICK CENTURY .5io$11,346
£:/ .. ife,.
»47413,797 1987 PONTIAC SUNBIRD«i6
l:j!
$10,704
1985 OLDS CUTUSS «s$13,387
1986 PONTIAC b>.$13,593
1985 BUICK «.$14,484
1986 PONTIAC «.«$ 9,985
1987 CHEV CAVALIER ,m$ 9,618
1985 CHEV CAPRICE »$13,161
1984 PONTIAC SUNBIRD .,!cS8,898
-
,1, iMh.
1987 CHEV CAPRICE «oa $17,118 
1987 CHEV NOVA «4 9,655
1987 PONTIAC 8UNBIRD.m$ 9,149 
1987 CHEV SPECTRUM .537$ 9,034 
1985CHEVSPECTRUM «4i.$ 7,082 
1986 HYUNDAI STELLAR«$ 7,595
1987 MONTE CARLO SS
1988 CAVALIER Z24
1985 CHEV SPRINT 
1987 HYUNDAI PONY 
1986S15GMCEXTENDCAB
1986 S10 PICKUP 
1986 CHEV1983 OLDS DELTA88 rrotil 8,938 




«Mi $ 6,350 
«4A$ 8,177 
#487 $13,612 
•7«: $ 8,791 
ttotn $16,673
*07* $12,880
Cash rebates, Mo Charge Options ond Markelino DIscaunIs hove been dedunled from sole prices. See our friendly sales staff for details.
C
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...IT’S THE CHANCE OF A
LIFETIME!
COME IN AND CHOOSE 
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“THE MEN’SSHOP”
“in the Marina Court” on 2ND ST. ' 
Tues.-Sat. 8:30-5:30 ' 656-4443
. MuKanatt vMnwntti ■ All out for
I Travelling tortoise home
j after ynauthorized excursion
I Arizona is a well-travelled tortoise.
;l Courtesy of owners Jack and Charlotte Daveys, she has jet- 
;| ted to Winnipeg, and motored to California and her 
j'l namesake state.
|| By VALORIE LENNOX
II Review Staff Writer _____________
All Tsawout Day
cared for her and returned her. They also appreciate those 
who helped search for the tortoise.
A week after Arizona’s return, she was travelling again — 
but this time with her owners, on an up-island jaunt.
But that wasn’t enough for Arizona. She wanted a ground- 
level tour, especially of her home community of North 
Saanich.
Seizing an opportunity, she toddled away from home just 
after 12 noon on July 25.
“She crawled up the hall and down the stairs and took 
off,’’ says Charlotte.
“She must have gone in about 10 minutes. How she moved 
so quick that lime, I don’t know.’’
The couple has owned the tortoise for 22 years, after buy­
ing the five-inch long desert turtle in the tiny roadside town of 
Upawake, Ariz. Fed by a steady supply of lettuce, Arizona 
has more than doubled in size to measure 12 inches by eight 
inches.
When faced with a stranger, she ducks inside her faceted, 
amber-hued shell and spits like a snake. But she is also friend­
ly, occasionally giving a pet budgie a ride on her back.
Once away from the house, Arizona took her time saunter­
ing through the neighborhood where she has lived for the past 
nine years.
By'the following day, July 26, she had covered about four 
blocks to arrive at the Summergate Village entrance on 
Canora Road. There the travelling tortoise was picked up by 
Gordy McDonnell.
He turned Arizona over to a friend, who has a farm up 
island in Coombs, for safekeeping.
* Meanwhile, the Daveys, their neighbors and friends were 
scouring Summergate Village for the wayward tortoise.
The search was adjourned briefly Aug. 1 when the Daveys 
attended a holiday barbeque. Coincidentially, McDonnell 
was also among the guests, but lost and found tortoises were 
not discussed.
A missing tortoise ad in the Review finally produced a clue. 
Jack Davey was called by someone who knew McDonnell had 
found a tortoise. A second phone call revealed Arizona’s 
location.
Another coincidence. Friends of the Daveys were neighbors 
of the people looking after Arizona. Fred and Lois Smith of­
fered to pick up Arizona and bring her home.
The much-travelled tortoise returned to Saanich on Aug. 4, 
unharmed.
Jack and Charlotte praise the people who found Arizona,
All arc welcome to All 
Tsawout Day, Saturday on the 
re.serve.
The day starts with field 
sports event registration at 8 
a.m. Pre-registration will also 
be taken Aug. 19 at the band of­
fice.
Field sports will start at 9 
a.m. with tots’ events held first, 
followed by children’s divi­
sions, teens and adults.
Planned are 50-yard and 100- 
yard dashes, three-legged races, 
sack races, wheelbarrow races, 
egg and spoon races, balloon 
toss and open mile races.
A cross-raising ceremony
with Bishop Rcmi De Roo will 
be held at noon. Hot dogs and 
refreshments will then be served 
at the field.
The field sports will continue 
from 1 until 2:30 p.m.
The longhouse grand opening 
ceremony will be held at 3 p.m. 
and a salmon barbeque and 
banquet will follow' in the 
longhouse kitchen.
The event will also serve as a 
welcome for the new principal 
and teachers of Tsartlip School.
Donations for the sports 






ARIZONA the AWOL tortise is back in the hands of 
owner Charlotte Davey. The 22-year-pld desert tortoise 
wandered away from her Summergate Village home Ju­
ly 25 and was not returned until Aug. 4.
The Sidney Museum 
opened its curio cabinet.
Until the end of August the 
museum will be showing off a 
variety of rarely displayed items 
in its Off the Shelf e.xhibit.
There are 15 items, most of 
which have not been on display 
over the past five years. Among 
the curiosities are a pair of brass 
knuckles, a royal naval sword 
and a mammoth tooth.
There is a Bank of Montreal 
piggy bank dating back to 1854, 
a large fossil from an ancient 
seasnail and a fragile zither.
Museum director Kathleen 
Trayner said some of the items 
are rarely displayed because 
they do not fit into any of the 
museum’s standard themes. 
Others are too fragile for per­
manent display.
Items date from the middle of 
the last century to the 1930s.
The display will be in place 
until the end of August.
The museum recently com­
pleted a new storage area with 
funding from an S8,000 heritage 
trust grant and more than 
$3,000 from the municipality.
A report on the project is 
available at the museum.
A series of talks at the library 
will be sponsored by the 
museum starting Aug. 25. First 
in the series will be presented by 
Len Dolozier, archives adviser 
for the provincial archives.
His topic, “Our fading past, 
fading fast,’’ will focus on ar­
chival and photographic collec­
tions.
The presentation will start at 
7:30 p.m. with admission by 
donation. : T
The museum, at the foot pf 
Beacon Street, is open from 
9:30 ami/until 4:30 pVm. daily.
$ COiPAR
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THERE’S TWO PLACES YOU CAN 
POUR A GOOD CUP OF COFFEE 
. . . HOME AND . . .
C^mir^ unevenTHE
BRENTWOOD BAY SHOPPING CENTRE 652-1192
Locals do well at horse trials
A total of 74 entries from 
Canada and the United States 
converged on the Saanich 
Peninsula last weekend for the 
Victoria-Saanich Three-day 
Horse Trials, held at the 
Saanichton fairgrounds and 
Island View Beach.
About a dozen competitors 
from the Peninsula competed 
and placed well in preliminary, 
pre-training and training divi­
sion competitions.
Overall results — after 
dres.sage competition Friday at 
the fairgrounds, cross country 
at Island View Saturday and 
stadium jumping at the fair 
grounds Sunday — for the 
Peninsula riders are as follows:
Sonya Crampton rode Mr. J’s 
Wildwood to a first place finish in the 
preliminary division.
Second in the training division was 
Glynis Schultz on Jokers Wild.
Theresa Simpson, riding Ashwood 
Debut, finished fifth in the training divi­
sion. Karren Combs, riding Teddy Bear, 
placed si.xth in the training division.
Finishing eighth in the training divi­
sion was Juluiss Hoffmann riding 
Talisman.
In the pre-training junior division 
Jennifer Shaw rode Majestic Era to a se­
cond place finish. Sara Middleton rode 
Joshua to a si.xth place finish ovberall 
and Jodi Temblett rode Chick’s 
Countess to a seventh place finish.
In the pre-training senior division, 
Elizabeth Safranyik rode Jumping Jack 
Flash to a fifth place finish and Lotus 
Vermeer rode Catch Me If You Can to a 
sixth place finish overall.
In team events, Saanich Peninsula 
riders captured first and second place in 
the training division. The first place
team was made up of Hoffmann on 
Talisman, Schultz on Jokers Wild and 
Sylvia Hoffmann on Mighty Riot.
Second place team members included 
Jane Owen-Flood on Willow, Simpson 
on Ashwood Debut, Combs on Teddy 
Bear and James Pengilly on Special Ef­
fects.
In a large pre-training division, made 
up of both junior and senior riders, a 
Saanich Peninsula team captured se­
cond place. Team members include 
Vermeer on Catch Me If You Can, 
Safranyik on Jumping Jack Mash, Mid­
dleton on Joshua and Amanda Garnett 
riding My Friend William.
The high point pony club award was 
presented to Glynis Schultz and Jokers 
Wild.
Organizers are pleased witli the 
weekend events. “It went very well. 
Everything ran smoothly and we were 
ver pleased,’’ said Victoria-Saanich 




To SIDNEY SPIT PROVINCIAL PARK
Departs daily from 
Seaport Marine Ltd.
1 block North of 
Beacon-Ave. Wharf 
on Seaport Place, Sidney.
MAY 21 - SEPT. 5th
DEPARTURE TIME
-WEEKDAYS
10 am ® 12 noon © 2 pm ® 4 pm 
WEEKENDS 8t HOLIDAYS 
HOURLY SERVICE: 10 am - 5 pm 
Returns on the half hour
FARES: (Round Trip)
$6 Adults $5 Seniors $4 Children 





horse over the jump in 
training level of cross 
country competition, 
Saturday at Island View 
Beach. It took about 80 
volunteers to run the 
Victoria-Saanich Three- 
Day Horse Trials,-held at 
the beach and at 
Saanichton Fairgrounds.

















Irene Clarke successfully 
defended her title as champion 
of the Ardmore Ladies' Golf 
Club .last week, after more than 
a week of competition.
Runner-up for the club cham­
pionship was Helen Graham.
In the first flight, the winner 
of the silver plate was Lovey 
Petrie, with Peg Tacey winning 
runner-up honors. ■
Winner of the second flight 
for the bronze plate was Erma 
la;rter. The runner up in the se­
cond flight was Kay Midwinter.
The low gross winner in the 
qualifying round, held Aug. 2, 
was Van Beresowski with an 83.
Winner of a Canadian 
Ladies’ Golf Association pin 
was Lorraine Worsley, who 
carded a 62.
The nine-hole champion was 
Pat Fisk, who defeated ruinner 
up Pat Connolly.
Shirley Hayes won the honor 
of representing zone one, Van­
couver Island, at Williams Lake 
during the National Handicap 
Award tournament Aug. 3 and 
4.
Swimmers from summer swim 
clubs all over the Vancouver Is­
land region converged on the 
Crystal Pool Aug. 6 and 7 for 
their regional meet.
The Piranhas, hosts of the event 
for the second year in a row, put 
on a well-run, enjoyable meet, 
and Bob McDonald, the meet’s 
manager and a swim club parent, 
says the credit is mainly due to 
the hard work of a team of dedi­
cated Piranha parents.
In the weeks leading up to the 
meet and during the meet itself, 
much co-operation was needed to 
accommodate the 10 participating 
clubs, he said.
TTie Piranha swimmers also 
pulled out all the slops, creating 
23 new club records and four 
pool records, and winning three 
aggregate trophies.
The purpose of “the regional- 
meet is to qualify swimmers for 
the B.C. Summer Swimming As­
sociation Provincial Meet. In 
each of the seven divisions, the 
fastest three swimmers from each 
event and the lop two relay teams 
will go on to the provincial meet.
AlUiough they rini,shcd behind 
Nanaimo’s 870.5 points, tlic Sid­
ney team managed a .strong sec­
ond place with 695 points — well 
ahead of Campbell River’s third 
place 411.5 points.
In the process, they won 15 
gold, 18 silver, and 18 bronze 
medals in individual events. 
Relay teams were responsible for 
an additional nine gold and two 
silver medals.
Coach Al Porter is proud of the 
team and attributes its success lo . 
the club’s commitment to devel­
opment in the younger divisions, 
which gives the team depth and 
the promise of top swimmers in 
the older divisions for years to 
come.
He also noted that, because of 
the Piranha’s winter workout ses­
sions, the swimmers were able to 
; enter tliC competitive season in 
May with a head start over tearhs 
that do not swim during the 
winter.
Summer swimmers with the 
B.C. Summer Swimming Associ­
ation are allowed only two hours 
of coaching per week from Sep­
tember to April.
Of 79 Piranhas attending the 
rcgionals, 20 qualified for the 
provincials, lo be held al the 
Crystal Pool Friday lo Sunday. 
Individual qualifiers arc:
Div. 1: Ewan DeWolf, 50-melre butterf­
ly, 50-metre backstroke; Kim Tyndall, 50- 
metre backstroke, 50-metre breastroke 
(first).
Div. 2: Michael Calkins, 100-metre IM, 
50-metre butterfly, 50-metre, backstroke. 
100-metre freestyle; Jonathan Owen, 50- 
metre breastroke; Jens Jakobsen, 50-metre 
breastroke (first); Nicole Pannekoek, 100- 
metre IM, lOO-melre freestyle; Jenelle 
Cassidy, 50-metre freestyle, 50-metre 
backstroke, 50-metre breastroke (first); 
Lisa Morash, 50-metre freestyle, 50-metre 
butterfly.
Div. 3: Janice Hanan, 100-metre IM, 
50-metre freestyle, 50-metre backstroke, 
100-metre freestyle; Jennifer Deane, 50- 
metre breastroke.
Div. 4: Jamie McDonald, 200-metre IM 
(first), 50-metre freestyle, 50-metre but­
terfly, lOO^metre breastroke (first).
Div. 5: Jennifer De’Wolf, 50-r,iv.'re 
freestyle, 100-metre freestyle; Natasha 
Kipot, 100-metre r 'backstroke; rf 
• ■ Jakobsen;: 260-metre 'iM;. 1 b6-metr6l]t;|iS 
teifly, lOO-metre freestyle (first),";! 10!% 
metre breastroke (first); Adam/Donald 
100-melre' ‘ ’ butterfly' (first), 56-metrc 
freestyle (first).
Div. 6: Andrew Ens, 200-mctrc IM 
(first), 50-meire freestyle, 100-meirc 
backstroke (first), lOO-metre breastroke 
(first); Rob McDonald, 200-mclre 
freestyle, 100-metre backstroke, 100- 
meirc breastroke, lOO-mctrc freestyle; 
Anne Marie Porticr, lOO-meire breastroke.
Div. 7: Pamela Ens, 200-mctre IM, 50- 
metre freestyle, 100-metrc freestyle (first), 
lOO-mcirc breastroke (first).
Soccer festival invitation extended
Boys and girls soccer teams 
from the Saanich Peninsula arc 
invited to a soccer festival for 
teams in Division 1 to 10.
The Cordova Bay Soccer club 
is the host of the annual soccer 
festival at Lochside Park Sept. 
10 and 11.
All teams arc invited to play 
and must apply before Aug. 31.
Team fees of S35 includes a 
maximum of three games and 
penants for all participants, said 
tournament organizer Frank 
Leversedge,




Local coliform counts remain low
mmi
“'tf'ii V '
Coliform counts on the 
Saanicli Peninsnin and at F.lk




8:00 a.m, lo5:30 p.m.
Lake remained low, last week.
Counts were 26 al Bazan Bay, 
22 af Pat Bay. nine at Cole Bay. 
eight at Island View Beach and 
Devonshire Beacji and five at 
Durrance Lake.
At HIk Lake the coani was 
27.'
The fecal coliform coiini in­
dicates the level of sewage 
pollution in the water and the
risk of gastrointestinal illness to 
swimmers.
Ik'ach warnings are posted if 
the count reaches or exceeds 200 
fecal coliform per KK) ml of 
water, or when waier quality 
fluctuates dramiiiically.
As of Wednesday Warnings 
were posted at Cadboro Bay at 
Telegraph Road, Gonzales Bay, 
Ross Bay and Shoal Bay.
PASSENGER TIRES 
LIGHT TRUCK TIRES 
HEAVY TRUCK TIRES 
FULL MECHANICAL SERVICES 
SPECIALIZING IN BRAKES, SHOCKS, 
SUSPENSION WORK.
SENIORS DISCOUNT?? WELL OF COURSE.





• CARPET CLEANING 
• UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
Owner Will Dorman (lives porsonal nttonlion io all orders 
9570 Norlhinwn Torraco, SIdnoy, B.C.
Phono: 656-4754 - 30 Years Expeiience
coaches already but want all 
Peninsula soccer teams and 
players to be aware of the 
festival, which has been run for 
more than 10 years.
Teams interested in playing 




, Golfers from itVe Glen 
Meadows ladies’ golf club were 
among the winners at an Aug. H 
field day ho.sted by the Royal 
Colwood Golf and t'onniry 
club. •
Peggy Wright was a member 
of a learn that capiured ihc low 
gross. Other team members in­
cluded ,Ian Dolian of Victoria, 
Estelle Ingram of C'cdar Hill 
and Aggie Dilley of Sookc 
Broom l iill.
Runners up for the low gross 
were the Glen Meadows team of 
.loy Donald, Muriel Twite, l or- 
raine .lacklin and Bernice 
Wilson,
THINK BIG THINK
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Babe Ruth baseball slides in
Teenagers serious about play­
ing baseball no longer have to 
go to Victoria-area Babe Ruth 
leagues to play.
Peninsula baseball en­
thusiasts announced Friday they 
are ready to offer Babe Ruth 
ball to local players through the 
new Peninsula Babe Ruth 
Baseball Association.
They hope to repatriate 
players from Victoria leagues 
and give up-and-coming players 
a local option to advance.
Between five and eight teams 
will be formed in the new 
baseball association, offering
teams for players from 13 to 18 
years old. Player registration 
will be held later this fall.
“The creation of Babe Ruth 
ball on the Peninusla offers the 
opportunity for all youths 
within these age categories to 
play lots of baseball, regardless 
of their individual skill levels,” 
said organizer Gordie Tupper.
Competition with e.xisting 
Babe Ruth baseball teams from 
Layritz, Lambrick and Car­
narvon leagues are planned. 
Also foreseen are exhibition 
series with various American 
Pacific Northwest teams.
Home games for players aged
13, 14 and 15 will be at Penin­
sula ball diamonds. Players 16 
and older, although their teams 
will be based on the Peninsula, 
will compete in the senior Babe 
Ruth division at Henderson 
Park.
“We want to emphasize that 
all players are welcome, 
regardless of talent, with the 
guarantee that they will play 
lots of baseball,” Tupper said.
Quality coaching in each divi­
sion also receives major em­
phasis from the league, he said.
“We are in an enviable posi­
tion of having a wealth of talent 
in this area with coaches who
have come up through the ranks 
of other minor and major 
baseball organizations,” Tup­
per said.
The time and place for the 
1989 season’s pre-registration 
will be announced soon, he 
said.
A league executive was form­
ed at a Centennial Park meeting 
Aug. 10. Elected president was 
Al Laverdure, vice-president 
Laurie Larose, secretary Mamie 
Cameron, treasurer Brad 
Stronie, player agent Linda 
Switzer and divisional directors 





LEARN TO DIVE — $89.00 
*(LOAN OF ALL EQUIPMENT FOR COURSE)
‘FIRST 10 ONLY
■A' WARDELL DRY SUIT (1 ONLY) 699?^
A PRO SUB BOUYANCY COMPENSATOR 516“
(Reg. &45.00)








WET & DRY SUITS
MARINER VILLAGE MALL 
No. 201 - 9810 7th ST., SIDNEY 656-0060
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Scouts reacf to 
local boll player's 
performoiice
OVER 125 YEARS COMBINED EXPERIENCE
A young baseball player from 
Brentwood Bay got a big break 
at the Northwest Regional tour­
nament Aug. 5-10 in Prince 
George.
Kevin Griffin, 14, was spot­
ted by a scout from the Seattle- 
based team that won the tourna­
ment. After the tournament the 
West Seattle team asked him to 
play for them in the Continental 
American Baseball Association 
World Series, held in Kirkland, 
Wash., last week.
Last year Griffin pitched and 
played second base for the 
Layritz West Coast Savings 
team based in Victoria.
He was one of eight Saanich 
Peninsula ball players selected 
to represent the province in the 
Northwest Regional Babe Ruth 
Series Aug. 5 to 10 in Prince 
George.
Earlier, his regular season
GOING FOR THE bull’s- 
eye is Lisa Clark, during 
an open-air mixed darts 
tournament on the ten­
nis courts at Centennial 
Park during Centra! 
Saanich Days,
team won the provincial cham­
pionship in a Vancouver tour­
nament.
Teams from Washington, 
Oregon, Idaho, Wyoming and 
Montana played in the Nor­
thwest Regionals. Layritz 
finished the tournament in 
seventh place.
Griffin has played short stop, 
second base and pitched for his 
team and is playing third base 
and serving as a relief pitcher 
for the American team during 
the World Series, which started 
Aug. 11 and winds up Saturday.
The Seattle team is 
guaranteed to play seven games 
in the round robin World Series 
tournament.
* ALL WORK CONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED
☆ FREE ESTIMATES
* I.C.B.C. CLAIMS & PRIVATE CLAIMS
☆ WINDSHIELD REPLACEMENT
☆ COMPLETE PAINTING & BODY WORK
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Almost 300 people are ex­
pected in Sidney this weekend 
for the first annual Sidney Open 
Darts Shoot.
A total of 40 dart boards will 
be set up in Sanscha Hall for the 
two-day event. Competitors 
from all over the province are 
expected to try for the $1,000 
grand prize for Ihe top team of 
four players, said organizer Al 
Greensidcs.
Mens’ and ladies’ doubles 
and singles events will be held. 
Smaller purse,s will be awarded 
to winners in the two-player 
team events and single events.
Doubles start at 11 a.m. 
Saturday and singles start at 
p.m. Saturday, Rcgi.v,iraiion for 












Servlcc.s from your church or 
In cither of our chapels at




I JUioRRISON AUTO MARINE
Y'Your Neighbourhood Friendly Service DepadmenV
3 GOVERNMENT CERTIFIED 
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BOLL-yP ALUMINOI^ AWBINOS
Sun when you want it. Shade when you need it.
Complete control of window shading 
Q Protects carpets, draperies from fading 
0 Increases the value ot your home 
@ 12 colors
® fife time awnings need no maintenance
Sandoiun Windows
656-9863
THE PERFECT CUT is important 
— even to heifers. The Vancouver 
Island Select 4-H Club showed its 
steers and heifers at Saanichton 
Fairgrounds, Sunday. Shown 
here, giving a final and critical trim 
to his hereford heifer, is Darren 
Blackwell of Saanichton. Ap­
parently it helped. Blackwell, ag­
gregate winner, took home 
several awards. Aaron Dowd won 
the steer class, Blackwell the 
heifer class. Reserve heifer was 
shown by Steve Longstaff. In 
showmanship, Blackwell won 
senior, Longstaff junior. Blackwell 
also won grand champ showman­
ship, with Debbie Samaroo winn­
ing reserve. The select club began 
last February and now has six ac­
tive members. Leader Jean Levair 
said the club is designed to build 
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SUPER FOOD SALE 
SA VE AT SIDNEY SUPER FOODS
THE REAL LESS PRICE STORE
FOODS
'since Sidney By The Sea
1964
WHILE STOCKS LAST. 2531 Beacon Avenue
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Results of the Saanich Penin­
sula 4-H Beef Club Rally Day 
held recently at the Saanichton 
Fair Grounds are in.
The grand champion steer 
award was presented to Jeff 
Dahl of Saanichton. Bruce 
Passmore raised the reserve 
grand champion.
The heaviest steer in the com­
petition was named Guy and 
was also raised by Jeff Dahl. 
The steer tipped the scales at 
1,3681b.
The grand champion female 
was owned and shown by Sandi 
Cavenaugh. Reserve champion 
award went to Hannah 
Jacobsen.
In the fitting competition 
Erin Kennedy was the winner in 
the-senior division. Ed Dahl 
took second'' and - Michelle 
Passmore placed third.
Intermediate fitting was won 
by Sandi Cavenaugh with An­
drew Preto in second and Han­
nah Jacobsen in third.
Junior fitting w-as won by An­
drea Giese with Bruce Passmore
and Kim Kennedy taking second 
and third.
In the senior showmanship 
competition, Kevin Giese came 
out the winner of the grand 
champion award. Jeff Dahl’s 
animal was reserve grand cham­
pion.
Intermediate showmanship 
went to Sandi Cavenaugh, with 
Hannah Jacobsen winning the 
reserve award.
Bruce Passmore was the 
junior showmanship winner and 
Andrea Giese was the reserve 
junior showmanship winner.
The Saanich Peninsula 4-H 
Beef Club is now preparing for 
the annual show and sale at the 
Pacific National Exhibition in 
Vancouver.
Beef cattle raised by the 
merribers will be sold to the 
highest bidders, and members 
hope Saanich Peninsula grocers 
and other businesses will pur­
chase some of the beef.
Interested buyers should con­
tact John Verhagen at 652-9382 
or Erving Giese at 652-3548.
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-WE ALWAYS PRODUCE MORE FOR YOUR FOOD DOLLARS AT SIDNEY FOODS—GUARANTEED 
"bu'WeRBALL ........ ".... ....... .. ... ’"TrEADY TO SERVE I CUT FROM CAN. GR A'^EF
YOUNG







FRESH CUT _ .^99
CHICKEN BREASTS 4.39 kg I




FRESH CUTCHICKEN THIGHS....mskoI ib.49
MAPLE LEAF BRAND SALES:—
NO. 1 SLICED 4 QO. SIDE BACON.............. 5oog rV
VAC PAK REG. -i RQ. WIENERS................... .4500 T^'^pk
BONELESS COUNTRY KITCHEN ARR
. SMOKED HAM..........
SLICED COOKED MEATS:
CHICKEN LOAF . MAC & CHEESE
WHOLE ROUND 4 79




B0NF.LESS• RUMP ROAST.... ......4.83 kg 2''®
Ib.
lb.
BOLOGNA • PICKLE & PIMENTO.... 175o ' pk.
SHELLBONE a•RUMP ROAST.......... 5.71 kg Z59
lb.




.1.87 kg 85' lb.
READY TO SERVE:-
09HAM BUTT PORTION ,...2.49 kg 1991b,
■ HAM STEAKS..........4.39 kg Ib.
GOV'T. INSR FRESH BONELESSLEG OF PORK ROAST ,.3.73 kg 1 ''"'ib.
FRESH • ALL SIZES
REG. GROUND BEEF
BONELESS
SIRLOIN TIP STEAKS.. . . . 4.83 kg ib.
hmAw 219 RB
FRESH PORK
• SIDESPARERIBS.... . ...3.73 kg
lisMNiiiipsiiwi
lb.
GOVT INSP. (BY THE PIECE)
YOUNGFRESH, U IMU nn.
BEEF LIVER.................64kg4'y' Ib.
DUCHESS OF WINDSOR: 
THE SECRET LIFE 
— CHARLES HIGHAM
OREEN GIANT


























CAT FOODS . ...........
ASS'TED. FlAV, DOG SNACKS
SAUSAGES....................... .156(1
GET ONI: PLASTIC CONTAINER 











SAVE MORE ON FROZEN 
DELNOR PETITE AQV.PEAS.,,.,..,,... ...IkgZ’^^







MARSHMALLOW   250g ( r
KELLOGG’S MUSLIX CEREAL n'475 GRAIN OR BRAN...........4oogZ'^'
UNCLE BEN'S Al?CONVERTED RICE....... ... goog Z'
RARI M07ZARRI.U
CHEESE (37...454g
Tho akxlicatlon ol Ihe Ihrono by King Edward VIII in 1936, (or tho 
love ol Wallis Simpson, is probably ono ol the moro romantic 
incidents ol this century. Many books have boon written about tho 
romanco. but low have devoted in depth inlormation about the 
Duchess ol Windsor
Charles HIgham’s now book 'Duchess ol Windsor: The Secret tile' 
is a well researched study. It covers her whole lilo, Irom start to 
linish, Higham has experience with other biographies as well • Bette 
Davis and Errol Flynn, to name just a couple.
The birth and early lilo ol Wallis Simpson ate ospoclally intorosting. 
Fads as to why she could not have become Queen, oven il she had 
not been divorced are revealed. The reader is exposed lo the 
inlluen<;os that prodolormigod tho typo ol lilo Simpson lived.
While many ol tho (acta may not seem to bo kind romombrancos ol 
the lady, they are the lads. To bo lair, Ixith sides • good and bad, 
must bo pfORonled. ,
Higham has pul tho book together very well and it (lows easily, 
which makes 'Duchoss ol Windsor: Tho Secret Lite' quite pleasant 
lo road.
Whether you are a history bull or just onjoy reading atxiut roal 
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Saw something lovely and quite unusual the other day. A great 
bunch of dill planted at the edge of a front yard. The heads of dill 
were flowering and it made a delightful bouquet 
Another pleasant surprise was an entrance bed containing 
squash, which with their giant flowers and huge leaves made an 
interesting contrast to the marigolds alongside. Some folks have 
the neatest ideas.
The apricot tree yielded 36 lbs. of lovely apricots, which when 
picked immediately started to go bad, so, although I had other 
plans, they had to be bottled immediately and the remainder 
made into marmalade. Well, they have been partly cooked, but I 
still haven’t sterilized the jars, or done the oranges, so at the pres­
ent the stewed apricots are sitting in the fridge wailing for further 
action.
Meanwhile the crabapples are ripening apace, so "Himself and 
I will have to gel going on them. We have already picked one lot, 
and the pulp is draining over a bowl, but (once again) no steril­
ized jars, and, to be honest, not an awesome amount of pep.
We have had an absolute avalanche of visitors litis past couple 
of weeks, and much as we love them, they do mean a lot of extra
I have been crawling off to bed by about nine, much to "Him­
self s" disgust I try to read, but each night he finds me with my 
glasses tilted off my nose, and the book resting against my chin, 
soundly asleep, twitching as I dream of all the things that have to 
be done on the morrow.
Today I dug the nicest crop of onions we have ever grown, and 
spread them out (bouoms up) on those woven mesh nursery 
trays, to dry in the sun. They will have to come inside each eve­
ning so they don’t gel dampened by the dew, and go back outside 
each morning until the lops have dried completely.
This usually takes 10 days or more. At that time I cut the foli­
age off about two inches above the onions. If there is any sign of 
moisture the onions aren’t ready for storage yet. They will need 
further drying, and these particular onions should be separated 
from those that were dry, for early use.
Hazel, over-the-garden-fence, hangs her onions, tied in bunches 
of six or eight, up wi a lath fence, where they gel lots of sunshine 
and good air circulation. This way she doesn’t have to bring them 
in each night, but does rush out and cover them at the first sign of 
rain. (What rain?)
I’m going to dig over the onion bed, fertilize it with 6-8-6, and 
then plant buckwheat, which we will dig in about the middle of 
September when it’s time to seed the fall rye.
That bed should be so fertile by next spring we could plant 
bananas, and expect a crop!
Out tomatoes are being a bit of a pain this year ... not much 
fruit, millions of late flowers (which I am removing every lime 
they show up) masses of greenery, but not a sign of ripening 
tomatoes, except for the Kootenai, which has produced three ripe
Garden show soon
Some of the best green- 
thumbed craftsmanship in the 
area will be displayed Aug. 27 
and 28 when the Sidney and 
Saanich Peninsula Garden Club 
holds its annual show.
The show will be held at 
Sanscha Hall and will feature a
large variety of classes and a 
plant sale.
The show goes from 2 until 6 
p.m. Aug. 27 and from 10 a.m. 
until 5 p.m. Sunday. Admission 
will be SI for adults with 




As soon as the fruit begins to size-up I think I’ll try Harley 
Wheeler’s trick of sprinkling wood ashes under the plants. He 
mentioned this a year or so ago, and certainly il seemed to en­
courage the tomatoes to ripen.
It’s time to turn your amaryllis plants over on their sides, right 
in their pots, to get all that foliage to die back. When all the 
leaves are brown, clip them off, and bring your bulbs inside to 
continue their rcst until about the middle of November. This way 
you should have blossoms for Christmas (what am I saying?).
I have a vase of Penny Royal silling out amongst the squashes, 
to see if the aroma will drive away the black aphids collecting on 
the under-sides of the leaves, and in some cases on the flowers.
Len says it works, so we’ll give it a try, but if all else fails I 
may be driven to spraying with a bit of Diazinon in some soapy 
water. Using the above mixture, I went after the blue aphids (so 
help me, blue!) on the new growth on the Italian prune tree, 
where their colonies were so tightly packed there was no leaf 
showing. It worked several weeks ago on tlie same u-cc, but evi­
dently 1 didn’t get them all, and they have multiplied as only 
aphids can. I don’t care for their sex-habits (or anything else to 
honest), the horrid things!
Jim Edgar sent us some yellow transparent apples, bless him, 









24 HR. MONITOR pe(month25.00 
Rent: $14.00 montti plus 
monitoring rental







• Key pad • Siren
• Smoke Detector
• 2 Contacts
• 2 Infra Red Sensors
• Entry Exit Delay
• Tamper-proof switch
SAFE HOME SAFE SHOP
SECURITY SERVICE
Introductory Offer — Free 6 Month 
Monitoring to the first 10 buyers
•immwamsmm'
$750,000 IN MATERIALS
Big bucks for region's libraries
Over $750,000 worth of new 
library materials will be added 
to the Vancouver Island 
Regional Library system, 
thanks to a $1-million-plus pro­
vincial grant.
Grants this year were increas­
ed slightly, based on more re­
cent 1986 population figures. 
Regional D i r e c t o r Don 
Meadows explained 75 per cent
of the annual grant is used for 
purchase of library materials 
while the remainder goes 
towards operational expenses.
The library system serves 40 
communities, from south Van­
couver Island to the Queen 
Charlotte Islands, on a $5.5 
million annual budget. Local 
governments provide 85 per 
cent of the annual cost and the 







North Saanich’s new erosion 
bylaw was upheld by the 
Supreme Court of B.C., despite 
a challenge by Wesley Jones and 
Glenys Towers.
The bylaw, adopted May 9, 
regulates the culling of trees in 
the Cloakc Hill and Horth Hill 
areas. On July 4 the bylaw was 
amended to aLso include the
north slopes of Mt. Newton.
Jones and Towers had claim­
ed the bylaw was invalid and il­
legal, enacted in bad faith, was 
not properly advertised and was 
discriminatory.
Jones said he docs not plan to 
appeal the decision, although he 
fears the bylaw will hamper 
development of the remaining 
21 lots in his 40-lot .subdivision 
on Readings Drive, Cloake Hill.
To combat the erosion pro­
blem in the area he insttilled a 
S12,0(X) drainage system at the 
municipality'ii request. He also 
agreed to a municipal request to 
undertake liis development in 
stages, delaying the project.
The project has been under 
way for eight years, he said.
He blamed erosion problems 
on other developments in the 
area, “We're not the ones who 
caused the problem. Our
development is orderly.”
No other developers sup­
ported his action against the 
bylaw preferring, Jones sug­
gested, to pay the $2,000 fine 
for removal of trees.
Municipal Clerk Joan Schill 
said 1987 amendments to the 
Municipal Act permitted the 
erosion bylaw. North Saanich is 
one of the first municipalities to 
enact such a bylaw.
North Saanich did have a log­
ging bylaw which was adopted 
in 1975, but that bylaw was 
repealed in September 1982 after 
authority for the bylaw was 
removed from the Municipal 
Act,
Meadows said it is impossible 
to determine the effect of the 
grant on local branches.
“The materials budget is a 
huge resource that everyone 
shares. It’s all just part of our 
general operating grants,” he 
said.
The Sidney-North Saanich 
Library, serving North Saanich, 
Central Saanich and Sidney, has 
an average circulation of 30,000 
items ’ p e r m 6 n t li.' The 
Brentwood-Central Saanich 
Library, serving Central 
Saanich, has a circulation of 
9,000 to 10,000 per month.
Through the library system’s 
request service, items are con­
tinually circulated through all 
of the region’s libraries.
The provincial government 
awarded $6,653,749 in grants to 
















Prefabricated sheds also available - please enquire for j 
sizes and prices. ' ' •





Religious confusion- one 
Bible, Many churches - Why?
take THE FERRY FROM 
CHEMAINUS 
ENIOY A LEISURELY 
LUNCH from $7..50 
afternoon tea from $4,00 
DINNER from $15,00 
SUNDAY BRUNCH from $6.50




One reason why so many do not take 
religion seriously Is because there are so 
many Individual sects, each prolosslng 
they have the Taith. Many creeds, and i 
statomonts of beliols have been written, 
but It still remains a lad that a careful 
reading and study of tho Bible will remove 
the doubui.
Tho Bibift beromotor ot conditions In tho 
world Is ISRAEL, What has been hap­
pening In Israel, ond what is about to 
happen sfmuld bo a warning lor all ol 
churches to consldor 
Tlmes-Colonlst lor Aug. 12 has a heading 
■Israel told to gird lor Arab War', This is 
very Biblical, ond Indeed a warning to all 
ol us to give more ationtion to tho Bible 
prophets that toll us that the signs In iho 
Middle East are an Indication that Christ 
Is oomlng to sol up God’s Kingdom on the 
earth. Then there will be only ono conuai, 
divine religion, with Jesus Christ as King 
and Priest. Isaiah 2 soys that "THE 
WORD or THE LORD SMALL GO 
romi l INTO ALL TIC WORLD’
Swing Arm Lamp 
Reg. 17.99
sale 13^“ 













SUNBEAM TABLE TOP 
PORTABLE BARBEQUE
69®®
"On* OibI*" "Miny Church**"
A Dibt* topic th«l will b* ctatlt with nt 
MootMi Hall 702K F.. Sannich Rd 




PASTA & GOURMET SHOP
of SIDNEY
- EGG FETTtJCINI - 40e-lOOc)
- EXTRA VIRGIN
CALMATA OLIVE OIL $6.99 LITRE.
WE HAVE LASAGNA TO GOI
BUY A PASTA LUNCH AND 
HAVE A CAPPUCCINO
FREE!
2323 BEACON PLAZA MALL 
666-4.343




SANl SEAT TOILET SEAT
1 Snap on — Snap oft for easy cloaning. Colors
1 white, bone, sliver grey. A must for every







r CAR WASH BRUSH
1 With Snap In
1 Soft Bristle Hoad. I
1 Reg. 16.49
I ' 11 991 SALE B 0
UGHT BULBS |
4 Puck M
40, GO, 100 Watt P







Lightweight and Durable. Jl
2 Foot 3 Foot w
69.95 90.29 1





25 kg Bog. Reg. 4.45 1
3.29 j
PORTLAND CEMENT
Ml lypo 10, Normal.




. STEP LADDER . i
Reg, 34.0.5 j















Ste. 6 - 9843 2nd St., Sidney, B.C.
(In Marina Court) 
656-2411
l&l ®
AGREEMENT IS "ANNEXATION MOVEMENT"




By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
He vowed to continue the 
fight against free trade after ar­
riving back in Sidney Friday, 
completing a cross-Canada pro­
test against the deal that began 
April I.
“Opposition to it is growing 
gradually,” John Wilcox said. 
“Some people say they are sick 
of this issue, but anyone who 
says they’re sick of it is sick of 
being a Canadian.”
Wilcox, a Harlock Island 
lesident, likens himself to 
Johnny Canuck, a Canadian Se­
cond World War comic book 
hero. His great-grandfather, 
Oliver J. Wilcox, fought against 
a Canada-U.S. free trade deal in 
1911 as Member of Parliament 
for North Essex, Ont.
“It’s just a repeat of the an­
nexation of Canada move­
S.A.M. encourages
FAIR EXCHANGE
RATE AS OF AUG 15/ 88
$1.1980
$ 1. = $ 1J20 $13. = $15.57
$ 2. = $ 2.40 $14. = $16.77
$ 3. = $ 3.59 $15. = $17.97
5 4. = $ 4.79 $16. = $19.17
I $ 5. = $ 5.99 $17. = $20.37
5 6. = $ 7.19 $18. = $21.56
$ 7. = $ 839 $19. = $22.76
$ 8. = $ 9.58 $20. = $23.96
$ 9 = $10.78 $25, = $29.95
$10. = $11.98 $30. = $35.94
I $11. = $13.18 $40. = $47.92
$12. = $14.38 $50. = $59.90
Retailers pleas* place this table
on your cash register.
ment,” Wilcox charges. “It’s 
always been an American in­
itiative. This is the fifth time 
they’ve tried to do it.
“Now they’re telling us that 
if we don’t go for it there’s go­
ing to be a trade war over it. I 
feel that’s the general altitude 
of the American trade leaders.”
Wilcox says he received sup­
port and learned more about the 
proposed agreement from the 
Council of Canadians, the 
^Coalition Against Free Trade, 
^the National Farmers Union, 
Liberal free trade critics and 
other groups opposed to the 
deal.
During his more than four- 
month journey Wilcox con­
fronted Canadian trade 
negotiator Simon Reisman on 
Parliament Hill, July I. He also 
tried to speak with Mila 
Mulroney in Summerside, 
P.E.I., and planted himself in a 
doorway of the Grand Prairie, 
Alta., airport in an attempt to 
speak to Prime Minister Brian 
Mulroney.
Neither Mulroney would 
recognize his presence or speak 
to him about the free trade deal, 
Wilcox said.
Now Wilcox is more worried 
about the proposed agreement 
than ever before. He supports 
the federal Liberal party’s posi­
tion on calling an election on 
theissue.
“It is the legitimate right of 
the Senate to do this,” he said. 
“That’s its function, to be a 
check for a runaway govern­
ment. The question of of Senate 
reform is different.
“Mulroney’s a very shrewd 
man but I can’t see how he can 
get out of calling an election.”
A document leaked from the
prime minister’s office says that 
the Conservative government’s 
agenda “was to keep informa­
tion from the public, sell them 
the deal and discredit the op­
position,” Wilcox said, referr­
ing to a Sept. 20, 1985, Toronto 
Star story.
The news story said the leak­
ed document states, “It is likely 
that the higher the profile the 
issue attains, the lower the 
degree of public approv'al will 
be. The strategy should rely less 
on educating the general public 
than on getting across the 
message that the trade initiative 
is a good idea. In other words, a 
selling job.”
Wilcox said that people often 
ansv.-er Questions about the deal 
by saying they don’t know 
enough about it. And that’s 
because the government wants it 
that way, he said.
“They admit to spending S24 
million on a sales pitch, but 
they’ve spent more than that 
and its not working.”
If the deal goes through 
Canada will have to ask the 
United States for permission to 
set up a Crown corporation, 
Wilcox said. “Our international 
stand as a nation is threatened 
by this deal.
“They are dragging Canada 
into the military industrial com­
plex,” he said. “What’s involv­
ed is a total shift of emphasis 
from normal business to 
military development because 
that will be the only sector of 
the economy supported in 
regards to subsidies.”
Before Wilcox left he had
BACK HOME with a wave Thursday morning after leaving the Saanich Peninsula April
1 is Harlock Island resident John Wilcox. His truck Old Blue,
through numerous changes during his cross-Canada trip opposing ihe proposed
Canada-U.S. free trade agreement. Besides a new tarp, the truck eng'"®
the transmission needed work and a new driveshaft was installed. Wilcox, who *ikens
himself to Second World War Canadian comic book hero Johnny Canuck, says tne
Conservatives should call an election on the free trade issue.
planned to return to his job with 
the Coast Guard on Sait Spring 
Island, but now his plans have 
changed.
“I’m not sure if I can con­
tinue to function at capacity if 
I’m back at work,” he said. “I
want to focus my energies on 
pursuing this issue until it s 
dead.”
Wilcox recorded his ex­
periences during his trip on tape 
and plans to write a book.
For the immediate future,
Wilcox plans to pursue speaking 
engagements in B.C. to educate 
people about the proposed 
agreement.
“I don’t think the issue has 
been given enough attention by 
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Bait at the Satellite Fish Com­
pany on the Sidney wharf is cat­
ching children — and lots of 
them, according to the owner.
Store owner Don Norbury 
sees some youngsters up to 10 
times a day, buying bait to use
as they fish from the wharf.
The store sells scrap fish to 
use for bail at 25 cents to 50 
cents a piece, depending on the 
size.
But 11-year-olds Cory 
Walker and Stuart Andrie feel 
the store is not being fair to
young fishermen.
They complained to The 
Review about the charge and 
said staff refused to sell them 
bait although there was some in 
view.
Norbury said the bail could 
have been reserved for a com­
mercial crab fishermen or a 
mink farmer, who regularly 
purchase from the fish store.
The store can make as much 
as SlOO a day from bait sales. 
One customer pays SI per 
salmon head and there’s a cons­
tant demand from commercial 
fishermen for the fish heads and 
frames.
“We’re not trying to be 
miserable. We’re trying to run a 
business,” Norbury said.
Staff may occasionly become 
impatient with the youngsters, 
especially when the store is 
busy.
“We feel we’re almost runn­
ing a babysitting agency here. 
The children aren’t getting rip­
ped off.
“But when they’re under our
feet every day from 8:30 a.m. in 
the morning, we feel we’re run­
ning a pretty good babysitting 
agency without getting paid for 
; it.”
The children would pay much 
more than 25 to 50 cents for bait 
elsewhere, Norbury points out.
“If the kids feel they’re being 
ripped off, tell them to talk to 
me and I’ll straighten them out.
“What they should do is buy 
a fish market and have a lot of 
adults come in 50 times a day 
looking for bait.”
Something enjoyable for young travellers
^ _  I   ._   —........... Tm Ifni# /"iv C
Lillie salts will have their own 
sailing playground aboard a 
B.C. Ferry, later this month.
A children’s play area, the 
first in the fleet, is to be opened 
on the Queen of Vancouver bet­
ween Aug. 15 and 20. I'he ship 
sails between Swartz Bay and 
Tsawwassen.
The 225-squarc-fooi is being 
built on the sundcck at the rear 
of the top passenger lounge. 
De.signed for quiet play by pre­
schoolers, it will feature a row 
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with steering wheels placed fac­
ing out the window, a iluce-foot 
ladder and slide, a small grotto 
and a cut-out .seal designed for 
photographs with a child.
“We've been looking for a 
way to provide a safe, enjoyable 
and stimulating location for our 
pre-school passengers and tliis 
may be the answei,” said ll.C . 
Ferries’ Barry Hllctl.
The SI5,000 play area is 
designed by .Sunshine Innova-
Femes
Mainlantl bound travellers 
faced ihree-hoiir waits iit the 
Swartz Bay terminal b'riday 
after a mechanical problem put 
the Queen of Usquimali out ol 
service,
The .180-vehicle ferry tnissed 
the 8 a.m, and noon sailittg 
from Tsiiwwassen and ilte 10 
a.m. and 2 p.m, sailing from 
Swartz Bay.
The ferry corporation’s 
standby ship, the Queen of New, 
Westminster, was put tm tlie 
route but was only able to carry 
192 vehicles per crossing.
Heavy traffic, due in pan or 
the Abbotsford Air Show on the 
weekend, increased the load on 
the ferry, The 2 p.m. sailing 
frcmi Swiiii/ Bay was cancelled 
after the Queen of New 
Westminster fell behind
lions of Coquitlam, a company 
which has designed play areas 
for high traffic shopping malls. 
The design includes padded 
floors, no sharp edges and a 
nautical theme.
“It’s quite different from 
most play areas. Wc had to stay 
away from the playground type 
of attitude because you cannot 
afford to have a playground on 
aship,” Ellett said.
If the trial playeentre is suc­
cessful, Ellett expects similar 
facilities to be added to other 
B.C. Ferries.
“It should appeal to the 
children, the parents and our 
other passengers, who will ex­
perience loss distractions during 
the voyage,
“Now even our smallest 
passengers will have something 
very special to look forward to 
when they sail with B.C. Fer­
ries.” Ellett predicted.
passenger pafience
our lecofd, established during 
Expo '86, when we carried more
schedule.
Travellers wailed up to three 
sailings to hotiid a ferry. The 
Queen of I'.squimalt rciurnci.1 to 
service at 4 p.m., but the 
backlog was not cleared antil 10 
p.m,
Long line-ups ttlso inaned the 
August long weekend for B.C. 
T-'erries passengers as the fleet 
ciuried near reconl numbers 
front July 29 to Aug. 1,
The fleet carried 116,062 
passengers and .11,136 velticie.s 
o n I It e S w art/ B a y i o 
Tsawwassen route, a figure only 
surpassed during tlie B.C, Day 
weekend in 1986,
Record numbers, 89,.571 
passengers and 30,5-1.1 vehicles, 
were carried on the Nanaimo to 
Hoiscshoe Bay route.
“We citmc close to lopiting
it
. ,,.7 x”
JOIN CAPITAL IRON in 
SIDNEY'S NEWEST RETAIL CENTRE
RETAIL COMMERCIAL SPACE 800-5000 sq.ft. AVAILABLE 
QUALITY BUILDING, EXCELLENT LOCATION
»f I m m 4^1 4 IT* 4 41 « ,«»s,jrPHONE lUUUM teblAlLo L»y. «u uem'-u-nv-t
passengers and vehicle^ over a 
four-dtiy period ihmi ever 
before in our 27-year period,” 
reported inarkeiing manager 
Bill Bouchard.
Several special event,s on Van-. 
coiiver Island, including the 
B.C, Summer Game.s, added to 
the long weekend traffic, he 
said.
The peak pii.s.senger load was 
on July 31 from Swartz Bay, 
where 16,686 travclleis boarded 
the ferry.
The heaviest vehicle loads 
were from Nanaimo on Aug. 1 
with 4,464 vehicles using tlte 
ferry.
Fish closure
Cltinook .salmon returning to 
the Cowichan and Koksilah 
Rivcr.s will be protected iintler
new finbing closure:;. , '
Fisliing for all fin fisli by 
hook ami Hue is prohibited until 
midnight. Sepf 10, wiilitn a 
half-mile railins of Separation 
Point (sub areas 18-7 and 18-S, 
Piicific lisbcry Mantigemeni 
area regulations,)
The closure took effects Aug.
tu.
The Cowichan Bay river




Needle work sows scholarship
Research into Douglas fir 
seedling needles has netted 
Sidney student Michael Peter­
son a S7,500 graduate research, 
engineering and technology 
scholarship from the provincial 
government.
Peterson is working on a doc­
torate degree in geography at 
the University of Victoria. His 
project researches the effect of 
environment, host nutrition and 
needle physiology on the aging 
process of Douglas fir seedling
needles and their susceptibility 
to Botrytis grey mould.
The project is being done in 
conjunction with the Canadian 
Forestry Service in Victoria.
Peterson is one of 57 scholar­
ship recipients. Students receiv­
ing the funds are expected to do 
a significant portion of their 
graduate thesis research in con­
junction with an off-campus in­
dustrial organization.
Basic scholarships are 
$14,000. Those students already
receiving other scholarships can 
receive a partial scholarship 
which will bring thei' annual 
total to $20,000.
The scholarships were 
established by th; Science 
Council to assist students work­
ing on masters degrees and doc­
torates in science and engineer­
ing at B.C. universities. Ten of 
the 1988 recipient.? are studying 
at the University of Victoria.




Capt. A.J. Titanic charts trade 
course for Turner
STOP PAIN! DRUGLESS PAIN RELIEF T.E.N.S. UNIT .................. ..
$24000
• HOME NURSING AND * OSTOMY CARE 
SELF HELP AIDS PRODUCTS
» WALKING AIDS » FREE DELIVERY
U
WELCOME TO A NEW WORLD OF CARING
3550 BLANSHARD ST. fsrS.7o“o^Ss, 384-9399
Old politicians never retire, 
they just move on to the Senate.
It’s an age-old Canadianism 
that was brought to life recently 
when the Leader of the Opposi­
tion John Turner decided to 
entrust the fate of the free trade 
''hgreciheht to hone other toan Al- 
^' Ihh J;'=MdcEaclien, Iciadcf'Sf'tlic 
Liberal-dominated Senate.
OPINION
By ANN M. SMITH
Turner apparently fell “morally 
justified” when he recently in­
structed his non-eleclcd cohorLs 
in tlic Senate to delay passage of 
tlie free trade deal thereby forcing 
the government to call an elec­
tion. So enter A.J. MacEachen: 
handing over the free trade reigns 
to the same man who prccipiuued 
the worst recession within recent 
memory is, at the very least, 
questionable.
MacEiichen, you’ll recall, made 
a name for himself as finance 
minister in 1981 by unveiling one 
of the most disastrous federal 
budgets of all time. His lack of 
economic savvy was further ex­
acerbated shortly thereafter when 
Canada tumbled head-long into 
one of the most painful and
damaging recessions ever experi­
enced in this country.
In fact, MacEachen dis­
tinguished himself so little during 
his reign as finance minister that 
he was replaced shortly after his 
’81 fiasco by Marc Lalonde.
: And now, , he’s, sayirjg, “no 
way” to free trade. That in itself 
should make the merits of free 
trade shine more brightly.
Not all Liberals are enamored 
with MacEachen’s decision to go 
along with Turner’s game of cat- 
and-mouse. Senator George van 
Roggen from Vancouver — for­
mer head of the Senate finance 
committee -- disagreed so vehe­
mently witli the delay tactics that 
he has decided to step down from 
the position he had held since 
1974.
According to van Roggen, there 
are oilier Liberal .senators also 
relucuinl to join MacEachen’s 
team.
This latest move -- which, in­
cidentally, has lieeii strongly 
chastised by both Ed Broadlxinl, 
leader of the New Democratic 
Parly, and Prime Minister Brian 
Mulroney - has once again 
stirred up an age-old contempt 
that generations of Cantidians 
have fell tow-ards the Senate.
The economic stakes behind
free trade are just too important to 
be caught in the jxililical cro.ssfire 
flying around Ottawa. 
MacEachen’s economic games 
for political gains didn’t work in 
1981 and one can only hope lliey
don’t worV: now.
, Mac^^ - in a style dial 
will likely be reminiscent of his 
days as finaicc minister— is ex­
pected to turn his back on die 
business community in this coun­
try' (a big booster of the trade 
deal) and instruct his Senate 
cronies lo hijack die trade deal 
from the elected nicmlx’.rs of Par­
liament.
If the plan docs fall into place 
(and there’s no rca.son why il 
shouldn’t), MacEachen gees his 
election. If the plan then fails and 
Turner is rcjcctccl by Canadians, 
MacEachen has nothing lo worry 
about.
In short, pulling free trade in 
the hands of the gcxxl senator is 
niucli the sjimc as having Jack the 
Riplicr perform a heart transplant.
So why is Turner putting his 
IKilitical future and die w'dl-lxtiiig 
of liis parly on such then ground?
Ilasy; the devil made him do it.
Canada’s Finest Income Tax Course
t-Oiunlno Inr.omo taxos now could oltor you rnonoy rftaklng 
opfiohoniliori and oavo you morioy on your roturn ol lo* tirno.
Enrol todnyl Clasaos start Sopt. 21, 1900
H8.R
For More Information 
CALL NOW 
656-2411
STE. 0-9843 ■ 2ND ST SIDNEY (IN MARINA COURT)
DON’T LET WILDFIRES
fcste tUilH rw-uiui * , „
'wotiimiiwii^^
I%SHI6n FOenrWEAR F’GR WGMEW
ALL
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Short drive home expensive choice
. . 1 t _ .1 1 i«»oc> ct-r\r%r»#aH hv
A short drive home cost 31 
year-old Robert Saddington 
$400 after he pleaded guilty to 
impaired driving on June 24 in 
Central Saanich.
Appearing in Sidney Provin­
cial Court Thursday, Sad­
dington said he had been driven 
from Victoria to Saanich by a 
sober friend but had driven 
himself the two miles from his 
friend’s house to his own home 
on Wallace Drive 
Saanichton.
1 n
Man pleads not guilty 
to peeping tom charges
Strict restrictions were placed 
on a man released from custody 
Thursday, after he pleaded not 
guilty to two counts of trespass­
ing at night near a dwelling 
house.
Crown counsel Derek Lister 
told Sidney Provincial Court 
the charges arose from an alleg­
ed peeping tom incident.
Judge J.W. Hubbard directed 
the man to observe a 9 p.m. to 6 
a.m. curfew, unless otherwise 
permitted by the bail super­
visor: to report weekly to the 
bail supervisor; not to move 
from his present residence 
without the bail supervisor’s 
permission; and to stay away 
from the two Central Saanich 
residences where the alleged of­
fences occurred.
He also directed the man to 
carry a copy of the release con­
ditions with him at all times.
William Grieve, 29, of Vic­
toria, pleaded not guilty to both 
charges and was remanded to 
Oct. 6 for trial
He was stopped by RCMP, 
after reports of an impaired 
driver were received from two 
motorists at approximately 1:30 
a.m.
Breathalyzer tests produced 
readings of 0.16 and 0.15.
Saddington told Judge J.W. 
Hubbard he had recently moved 
to the area and started a small 
business, so had a limited in­
come.
He has no previous record.
Judge Hubbard imposed a 
$400 fine to be paid within the 
next six months and suspended 
Saddington’s licence tor six 
months.
CTRINIE
TV - VCR - STEREO SALES & SERVICE
VCR SALES
656^351








Men h@ld In jail 
over BSE charge
A man charged with breaking 
and entering and possession of 
stolen property was to spend a 
week in jail, following his 
Thursday provincial court ap­
pearance.
Dylan Becker, 18, of Saanich, 
was remanded in custody to 
Aug. 18 for a show cause hear­
ing. .
Crown counsel Derek Lister 
said the Crown believes Becker 
should be detained. Becker’s 
lawyer said the accused was 
willing to remain in custody un- 
1 til the hearing. ^
3475 QUADRA ST., VIC. 
MON.-SAT. 8 A.M.-10 P.M. 
SUNDAY 9 A-M.-T P.M.
7816 E. SAANICH ROAD 
MON.-SAT. 8 A.M.-9 P.M. 
SUNDAY 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
_ WE RESERVE THE
9i?9 5th ST., SIwiY I 
,AT.-WED. 9 A.M.-7 P.M. SJOCKS
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INJURY ACCIDENT 
A seven-year-old Victoria boy 
was taken to Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital with minor injuries 
after a two-vehicle accident at 
the intersection of Keating 
Crossroad and Central Saanich 
Road at about 9:15 p.m. Aug.
5.
The boy was a passenger in a 
1965 Chev Nova driven west on 
Keating Crossroad when it was 
struck head-on by a 1978 Chev 
pickup driven by a 65-year-old 
Central Saanich man. About 
$4,000 damage was done to 
each vehicle.
The driver of the truck was 
charged with failing to yield the 
right of way by Central Saanich
Pol'ce- stolen BIKE
A black men’s 12-specd Nor­
co Mountaineer bicycle worth 
about $220 was stolen from the 
Brentwood Inn between 5 p.m. 
July 30 and 1 a.m. July 31.
Central Saanich police are in­
vestigating.
briefcase STOLEN 
A brown leather briefcase 
worth about $150 and contain­
ing personal papers was stolen 
from an unlocked vehicle park­
ed in Trafalgar Square sliopping
centre on West Suiinich Roiici 
and Wallace Drive at about 5:30 
p.m. July 29. .
Police arc iiivcstlBatmg and 
remind the motoring public to 
lock vehicles. «
jewelry STOLEN 
About $14,000 worth ol 
jewelry was stolen from a house 
in the 690()-bloek Saanich 
Cros.sroad area during a 
daytime break-in July 29. ^
Thieves forced open a door 
and ransacked tite Ivtmc 
someiime between 12:15 and 
p.m. A .small amount of cash 
wa.s also stolen,
CASH STOLEN 
A B.C. Summer Games 
equestrian event compeUior 
from HH) Mile House had $.3^1 
in cash stolen from an unlocked 
motoiiiume t>.ui.cd at the 
Saanicliton bair Grounds be • 
ween 10 a.rn, and 1 p.m. July
• 29. ,
Central Srumicli police arc in
vestiagling.
' AHhrltJi control
The Arthritis ,Sm:iciy rcmimls 
you that medical knowledge, is 
now .‘.ullictcm to cumiui m- 
ntnninalion and prevent serious 
disability m uiu.4 .utluitc; 
patients,
MINUTE MAID
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GRANT’S SMALL MOTORS




25 Accounting Services 
30 Appliance Services 
103 Autobody Repairs 
100 Automotive 
18 Babysitting Services 
143 Reauty Salons 
175 Births 
110 Boats & Marine 
135 Building Materials 
155 Business Opportunities 
185 Business Personals 
23 Business Services 
190 Cards of Thanks
31 Carpenters
32 Catering Services 
10 Church Services
33 Cleaning Services 









142 Furniture for Rent 
130 Garage Sales 
. 50 Gardening 
55 Glass
140 Groceries, Meat & Produce 
19 Help Wanted
200 In Memoriam 
60 Janitor Services 
205 Legal Notices 
150 Lost & Found
36 Masonry 
202 Memorial Gifts
201 Memorial Trusts 
120 Miscellaneous For Sale
99 Miscellaneous Services 
125 Miscellaneous Wanted 
215 Mobile Homes 
101 Motorcycles 
63 Moving & Storage 
62 Music 
195 Obituaries 
65 Paint & Painting
67 Paving 
160 Personals
68 Pest control 
144 Pets & Livestock
70 Plumbing & Heating
212 Real Estate for Rent 
211 Real Estate for Sale
213 Real Estate Wanted
105 Recreation Vehicles 
, 72 Refrigeration & ? <
Air Conditioning 
95 Sewing
75 Secretarial Services 
80 Signs
85 Small Engine Service 
168 Travel 
88 Tree Services 
90 T.V. and Stereo 
126 Used Clothing & Furniture 
185 Weddings 
137 Wood Heating 
20 Work Wanted
I ■■IBM WORK ^ .tf WAHTEO; 1 CONTRACTORS GAt=IDENlNG G&BDENIN0
CHRISTIAN NANNY BABYSITTER 
looking for a 8-5p.m. fulltime job. Start­
ing Sept, in Sidnoy/Saanichton area. 
$4.50 an hour. Has lots of experience 
with children from 6 months-5 yrs. old. 












East Saanich Rd. 
Barrett Dr.
Sansum Park
"RED TRACTOR" Farm and Garden 
Services; post-pounding, augering, 
complete fences — large or small. 
olough, disc, roto, brush-cutting. Call 
Ed at 652-2333.  3°^^
CARPETS FITTED, re-stretched.
repaired. Free estimates. Call Brian. 
655-1408. 30I3S
HAVING A HARD TIME getting every­
thing done around the house? Well, 
here's the solution! Hire a student to do 
odd jobs. Call Murray at 656-5843.
31/34
MR. J’S WINDOW WASHING Ser­
vices. Professional, reliable work. Fully 
guaranteed, fully insured. 380-0146. 




COLLEGE STUDENT LOOKING for
work. Will cut lawns, gardening and 
other jobs. Phone Paul, 7-11p.m. 655- 
1641. 33134
HOME IMPROVEMENTS by Lloyd
Clark, 15 years experience. Renova­
tions, windows, doors, skylights, dec^s. 
glass enclosures, eavestroughs, vinyl 












THURSDAY 3 PM 
WORD ADS 
FRIDAY 5 PM 
lAds are accepted Monday 
jthrough Friday, from 9 a.m. to
656-1151
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Camelion Hosiery is seeking independ­
ent sales representatives to market our 
luxurious run resistant pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great busi­
ness. Call 656-4507 anytime. If no 
answer, please leave name and phone 
number. 33/tf
PART TIME NANNY needed in Sidney.
Call Laura. 655-7037. evenings. 30/33
PEDICURE AND NAIL technician with
full or partial clientelle wanted for local 
studio. Phone 655-4787. 32/33
RELIABLE, RESPONSIBLE PERSON 
to pick up our son at school. Drive him 
home. Do house-keeping. $lO./hr min. 
2hr.day.655-4792^ 32/35
REQUIRED — SECRETARY for sale
practitioner law office. To commence 
Sept. 15. Experience on word proces­
sor and some bookkeeping preferred. 
Please reply in writing, stating qualifica­
tions. to #109-2506 Beacon Ave., Sid- 
ney.B.C.VBLlY2. 31/31
LADY TO HELP with basic housework,
one day or two afternoons a week. 
Hourly rate negotiable. Phone 656- 
4938. 33/35
HOUSE AND DOG sitter required
regularly. North Saanich waterfront 
house. Own car. References. Box 470 





Auto - Residential - Commercial 
(Bonded, Licenced, Locksmith) 
#5-10025 Galaran Rd. 655-3535






I WANT TO travel for 2 months. Do you 
know any elderly (ladies) lady who 
would housesit my neutered female 
cat? 658-2040, David hopefullyl 33/35
IDEAL FOR RETIRED peraon lor 1-2
hours per day. T.V. rental agent In local 
hospital. Commission and travel allow­
ance, Please phono 382-8141 days.
notice of copyright
Full complete and sole copyrighti 
In any advertisement produced I 
by Island Publishers Ltd. Is 
vested In and belongs to Islarrd 
Publishers Ltd., 
however, that copyright in that 
part and that part only o any 
such advertisement consisting ol 
Illustrations, borders, signatures 
or similar components which is oi 
are, supplied In finished form to 
Island Publishers Ltd, opera ing 
as the Review by the advertiser 
and Incorporated in said adver­
tisement shall remain In and 
belong 10 the advertiser.
WARNING ;
No material covered under the 
copyright outlined above may bo 
used without the written permis­





Clasalfiod Rato: 1st insertion - 
15c a word, minimum charge 
$2,75. 2nd and Bubsequent iiv 
soHlon -• 10c a word per inser­
tion, minimum charge $2.10. 
Boxiiuniuui • $2,00pernd
SAVE TIME AfJD MONC Y Hw'''' Y''""
Bfld t<M yowl VISA 0( MA!HEIH,AHh
Rl IRflGRIPTlCN RATES:
Annual
In local area —.....
Cnnndrv,. , .................
Foreign “ ........
LOVING MOM TO car© (or sovon
month girl, Mon. ihrough Fri. s;45-3;00. 
Your homo. Doan Park, Sannichlon or 
Brentwood Bay 656-7601. 33/33
SITTER NEEDED, MT Nowlon Cronn
Rd, area, (or 3 school ago boyo. 1/2 
hro. uflor school and school holidays. 
Car needed. Please call 652-2213 33/
3 ^
BEFORE AND AFTER school, Day-
enro lor grade 2 and 4 girls, Vicinity ol 
Sidney Elornontnry. Ardwoll Avo, 
Phonoafior7p.m. 6S60126 33/33
OUsiNlisS 13 DOOMING I Sidney 2 (or
1 pizza requires nddiiionnl stall, some 
kiichon work Involved, must h« *}hla to 
drive and have own small car. 1® 
start, Apply 10 #101-2527 Boncon, NO 
PHONE CAI.I.S PLEASE. 33/33
binTAWAYla NOW lilrHo Indies (or 
hounoclonnino Sidney, Control onn- 
nich nrooB. Aprox. 4 hours per day, 
Work with grenl sialf. Call Sherry 062- 
0644,
PART TIME CARE no«i^ (or 2 year
old boy, CoritrnI Saanich, OS2-0450.
NANCY’S MOBILE HAIRDRESSING 
will do your hair in your home at your 
convenience. Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Shelley is our Sidney hairdresser. For 
an appointment please call Shelley, . 
, 65679565anytime.
WORD PROCESSING. Evening 
courses are offered in WordPerfect and 
in MultiMaid. Private tutoring in com­
puter applications also available at 
reasonable rates. Call Island Office 
Trends at 652-1622.
GOING ON HOLIDAY? Mature, pro­
fessional lady (registered nurse) will 
look after your homo in Deep Cove — 
Land's End area, while you are away. 
Loving care also given to your pets. 
Foe negotiable according to services 
required. Phone or leave message at 
656-4948. 30/35
ELECTROLUX SALES and service, 
Call Kathy Wiley. 652-2870 after 5 p.m. 
Free delivery.
CLARICE TARASOFF IS a Polarity 
therapist oKering healing for yourself 
and your family. 9 years exporionco. 
For appointment call 656-5745. 31/33
BEAUTIFUL SKIN. Call for a compli­
mentary Mary Kay facial or have a skin 




Would you be happier with 
a more beautiful home? A 
more elegant and up-to- 
date bathroom? Added 
den? An improved business 
lease space?
References attest to 
Tony’s skill, helpful at­
titude, and honesty. Call 
for a competitive estimate 
from this old-world crafts­
man who cares about the 








IS JUST A CALL AWAY
ALL WORK GUARANTEED 
REFERENCES AVAILABLE 
NO JOB TOO SMALL 
CALL US FOR FREE 
ESTIMATES 655-7065
BUILDERS OF 
FINE QUALITY HOMES 
CHOICE LOTS NOW AVAILABLE 






QUALITY FINISHING AND 
CABINETWORK
NEIL THOMPSON 656-4737
PEDICURE IN YOUR homo. Noils cut, 
foot core and massage $20.00, For 









full TIME SITTER roqulfori (or 2 
boys noon 12 months and fi yonrn, 
Sinning Sept. 6 ih, Grooglado area. 
Cull Gaye 655-12m
D^iYOITTER'liEEDEO INlriy home
for 4 month old siartlno Gopi. f vIHjiT'o- 
Chris 0C'3"4021^__ ___________’^3/3.1
coumie help niouiRED Mon.- 
Fri. 3 p.m - 6 p.m. Will Iruin. 3ldnoy 
Clnnnero, 656 0556. 
BARRY WATSON, R.I.A,
Flnanclal/mansgomonl accounlino 
BudgolB, Financial Stalomanls 













L Ratos on mquofit
1 WpRK n
l^PEHT PRUNING • IHIMMING uni)
nonornl gnrtfening. rtosiwnnbln rnlfts, 
CnII 65)3-5362 alter 6 p,m. 43/It
NFiFfTvWJR' WINDOWS WASHED? 
For a qunlliV l»b onll Ulaiim m '/bu- 
1475. Most hou«o« $17.00, Outside or 
Ineldll windows.
MORHifi..'the cat LAHDSCAPIHO
At4D OARDFNIWdi hPMVICE. C«nl- 
llod PoBlIclde npplltsMlor, Curronily 
stvaylng (of (?.verof«K>n tip Mo»», lawn 




n<j|juit6 Uj All Mrikorj 






(flmmed. windows cleiwod inside or 
















AND HOT TUBS 
INSTALLED & SERVICED 
QUALITY ASSURED
655-1179
RAVENHILL HERB FARM op^ ev^ 
Sunday 1-5. Fresh basil, layer^r. 
vinegars, herb poster. Noel s 
book, herb plants and more, 1330 w. 
Newton X Rd.
COMPLETE GARDENING Services.
Hedge pruning, ^lean-ups. 


























• PERENNIALS « CLEMATIS 
» HOUSE PLANTS • HIBISCUS 
OPEN DAILY 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM 
304 Walton Place 658-5888
Celebrating our 3rd year on 
Saanich Peninsula 
individual instruction in 
PIANO, VOICE, GUITAR & RECORDER 
by seasoned, active professionals 
for students of all ages. 
656-131 5 2280 Amity Drive
PROFESSIONAL MUSIC INSTRUCTION 
All ages and levels, piano, organ & 




1083 Fort SL652-4512 7174 W. Saanich
 DRAPERIES
C.K. DRAPERY, we make it fast and 
right, free estimates. Custom made 
drapery alterations. Phone 655-1469 
evenings and Saturdays, 29/52
COMPLETE OnVWALL SERVICES.
Painting and texture. Complete base­







9813 Third St., Sidnoy
656"2945
riSTsim^^
25 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
-RESIDENTIAL* INDUSTRIAL 
. COMMERCIAL
















• CONCRETE GRAVEL 
• We Load pickups & trailers
MON-SAT 8 am-S pm







. NEW LAWNS 
. SEED OR SOD 
. MOSSCONTFTOL 
• WEED CONTROL 





piano lessons, register now for
autumn. Highly skilled experienced 
teacher has several openings. Cl^a- 
cal and/or popular. All mettiods includ­
ing R.C.M. or Suzuki. Mrs. Doney, 
656-4060. 33/38
PIANO AND SINGING lessons.
Teacher recently moved to Sidney, is 
honours graduate from The 
Academy of Music, Londort, England.'A
prof, performer with years oi si^ccess in
teaching all ages. Limited space ava^ 
ble. Call 655-4365. 33/36
piano lessons. Register now for
fall semester in established Sidney
studio. Professional instruction for the 
beginner as well as advanced studon®. 
Contact Megumi Oianl. M. Mus. BK- 
3175. 33/40
PIANO AND organ lessons. Classi­
cal and popular. Theory instruction and 
exam preparation. For interview, call 
656-9391. Mary Louise Hodgson. 
Leave message, 33/36
CALL US FOR FREE ESTIMATE 
655-7065
E. PLUS ELECTRIC HEAT NO 
ALSO COMMERCIAL & INDUSmAL 
CALL JOHN — 655-7100
HARDY LAWN CARE

























Excavating & ■factor 
Service Ltd. ,










YOU DESERVE WE BEST
■ SPECIALIZINQjN . 
residential, I^NTERIOR, 






Sliumpd * Stwvf Citorm Dmlnn 
. tloplicriolda • Wmorlmor 
. DfiViWays
LEWIS SEVIQNY 
2320 AmhnrBt Av». 
656-3503
THE EXTRA (YARD) MAN
Lawncutting, Wooding,
Planling, Cluuii Up, 
Gonoral Yard Work 




SenVINO SIDNEY $ DISmiCTS 
INTERIOR . EXTERIOR 
ft WALLPAPERING 
FREE ESTIMATES 727-0527









_ ____  QUICK
EFFiCIENT SERVICE
t L»HLL WHIUv css i
MOHRia THE OAT LANDSCAPIs 
MAINTENANCE. LMwn oar®, Compleie 
Service. C«riH*i.*d (><»tttlck)e
('(iiuu&tldWlon. C,GS ‘*1006.^...............30/H
DAN’tt'''''aiourND0 '"KEiPWO.' All 
phases ol year round malhwnanto, 
W2A77U,_____________
i’^TToTAnDENlNa. ? yean* expert; 
enoo, l.»wn cutilng, wtHKHng. genoral 




Now Cons-tiudion mil flopslrs
10410 All Bay RtL, SIdnay
Phono 656-1680
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If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus 520.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total ol 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
PINE PICNIC TABLE, 21-inch Califor­
nia Trimmer, power lawnmower, ar^r- 
ite kitchen tabie, Erie iawnspreader. 
652-9647.
HAMMOND OBGAN-10 rhythms, 7 
organ and 5 instrumentai voi<^. 
fna courses, bench, headphones, 
excelient condition $850.00.
I make beautiful hand knit sweat-
ers. Lot mo make one for you. Cal 
Laura, evenings, 655-7037. 30/33
for fence installation and
repairs, call "Red Tractor" Farm arid 
Garden Services; also have plough, 
discs, roto. brush-cutter ready for the 
large or small Jobs. Still call Ed at 
652-2333. 30/33
3 RUGS, 2 BIKES, manne VHh radio.
water filters, s- ‘VP®
writer, queen size waterbed ^r^ 
misc. 652-3867.
folding wheelchair, ®=<®®''®"‘
condition, $175.00 Standard obu®
forme, $60.00 and o^us cushion. 
$40.00. Both as new. 656-1737. 33/3o
2 SETS GOLF CLUBS with bags 
S30 00 each. Garrard turntable $25.00. I Vi^oriaville hockey sticks $5.00. 
Fischer 180 skis and poles $25.00. 
Ceramics monthly 1976-81 $15.00. Old 
oak desk and table for re-finishing 
$25.00 each. 150 concrete patio bncks 
$15 00. 2 small wrought iron gates 
$15 00 each. 100 ft.-4ft. wire fenang 
$10.00. 20 drain tiles .$2.00. 656-7841.
dark brown velour queen wat
erbed, $150.00. gas BBQ with tank 
$100.00,656-9628. 33/33
Unscramble the seven words below in the boxes on the right. All 
seven words are linked to the same theme + take the letters 









GARTSIDE marine engines Um- 
ited, 2202 Harbour Rd., Sidney. Call 
Ben for prompt service and repairs. 
Open Saturdays. 655-4543. 31/34
20 H.P. EVINRUDE engine. Excellent
condition. $450. 656-4915. 32/33
14 1/2* BAY LINER AND roadrunner
trailer 50 hp. Mercury motor $3500. 
firm. 656-1315. 33^34
HITACHI APT. SIZE washer, $300.;
Kenwood KR7600 receiver 100 w/ch.. 
$400.; Alpage FL4000 cassette deck, 
$200.: Akai CS34D cassette deck. 
$75.: baby's playpen, safety gates, 
wind-up infant swing. 652-0807 after 5 
p.m.
EVERETT JENNINGS WHEELCHAIR
(traveller) like new. Very reasonable. 
656-0705 eve.
1983 18 H.P. AND 1981 9.8 H.P.
MERCURY O/B's. Also 9.9 h.p. John­
son, and 2 h.p. Evinrude. All in good 
condition. 383-8959. 33/33
V.G. CONDITION. Goodyear
Viva P195/75 R15 radial tires, $100.; 
set of four, $60. a pair. 652-9702. 31/33
SONY STEREO MUSIC system/taf» 
recorder, with ®P®®'^®';® 
man inflatible raft.
$125.00; 2-draw steel •''®
$50.00; beige cord love seat $^-^' 
Offers. 656-0133. 33/00
ilERRA* ELECTRIC WHEEL chair
used less than 2 years. Present value 
$2200 00. For quick sale. Asking only 
$2^0.00. Phone 656-1332. 33/33
SEALER — ELECTRIC AUTOMATIC
crn^aler $150.00 652-2715. 33/34
9 X12’ GREY RUG, $50.00; small
chest freezer. $200.00, small racWng 
chair. $10.00. 656-8956. 33/33
glass SLIDING DOORS for regular
fibreglass bathtub/shower. Regular 
retail. $218. For sale for $85. Phone 
656-2171 31/33
for SALE; FRIDGE and stove $500.;
stove $200.; hot water heater (6 
months old) $100. 655-1808. 32/35
FRENCH POLISHING — I will do 
repairs to your existing polishes in your 
home. No need to move your valuable 
antiques. If major repair is needed, a 
coniplete restoration service is availa­
ble in my shop. 652-0204. 33/33
1940‘S VINTAGE CHESTERFIELD
and chair very, very good conditi^. 
Small nursing rocker. Odds 'n ®®^' 
656-9204. 33/33
ANSWER:
DroD your entry off at Tanner's. The first couecX entry drawn at
noon the following Monday wiii win a 52o1)0
tilicate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.uu
gill certificate wiifbe awarded.
WANT TO INCREASE YOUR MAR- 
XET? For $159. per week we can place 
your Classified Ad in more than 70 
popular, well-read community newspa­
pers which are delivered each week to 
more than one million homes through­
out B.C. and the Yukon. Simply call our 
Classified Department at 656-1151 for 
details. 12^
ELECTRIC LAWNMOWER 18
Craftsman 100 foot cord, excellent con­
dition $110. OBO. Solid pine dinette set 
round 52" table 6 chairs $400. OBO- 
652-0407. 32/35
PANDORAS CLOSET SUMMER stock
now reduced. Great savings for crui- 
sewear. Back room estate 
continues with excellent values tor ^ 
seasons. 33
30* RANGE $125.00 Garden tiller
260 00 oil tank $30.00. 3 piece end 
tables $48.00. Honda generator 
$300.00. 656-2913^^33/33
HAND KNIT SWEATER: fashion show
and dinner. Oct. 5th at Colom^'s Call 
for tickets. 655-7037. $15. each. 32/38
DINING ROOM SUITE, wood officte
desk, stroller. Gendron buggy, snuggli, 
other misc. baby items.
HEAVY DUTY STEEL utility trailer. 
Lockable compartments 4'x8' box. 
$1200.00.652-3274. 33/34
drop leaf round table, 36*. and 2
upholstered chairs, very sturdy and 
comfortable. 652-4543. 33/34
DO YOU HAVE trouble getting in and 
out of the bath, or off the toilet? Let us 
install a grab rail. Free estimate. Phone 
656-6656.
WHAT WOULD YOU give for three 
days of pure good tasting water? For in 
home demonstration of purifiers, call 
656-7940. ' 32/35
moving must sell king-size deluxe 
waterbed, padded rails, bookcase 
headboard, offers on $300.00. Large 
antique horsehair s®*®-Jl®®'^® 
bolstering $75.00. 652-2707. 33/33
10'X12' CABIN TENT (like new), large
Coleman cooler, Coleman stove. 2^ 
round barbecue, 16* B and D Shrub 





□ lam® Review paid subscriber. .
□ I am not a Review subscriber.
□ I wish to become a Review jyjy 27 winner of a $30 gift cer-
paid subscriber. tifIcatG was Mary Eby of Har-
Please drop your entry off at; bour Rd., Sidney.
adventure on HORSEBACK. 
Guided trail rides. Open year round. 
Rockhaven Ranch. Reservations, A78- 
3023. ^3/tf
afraid to drink the water? Install
your own water treatment unit for only 
5c a gallon. Call now for your free, 
no-obligation. 4 day trial. You II taste 
the difference! 655-1975. 32/33
CHROME KITCHEN SUITE, 4 swNel
chairs, walnut finish $150.00. 656- 
5044.
1987 STREAMLINE TOW dolly. Com­
plete with wiring and swivel bed for 
front or reardrive car. 652-4543. 33/34
ANSWERSilSLAM, ARABIC 
TENSION, REPUBLIC. 
WARTORN. BEIRUT, POUND 
SOLUTION: LEBANON
complete CAMERA OUTFIT: Fujica 
AZ-1 camera body; power winder; 43- 
75mm F3.5 zoom lens; 28mm F2.8 
lens; auto strobe AZ flash: 11mm, 
20mm. 30mm extension tubes; 2X tel- 
everter; Slik 800G tripod; remote shut­
ter release; deluxe gadget bag. Com­
plete kit only $650 or nearest offer
478-1056 evenings/weekends. 13/tf
FOR SALE — Samsonite cardtable
and 4 padded chairs, $95. 656-7857.
5 CUBIC FOOT Frigedaire freezer.
Good working order. $175.00. 656- 
0925.
TENOR SAX (YVETTE) $225.00; Alto
(Buesher), $225.00. Phone 656-8042. 
Bath for $425.00. 33/33
galvanized swing set with mon-
kei' bars, tricycle, F.P. toys and ride-on 
vehicles. 656-5353. 33/33
FOR SALE — one used Moffet freezer.
$100.00. 17 sq. ft. 656-5932. 33/34
SINGER SEWING MACHINE, zig-zag
free-arm. $90.00 o.b.o. WANTED: B 
and D workmate, garage space for 
truck in exchange for lawn mainte­
nance. Sidney area. 658-8759. 33/36
MOVING. BLAZEKING FIREPLACE 
insert, chesterfield, loveseat. ®®*|5®® 
chaise lounges, sectional chesterfield, 
rosewood dining room table, apt. 
almond dishwasher. Poppy red fndge. 
1977 VW Rabbit. 1977 Datsun truck. 
655-4472:385-9448. 33/33
3 SPD. glider bikes, one man's
one lady's, $45.00 each; cartop earner. 
$15.00; tire cable chairis. fits 13 and 14 
inch radial tires $40.00. 727-7080.
noritake china. WELLESLE'Y Ftet- 
tem. Any pieces considered. 652-9702.
Netwon
DRIVEWAY SEALING, patching 
and repairs. Protect your driveway from 
gas, oil and water seepage with profes­
sional grade rubberiz^ asphalt sealer. 




USE OUR COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER NETWORK CLASSIFIEDS. 
87 MEMBER PAPERS THROUGHOUT B.C. AND YUKON. 
CIRCULATION TO OVER 1 MILLION HOMES.
Z.4M1LU0N READERS. .
25 words for $159.00 
($3.00 each additional word)
Phone; 555.-1151
typing SERVICES. Typing, typeset­
ting & word processing. From resunros. 
letters, to manuscripts & hooks. Rea­
sonable rates. Big or small, we do them 
all. 656-6466. 01/«
• LICENSED MECHANICS 
• 5 BAYS TO SERVE YOU _
• TUNE UPS • BRAKES • LUBRICATION* . iv.nirro - DA'rTCnll=<% AUTOMOTIVEFife ro • - ww. TIRES • B TTERIES 
, . . SECURITY MUFFLER
'• PROPANE CONVERSIONS 
• V propane SALES 
FOR SERVICE CALL
656-2921 or 656-0434 
9429 Canora, Sidnoy
CYRIL PRIMEAU — OWNER
® ® ® O A ® ®
O
Truck Logger's Special. 4
1987 and 6 1986 Western 
Stars available. 425 Cat/Re­
tarder/20 8peed/48 roars. 
Financing and rigging ayaH- 






Typing of all sorts — letters, resumes, 
reports, etc. In my home or tempoi^ 
secretarial assistant In your office. Call 
Karen, 652-5962. 16/39
TP SECRETARIAL SERVICES. Com­
plete secretarial services for individ^ls 
and small businesses. 652-0834. Typ­
ing, word processing, roBumos, lettom, 
bookkeeping (Manual/Computerlzod), 
i mailing lists, postal coding, date romin- 
'der, photocopying, telex services, mes- 
qago centre, addressing, computer 
Input, croalit^ copy. 26/33
"""id'ANSCOT ̂
'T/t® Engine Professionals ’ ’





10124 Mcdonald Park Rd. 
BRITISH EUROPEAN MOTORS. 
Parts and service for all Imports. 
101240 McDonald Park Rd. 655-1151,
"New and used trucks avail­
able w/steady year round 
contracts. Low Interest 
rates, 12.9% and up O.A.C. 
Good selection of makes and 
models. Minimum Invest­
ments, $10,000. Phone 
TransDO 1-800-663-5166."
Buy/lease any gas, diesel 
car or truck, new or used. 
Direct from volume factory 
dealer. Call for pre-approv- 
ed credit. Call collect 464- 
0271. D5231:.
530-8173 - This Is the num­
ber of one of the world s 
loading franchise organiza­
tions. They offer an all cash 
business, complete training 
and are ranked f>1 In their 
industry. H Y®® ®''®,6®''^’i® 
about success and willing to 
work hard give them a cajl,
One time offer I The only 
full service station 70 nUles 
west of Williams Lake. Gas, 
Diesel and Propane. B.C.A. 
Franchise. Once only 
$40.000. 394-4233.
Turn Back time on your 
hands Into Cash for y®®- 
Get to meet new people and 
make new friends through 
auctioneering. Next class is 
October 15-22nd. Register 
now. Southwestern Ontario 
School of Auctioneering, 




Income to $100,000. working 
from your home? For more 
Information write Continen­
tal Services, Box 5135, 349
300 and 400 KW Diesel 
generators. Lease for as low 
as $7. per KW per month. 
Can engineer 7®®^- 
rnents. Phone (604)434- 
8069.___________ __________—-
Cash for twelve different 
wild mushrooms. Bui^rs 
wanted. Commission $20U. - 
$400. weekly. Must 4iave 
phone, work area. Fresh 
and Wild Inc.. P-?-. B®*' 
2981 Vancouver, Washing- 
QR66R. (206)254-8130_^ 
Whistler Mountain Ski Cor- 
Doration now accepting ap­
plications for 88/89 winter 
season. Positions available. 
Sous Chefs. Cooks. Bakers, 
Skiboot Fitters, Ski Techni­
cians and other skilled ski 
Industry people. Please ap- 
dIv In person or can. 
W.M.S.C. Human Resour­
ces, Box 67, Whistler, B.C. 
VON 1B0.
Banff and Jasper, Albert'^
Full-time Cleaning Staff re­
quired for motel/hotel oper­
ations in famous resort 
towns. Shared accommoda­
tions are available for single
female employees. Only in­
dustrious persons need ap­
ply. Charlton Properties,
P.O. Box 1478. Banff, Alta. 
TOL OCO. Phone (403)762- 
4485.
Wanted Immediately exper­
ienced automotive painters 
(or North Island dealership. 
Phone 949-7442, Attn; Mr. 
Etherlngton,
1979 SILVER PLYMOUTH Colt, one
driver, 71,000 km. $2800. 656-3736^
$1 Down leases a new car or 
truck. Seven
payments from $139./Mo. 
O A C. Call lease manager °mr04)465-8931. PL^4^.
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES
lUI OOl VH-.WO, ww/v w -
West Georgia St., Vancou- 






-97 CHEV SCOT3DALE, HD 1/2 ton,
VB auto, P/S, P/B, many options incl. 
4000 miles. $15.900.852-2685. 32/35
Exclusive area distributor­





. Huecivarn** Pioneer •Toro
* tSVat.'
10134 McDo^r«WP^erkno.c.
1970 PONTrAC TRAN8 AM. F-Xcollont
running condition. Clean. 
$4250.00 O.B.O. 655-4S4S. 33/36
lUM-lMllW iMVWniwi
ing roplico perfumes to QHt 
stores etc. Minimum $2000,
irostmont.' F®lly^86«br6d
hy Inventory. 530-0614
Immediate cash flow. Busi­
ness Is booming and you 
could become part of It. 
Rapidly expanding company 
now has a distributorship 
available In your area. Part- 
time or full-time, no exper­
ience nocessaiy. Room tor
Approximately 1,900 cera­
mic molds and pouring 
equipment. Very 60°^ 
ditlon. Sacrifice s®'®-, PI’K? 
1-604-365-3774 or write; 501 
- 11th Ave., Castlegar, B.C. 
VIN 1J6,—
Certified Benchman - Bri­
tish Columbia Pro­
ducts, Mackenzie Wood 
Products Division currently 
has an opening for a CoiTl- 
(lod Benchman. The prefer­
red applicant will be a 
qualified Benchman wtttvox-
perlonco working with thin 
Kerf Saws. MacTipnzIe la a
OLDIE BUT GOODIE — 1008 Buick
Skylark in good running order. Boot 
offer taktw It. 056-12B4. 33/33
DON'T MI39 THI9 car. 1986 Fury 2
slant olx. Very economical super relia­
ble car, $700,00.656-230^ 33/34
Bo Your Own Doss: Turn a 
tow hours a week Into Dol­
lars! An exciting career 
awaits you. Ma Chorlo 
Home Fashion Shows. Est. 
1975. Call collect (416)827- 
2660.
pVoto training, minimum In- 
^ ■ nont. $17,970. secured.vestment.
For more Information: D^- 
cctor of Marketing,
4240 Manor Street, Burn- 
nhy, R.C. V5G 1B2.
Need Stationery? Black on 
white business cards. $2^/ 
500. Letterhead $29./6M. 
Flyers $139,/5000. Two Co­
lours $189. Envelopes $80./ 
600. Fast service. Vlsa/MC 
accepted. Limited time of- 
foi"' Phone 1-800-661 •3224. _
OOlWOt IVIwwi'wiw
community of 5,500 paoplOj 
located 120 miles north of
Wanted Administrator com­
bined position Boundary 
Museum, Chamber of Com­
merce. Good Interpersonal 
skills, working knowledge of 
accounting, corn^puters an 
asset. Salary $18,000. - 
$20,000. Reply lo SelMtlon 
Committee, Box 817, Grand 
Forks, B.C. VOH 1 HO before 
August 31, 1988. Starting 
data October 1. 
PERSONALS
TOYOTA COROLLA Mark 2 (1074)
auto trana, P/S, P/B, AA1.
Balcllno :.Thinnlnp^? Univor
sally known HolamkI Moth- 
n£
Be ready for Christmas
Sales! Manufacture copper ing drinking wavot orous benefit, package u
and wood glftwaro year than 2c Per Litre. Doslanod provided (or all employees 
round, vvhore you by a Canadian with NASA, Relocation assistance H 
Sse. Tremendous growth our Mr ‘roatmnbl bnils oyallablo. Further Informa 
nr\4nnitAi TTuInlnfl oiviill" thn Hftfli. Tho Exocutivo ii,4r» fa nwniiAhiA bv cnlllnf
able Equipm**-''
Pi!o8j25,o5g
Wo Servo Water The way 
It used to bo". Every por- 
Bon noods clean groat tast­
ing drinking water for loss 
Prince George, B.C. It of­
fers a full range of commer­
cial and rocroatlonal aor- 
vlcos. AS well as 
the boat hunting and fishing 
In B.C. The position pays 
$2,0.03 por hour (offoctivo 
July 1, 1988). Rato In­
creases to $21.^ (Juy ]<
1989) and $22.96 (July 1.
1990) have recently boon 
negotiated. As well, a gon- 
B fit _ P®b ®0b_.
Would you like to corres­
pond with unattached Chris­
tian people 111 Canada/USA 
with the object being com­
panionship/ Marrlapq.UaillUMUlir^r ■ - - J







automotive • INDUSTRIAL 
. MARINE - R.V.'S- FARM 
MOBILE SEFWICE AVAILABLE
pgj 656-5713
6 ’ 10019 GAl-ARIN SIDNEY 
*WB TAKE IN OLD BATTERIES'
antique — 1955 “dodge 1/2 Ion
oxcollont shape
Rebuilt 3IB-3 engine, Rated o pull 
BOOO lbs, $3000.00 or trade lor Honda 
Qoldwin0 phono 652-470Q. 33/3u
sally nnu n i iwiLsiimt
od hair loss application by 
Images. 94% success rate, 
100% unconditional guaran­
tee, Rotall • Wholosate, ma- 
lor cards. Distributors re­
quired. 1-800-663-6802 (604) 
58.3-1207.
Itl
.......... I r im u »>»*>•
21- AmaTREAM LAND YACHT lor
sale, Inol. two 40 lb. propano tanka, 
Fuliv self-contained, immaculate condl-
or leave mesiinao at 470-1554, Ji/u
Busy well esiabllshod mod­
ern Unisex Salon. Excellent 
location In beautiful Parks- 
vllle B.C. vynto f.p, Box 
548, Parksvillo, B.C. VO^R 
2S0 or call (604)248-2861 
OVOB, or ((lQ4)24a-6021 days, 
RostauranT. $6M,^, plu«
Excavating Trucking Busl- 
ness. Trackhoo's. Cats, 
Trucks, and pumps, ole. 
Operating In Sutoy-. 0,‘£; 
Grossed 1.3 million. Asking 
$695,000, ,'ibt|y,.or 






average gress business for 
last ton years. Located on 
Trans. Cnrioda top of Okan­
agan Valley, Owner will fin­
ance, 830-4765 or 036-2138 
eves,
Wanted
prlco Includes seven piece 
set plus ovorything you 
need to own and operate a 
pnsslvo oxorciBO studio. 
Call: (403)343-2342
aro tho Dost. Tho pocutlv  
Staff Cholco At The White 
House, now avallablo In 
Canada. Romoves chlorino, 
Bad Taste and Odors, Ro- 
duces sodimont, discolora­
tion otc. Inhibits bactorla 
growth (within tho unit). 
Froo Literature on Rosldon- 
tlul/Light Commercial UnltsI^Call 1-0OO.663-6O4O 
or write Moyer Morkoilng 
(Cnneda), 2684 "E." , Dod- 
ord St.. Port Coquitlam,
nUIUUUllUM
av i e
(Ion Is ava lable y o i ci 
collect to: Brian Cruise (604) 
097-2561. Qualified appli­
cants aro Invliod to forward 
resumes stating provlous 
work exporionco to: British 
Columbia ForosI Products 
Limited, Employee Rota­
tions Department, Box 310, 
Mackenzie, B.C. VOJ .2.CQl. 
(Sortmod Millwright ■ Brl
Mobile Home Park - 97 
pads, $215,000. gross rev­
enue, 10 owner units locat­
ed In Smithors, the central 
Interior's most stable com­
munity. CnII Charlie, Cald- 
orwoob Realty. 847-^224 0/ 
Box 730, smithors, B.C. 
VOJ 2N0.
e” Milos west oT Knmloo|)8
B.C. V3(J 3K6
Homo Nursery * Penllclon. 
Long established profosslon- 
■ homo nursery, ''«"‘rni
Lighting Fixtures, pMuuma w... .......... .
Canndn^B largest display, rnlHwrlghts with Interprovln- 
Wholosalo and retail. Free (icKoto, willing lo work
Cutelgqups “vallnblo. Nor- a stfong^mlllwrlght-
burn Lighting '"Oi welding, and hydrou los
uuriiMuu ivimwiiw”*
tish Columbia Forest _^Prod- 
ucts, Mackenzie Wood Pro­
ducts Division currently^ has 
oponlngs for Certified Mill- 
vJrlghts. The preferred ap- 
licnnts ill bo cortlllod
D iViMUw TVWiJ* wi T • • 1 — — 1---
Lake besido the beautiful 
Thompson River, 5 Acre 
rivor front lots, ’/», 1, 5
and 10 acre serviced river 
view lots, seml-arld, good 
soli. Ample water supplied 
trorn our 100,000 gallon 
rosorvolr, Call and view 
nnytlme, 373-2282 
SERVICES
'ICBC OHorod mo $2i^'







tiMj boating spoclolista »lnco 1057










I cTre C1.AIM8 • LICKNCRO 
FAll PICKUP A DtUViAV 
mt HENRY »»<l-713f»fNlirt.)




mo Hirtteur Rd., Sidney
1.1 DOSON'A LANDING
"to buy - ’"small 
manutnclurors business, 
Please send Information to 
Ron Wolfe, Box 2452, Well* 
Alberta. TOB 4P0, 
TaxrBu'sIn’oM In Quosnol. 
BMC Licences. 6 (u'lY 
equipped propane Chev, 
Impnlns, Dlspalchlng ar­
rangements available. Ow­
ner has other Interests, 
Gross revenue SiyOjOOO.,
PC owners earn $1000, 
plus monthly porl-ilmo vvith 
your co/nputer. Free Infor­
mal ion. Send sell addressed 
stamped envelope, l-tempiop 
Ff«r|l!»les in .. 3.318 Onk St., 
VlClorla. VnX 1 HI.
ttl Ti coni al 
Okanagan. Owner 9«lljhp 
(or beroavomont and health 
reasons. Business could 
quadruple and Its appraised 
value I®
one acre central «nl«9 
by-pass, older 2 bedroom 
home, extensive shrubs.
East iTasiings Stroot, Burn 
, D C, V6C 2K5. Phono
nARDlNIMQ
Ing,  




7700, Second Opinions Qlad- 
ly Given
cornmunH|^
ntork ' Property rozono ^also 
• 1, Phone 1.49.t-149/.possible____ _
tioUCATION
”7pw Training. Free: 1980 B®rnLhy.,J.6;.M=-2Qi^
Curved glass palto oxf®®*
Hobby greenhouses starting 
at $599; Full Ih'o 
house ftccettuoilea. Call u.u. 
Greenhouse Dulldprs or 
write 7426^ Avenue,
ouide'to study-at-homa cor 
Uiplomu t.Dufsen'lor'^TteStlgioiTscarM^^ 
Accounting, Alrcond tlon- 
ipg. Bookkeeping. Business,
Greenhouse and Hydroponlo 
Equipment and (iupultes -
Thrtmost cotTrplete seioctop
Mackenzie Is « 
of 6,600 people. 
Imjaied l20 miles north 0 
Prinoo Goorgo, B.C. It 
offers a full ronge of com­
mercial and rrKreatlonal ser­
vices, as well as some of the 
host hunting and fishing In 
B.C. The position pays 
$20,01 por hour (affoctlvo 
July 1, 1086), llate In­
creases lo $21.11 (July 1, 
1980) and $22,27 (July 1, 
—I)
iCTbC Injury Claims? Call 
"arr-HtiDale C rr- arrls " 20 years 
a trial lawyer with live years 
medical school before law.
0-660-4022 (Vancouver). Ex-
uur i$/M »i»




tion, plus much much more. 
Any previous credit prob- 
-- -jroblom. Call
OO OOpi , HUBiiii no,
Cesmetology, Electronics,
/MeoiCttI becMilui y,
In Canada. Low prhJos. plus
Tt\o Kootenay Review, pub­
lished monthly, 
teblo (or Vv/cll
li'ihcd with further potentUil 
(or expansion, Uses desktop 
ubilshlng. J•'f 
lox 20, Crawford Bay, B,C. 
VOB tfiO, 2'27«92ft0, .....
we are a Gold Cord rot.......
$2 for colaloguq and 
free magnzino to woatui n 
Water Fivipb, ^244 Siwmour 
Street, Vancouver, B.C, V6B 
3N9. 1-604-6fl2»8636... ......
,_-ly
ioooi hove 'iT»eftnfly noon 
negotiated. As'iwell, a gen- 
orous bemeflt package Is 







SAILORa ~ LINE 7 ralngoar, two
ttuUii, euuu, »*.*
$75.00 each, LlfweMnoi unused 
1100.00. 350 f1. 1/a Ittdi nylon brold 
imim, uouseO OwiS
Olid $18,00 e5«-7041. 3303
Cosh RusinnsB « High P'f-
iiin Top brand name* SOI
drinks (Cfiko, Feps'. o»cJ
fffrrtl ihll flTOS*
advanced cold "'“V"
mfla In today's market, in- 
'mnimonl $16,9^1 lor pteven
Legal/ ivimuiu**,
Psychology, Travel, Grardon
(r.A) 263 Adelaide W,. Tor­
onto , 1 ■8p0i268:jJ,.41i,-----------
V/finl A fliislness Snmedey? 
Cifii your foot In tho door 
nowl VVfs nine-month 
Show Repair Prograrri
Residential
gars required all over Can­





V/ast Perrder fllteeC Viri-
deTalis WVfOO West P«n- 
H«r Vimcoiivwr, u.C. VtK.* 
IQB, „......... ........... .......
.ivaiUlUlo. Furthor Informa
tion l« avallablo by calling 
collect to; Brian Cruise (604) 
09'7-25ai, Qualified appli­
cants aro Invited to forward 
resumes stating previous 
work experience to British 
Columbia Forest Products 
Limited, Employee Rola- 
tlonfl Oopnrimnni, Rox 310, 
Mnekonztep B.C. VOJ 2C0 
Housewlvos, Moihora, Inior- 
esled porsoos. Last month 
to start selling toys and
yuvd u,V uvm*, Uw.» UiU
year. No Inveilmenl, deli­
veries, or rnonoy collection,
Dud Haynes Aucilonoors. 
Medals, gun auction, Aug­
ust 26 and 27, Qrm\ West 
inn. Rod Door Alberta. Sril- 
iiiig Vlclurlu C(os,:i. 
McGraw 1874). Models, Fri­
day 7 p.m. gud»- Siilurday
10 a m. l-4Qj-347-585(li,____
TRAVEL
Snowbirds: Two Ireo nights 
parking. Yuma, Arizona In- 
eludes all luxury facilities, 
Write now (01 no obliQatlon 
details. Roger's R.V Re 
sort, tiox 300, Aldorgrove. 
0,G, VOX lAQ.,.__ _____
WANTEb
Wanted! Good Fir huyM 
building logs Phone U23-
x'Hh rif nr,'i-f,«A4
Wednesday, August 17, 1988
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2 INTO 1 doesn’t go ~ furniture,
appliances, household items and much 
. more. Aug.20 and 21 st. l0-4p.m. 2611 
Lancelot PI. Near Waddling Dog. 33/33
9-2 SAT. 1886 SEABOARD CR. Bikes,
books, toys and lots of good school 
‘ clothes. 33/33
. moving SALE — 1694 Lands End
Rd. Garden equipment, tires, pump, 
household items and more. Everything 
must go. Sat. Aug. 20th. 10am. No 
■ early birds. 33/33
SAT. AUG. 20 TH. — 9671 7th SL
neighbourly GIGANTIC GARAGE
sale -25 years of accumalations Sat/ 
Sun August 20-21, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. at 
1824 and 1836 Barrett Drive, Dean 
Park. Collectibles, sewing machines, 
exerciser bike, records, books, ladies 
clothing and accessories, toys, house­
hold and marine items plus profes­
sional dog grooming equipment. 33/33
moving to smaller place. Selling
furniture, clothes, everything you need. 
1125 Merchant Rd. 10-2 Sat. and Sun. 
Aug. 20-21. 
9510 MARYLAND DR. Sidney. Tools,
fishing tackle, household misc. 9 a.m.- 









Ini ^ii REAL ESTATE
GOT A PRODUCT you want to sell to 
tho entire province? Through our inno­
vative Blanket Classified Advertising 
program, wo can place your classified 
ad in more than 70 popular, well-read 
community newspapers which are 
delivered each week to more than one 
million homes throughout B.C. and the 
Yukon. Simply call our Classified 
Department at 656-1151 for details. We 
can even arrange to have your Classi­
fied Ad appear in more than 500 
community newspapers across Can­
ada. Your message will reach more 
than 3.2 million homes. 33/rt
MY FAMILY AND I wish to thank ^e 
many friends of Fred, loving and caring 
husband. Dad, and Grampa; for the 
many cards, donations, and expres­
sions of sympathy. Special thanks to 







Centre Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer 
information, support and referrals. 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week. 33Af
COUNSELUNG FOR FAMIUES and 
individuals of all ages — serving ^ 
Peninsula, Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134 . 33/tf
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS. Silver 
Threads Lounge. 10030 
Resthaven Dr., Sidney. Mon's- 
7:30 p.m. For futher info. 656-9549 or 
474-4353. 33/tf
LADY WHOSE DAUGHTER was given 
a ring, please phone 656-6526. 33/33
BAHA’I FAITH For information phone 
655-4365. 33/52
NOW DISTRIBUTING PIONITE 
Decorative Laminates & MEDITE 
Medium Density Flbreboard.
•Wholesale/Retail
• Hardwood Lumber 
•Softwood Luimber
• Painted Particle Board
• Exotic Lumber 
•Hardwood Plywood
652-1612
No 4 - 6809 KIRKPATRICK CRES. 




, ..cVif, AND UMBRELLAS 







Your Choice Is Made Free 
From Stress ’ '
Decisions Made Free' From 
Time Restrictions 
Survivors Relieved Of Rush 
Arrangements 
Your Wishes Respected 
Funds Held In Trust 




.4673 FALAISE DRIVE 










LOOK NO FURTHER 
IF WATERFRONT PROPERirY 
IS YOUR GOAL
Everything about this property Is right - from its location In the 
famed Deep Cove with a south facing exposure - The house is 
a Hollywood style AO’s home which has been tastefully 
brought into the 80’s - 4 bedrooms, 2 baths with a gourmet 
kitchen overlooking the water - Full acre lot Including a court 
yard - A short walk to the water’s edge reveals an unbelievable 
sea patio serviced by underground water, electricity and 
lighting. Treat yourself. MLS #27906. offered at 
$375,000.
HELP WANTED
I need water-front properties, homes or lots. Needed today for 
qualified purchasers. All inquiries confidential.
^^Monire^Trust




Over 2100 square feet of 
living space in this Imacu- 
late custom built one owner 
home.
Accomodation comprises 3 
Bedrooms plus Study, 2 
Baths, large Living Room, 
insulated Sunroom off Din­
ing Room, nearly new Oak 
Kitchen and large Rec 
Room with Bath.
Located In quiet cul-de-sac. 























BEAUTY BAR FOR LADIES and 
Gentlemen introduces the new Martier, 
non-surgica! face reconstructor. Why 
pay thousands for a surgical face lift 
when you can look and feel years 
younger vvith the inexpensive Martier., 
isystem?2Believe itpit work8.»Call> noW 
for free and private consultation. 655- 
3044 or 656-6085. 30/33
NO TIME TO SUNTAN? Come to
Country Rays. Open 24 hours. Special 
10 sessions $29.95. 656-6085. 30/33
NATURAL BEAUTY. MAKEUP artistry 
begins with tho right skin care, not 
cover up. Call me for a complimentary 
and I’ll show you the Mary Kay five 








I The F0e(l Barn
M 10223 McDonald Park Road 
H ■’'W'i Sidnoy, B.C, L
655-4433 ^0
BHBIIliBBEBniniHDBHnDigil#
LOYAL ORDER OF MOOSE 7925 
East Saanich Road Saanichton, B.C. 
Bar-b-que (steak, mashpot, mixed 
vegs., sliced tomatoes, pineapple 
upside down cake, tea, coffee.) Cock­
tails 6;30. Supper 7:00 p.m. Sal. Aug.
20, 33/33
SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS. West­
ern Square Dance Association collects 
all used Stamps. Proceeds to Cancer 
Fund. Drop them off at The Review.
PENINSULA COMMUNITY ASSOCI­
ATION Thrift Shop. Furids generated 
by this shop stay on tho Peninsula to 
provide services to the local residents 
through the programs offered by P.C./^.
We appreciate your donations ol furni­
ture, appliances, household Items, 
clothing, etc. Please call 656-3511 to 
arrange convenient pick-up or deliver 
to Depot at 9751 Third Street, Sidney.
The Thrift Shop is open from 9;00- 4:30
Monday to Saturday. Thank you for
.helping .t.Q.s.upppff.I?,^P■A^ ■ ,
’ witnesses of JEHOVAR This do^
umentary video reveals the doctrines 
and inner workings of the Jehovah 
Witness Watchtower organization. 
Made by the producers of tho ’God- 
makers’and ’Gods of the New age’ this 
video will answer many of your ques­
tions regarding the Jehovah's Wit­
nesses. Following the video there wil 
be a questlon/answor time wllh a ox- 
high official ol tho Watchtower Society, 
Place: Sidnoy Library mooting room 
Time: 7:30 p.m. Date: Aug, 24th. Spon­
sored by Peninsula Alliance Church.
PENINSULA DANCE SCHOOL
classes resume on Tuesday, 0th Sep­
tember, Full range ol R.A.D. ballot 
svilabo, plus iazz ovnilablo. Ages .>■ 
adult, Registration and Open House 
Saturdays 20lh and 27ih Auflust from 
noon to 4:30 p.m. at 1-084:) Second 
Street. Enquiries: Ph. 656-8971). 33/34
adult BALLET/JAZZ:Fun iind satis­
faction wllh quallliod prolitaalonnl 
instruction, Wttolhor you aro n iMrginnor 
or have cUtncod for yoam, the Penin­
sula Dance Softool lias a placn lor you_ 
Call 056-8070.
3e\/¥nth~"annual oak bay
Antique and Curio Bliow aiKl!.alo n 10 
p.m^Sopt. 0 11-0 p n''. ,'0 ‘"■kl
11, $2.50 admission. Oak Buy HiKiroa- 
tlon Conlro, 
TAl CHI CHIH an ideal o/iorcitio lor 
seniors. It improves balance, lloxibiliiy, 
helps control weight ‘''I'J 
sure, All 20 movorttrtnis of lal Clil LJtih 
can bo learned In 0-1 hr. iiossionu. 
ollored at Panorama I einiiro Cenire, 
Sopi, 10-Nov, 14th. (8 iiossionB- 
$24.1X3) By Verna Wnnger Accrediied 
leacfter,
No Phono Of Direct SoHcltatlort
GAYTON, Joseph L. passed away 
peacefully at the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital on August 3. 1988 in his 86th 
year. Survived by his loving wife "Tig- 
ger"; their sons: John and three chil­
dren, Robert and wife Penny and three 
children, all of Vancouver and David 
and his son of Montreal; 2 sister-in-law 
in the Okanagon, nieces and nephews 
and many friends. Dr. Gayton gra­
duated from Manitoba Medical School 
in 1931. His first practice was at Rob­
son, B.C. — after which he spent the 
remainder of his working life in Public 
Health. At retirement he was 
the M.H.O. in Greater Vancouver. He 
was very interested in the well being of 
his community and friends around hirn. 
Joe remained very active in his churOT, 
the Masonic Lodge and sprorts. At the 
time of his death he was a valued 
member of St. Paul’s United Church in 
Sidney B.C. A Memorial Service was
held at’St. Paul’s United Church, 2410
Malaview Ave., Sidney, B.C. on Friday, 
August 5, 1988 at 2:00 p.m. In lieu of 
flowers, donations may be made to the 
Christian Education Committee in care 
of St. Paul’s United Church ,or to the. 





THIES — John Leland, aged 49 years, 
passed away accidentally on July 27, 
1988 near Castlegar, B.C. John is 
survived by his loving wife Beverley; 
tv/o daughters, Jenifir Maurene and 
Jane both at home; his mother. Mrs. 
Maurene Thies of Saanichton: his sis­
ter. Joan Thompson of Saanichton and 
many other family members, also many 
friends. John was a member of the 
board ot directors ol the Greater Vic­
toria Youth Orchestra and president ol 
the Parents Assoc. Ho was active with 
iho Parkland School Band; the B.C, 
Aviation Council for many years serv­
ing on the board ol directors. John was 
a pilot with Connir Aviation since 1982. 
(\lao served with tho B.C. coroner sor­
vico in Victoria since 1982. Pi"'*?!!
1902 ho was n corporate pilot with T,M. 
Thomson & AbsocIuIgs lor nine years. 
Ho was previously a rrianagor with 
Trans Provincial Airlines in the Queen 
Chailotio Islands from 1969 to 1973. 
Ho also flow with PWA for many years 
serving throughout Iho province. He 
graduated Irom the University ol Vc- 
loria in lOOO. Prior lo university ho 
siarKKl Hying while serving with Von- 
lure In Esquimau. Ho was born in 
lloydinlnslor and grow up In Qunllcum 
Ikmcfi. Mtetiorlal service will Im) field on 
Wednesday, August 3 al 1:00 p.m, 
Irom St. John the Divine, Anglican, 
Uin Ouiuira v>tro«a. Von
I), MacHiie olllciallng. Cromalion.ln 
lieu ol llowers dona lions rttny f>o mark) 
In memory ol John to a Mornorlal 
Kcholnrsltlp Fund ter Ihe Grenier Vic­
toria Youllt Orchestra, c/o Dianna Mac­
Donald, 910 Loyns Hoad, ViclorNi,
VbN 278. Haywards Thomson A Irving 




1 Block to Town 







'■ Plu\ Rngifirntion Fee
NEWER 4-BDRM. HOME with the 4tti 
in finished basement. Perfect for teens, 
guest or in-laws. Two baths plus 
ensuite. Two F/P’s w/inserts. Good 
neighbourhood. Close to all amenities. 
$115,900.727-2757. 30/33
TWO LUXURY OCEAN view homes,
Cordova Bay area. One with acreage, 
$259,000 and one with 11,000 square 
foot lot, $225,000. Also several lots and 
one ocean view acreage. 380-8101.;
, ■ :■■■ ^ 30/33;
dean pARK’’By AyvHeV; 3 bdrm.. 'lio 
step, rancher. 4 months old. Ample 
storage, skylights, ocean glimpse, 








Doug is a lifetime resident 
of Sidney and is very 
knowledgeable of the en- 
1 tire Saanich Peninsula. If 
you are looking for a con­
scientious, hard working 
Realtor to serve your Real 
Estate needs, please 
either call Doug at 
656-1154 
or drop by and meet him.
2444 Beacon Avenue 
‘Serving the Peninsula
for-over^5y^
< it/ -H fviT." ,-.1.'. V'- !
OPEN FOR OFFERS.Small 2 br. 
house, separate garage. Must be 
moned. Phone 655-3894. . , 33/35
^MsfLEmOPERflBSWmtfD. 
II3-9764 FIFTH STREET 
. 'SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 2X2 ,




















1/2 AN ACRE 
DEAN PARK
Lovoly trood building lot noxt to 1065 
Doan Park Rd., no rostriclions. Build 
your droatn homo or bulldor will build 
to suit. $55,900. Exclusivo. 
FREDDY STARKE 652-9602 
656-0747
FREDDY STARKE 652-9602 
656-0747
presentation and DiaCUSSION
on: "Datlnlng Wamrm'ti and M«n « 
Rolmi In Fnmily and SocioiyJ '
porspocllvo, FrI. Aug, '8lh,.flails wllh 
public dinnnr at 8:00 p ni.
4365 lofdoiniln.
pandoras closet SUMMER stock
now roducod, Groat navlsos lor crul* 
nawoar. Back room osiniii cloamncii 





1 This 2 bodroom ranchor has lusl boon 
cornplotod, Foaturos Inoludo: kitchon 
wllh adlolnlng family room, 4*pco, 
onsullo off tho mosfor bodroom, 3 
ttkyllghta and much moro, Boloro you 




THE NEXT BEST THING 
TO BEING THERE ...
Wo provide special, loving 
card for your pot wiiiio you'io 
away, or a helping lianrJ wlien 
lilo gets hectic. Petsilting, 
walks, pet taxi, litter service, 
fun cleanup
QAFE AND SOUND pol filBlng. 
t'Voritk/r:l and in-.or.»d '''’‘f’'''''' 
nIttIrKj, pot (daan ups, <^’0 *homn caro, tiousnsilimg. '^”1-0300^
LOST — sawl iTio.lait, Irlwidly oktor 
.cat, mollk..-d t'Olorrr, nrnngrm, hrownw. 
groyi#. KlnkruJ 4 Inch lull, /^'ewoll. 
Hwulhnvan nraa 656 0200 or 
i! ■Kl.W. ' ' 82/3-»
WATcrrroi’rNDTiTi Conorn Hd. 6lkV 
m//.
33/3:5
LOST*IN THE PATRICIA Bay nrmr
!»»( . , I ’■ ,, <»,
male cal, Horboe e56T’e74.
FAVELLE-STOKES Conornlulalions 
IQ Carolyn Loo I'nvolkr, tlaughlor ol 
Jonopli and Uli/alxjih Fsvollo ol Sid­
noy, and Hobort Jamos Slokoti, son of 
Torronco Slokoo o( Powoll ITivor arm 
jnnn Cnmoron ol Victoria, on ihnir 
marrlngo which look pinto on Juno 
pGlt) 1988 ai SI, Androw# Church In 
s'ldnoy. Olliciallng tho iiorvico wan 
flovorond David Fullor. Tti« rmdd of 
honoiir was Choryl I avwllo (stutui ol 
tho Brirto) and lt*o l'irkJsnmnlr,te wore 
Kartio Oirnniond, Tracey ITtki and Boln 
Wn King. Tho iMWi man was Dwnyno 
,Jonoph and Ihw unhoiB worn tobitt 
Slohos ('uruihi.r of Urn (jioma),
Brown and Ray Mcl.oan. Carolyn wore 
a long wlillo saiin gown with baby's 
bfoaltt In tior Itair nnd cardod a IwurFJn 
nf rod ros-os. tho maid ol liohour nnrl 
brldaomaldu worn luitlua cutuiuu 
aowns with matching inckotn. Choryl 
carrlad n houquot ot rod and wti8o 
r.arnatinnH and 1Im» liririftsmakto worn 
wrlslH corsagoB ol wlillii carnalions. 
Hob, Iho laml man. anJ Ui.lHiiii yrout 
rharcoal oroy iuxrxloH Tin* rocxrpson 
was tiokf Id Olon Maflthws rin.ll and 
Couniry Club with a tiulIH and parly. A 
Bpocliil itiankn goos 10 nil out ol town 
guoslo, Tfio tarlfroet «
Qodmoltwr and Auni, Joyco Rotiortsorv 
and Aunt l>am WocmT, v/ho
V '' T',
douBS - silt* ek'**
■ WGinvileyour 








Funds noodod to lund costly, 
rnodorn, inodical (.'.(tulpe'enL 
not financed by Gov<.'(nn''hith.’
thank YOU.
WHY PAY RENTll 
ONLY $45,900
a HR condo — bright cornor unll. Woll 
miiringod building closo to town and 
Iranuporliitloa. Spacious rooms ph'f 
glnnnnd-ln bnlcony. Smnll pol wol- 
como. Early occupancy can bo 




IN HEART OF SIDNEY
Just a short walk to shops, boach, 1- 
ownor, 2-storoy homo a rosily pracllcnl 
buy, It has 3 bodrooms, 2 balha and 
family room, Tho largo sundock has 
vlows o( ocoon and tho Anacorloo 
(orrv. Tho alloy ot tho back mnkos (or 





Ideal rotlromonl homo. Living room. 2 
bodrooms, kllchon plus utility room. 
Folly londscopod lot, with roar lano, 
stucco oxtorlor, largo workshop. 
Estato solo 73,000.
MLS




1500 sq, II. ranchor In Immnculalo 
condition throughout. Sllualod at tho 
ond ol a cul-do-ono on a fully fanood 
and landscaped lot. Suntlock oil lam- 
Hy with a view of Ml, Bakor. Siapaavar 
kllchon wllh broahfoBl bar, L.eh«ped 
llvlrig-dlnlno room wllh floor lo cal - 
Ing F,P, Maotor bdrm, wllh lull 
nnsultu, Slain glaao wIndowB and 
French doors aro only soma ol lha 
many looluras thla super ranchor has 
10 offer. Priced lo eoll quickly due to 






Thio Immoculala 2 bodroom home In 
Sidnoy Is luot Ideal for startere or 
rofiramont. Hard to bellovo that at Ihls 
price It has aaparale garago/work- 
shop, garden shed, Insuleted storage 
shod plue Insuleted eludlo/gueM ca­
bin all ellualed on a tidy attraellve lol. 







ThIo top qualty 3 bodroom rancher 
will be ready for occupancy Augusl 
31. Extra large kitchon with loado of 
cabinets. 4 piece ensuite, double gar- 
age, bullHn vac roughod-ln, elr 
ttxohangor and much more. Cedar 





Duo to oxiromoly busy salos volumo wo roquiro your homo for 
our llsilno liivontory. Ws may havo «
our o’/,c,lunIvo 'PurchnnArfi Priority List*. Got nctlon nnd good 
aorvlpo’im’d pay only 1% commission plus roglstrotlon loo.
An tJllornulif Ru'ti! EnlulQ Mui'Hoihtg
Th0 *Homcownor Assisted SaloB Plan*
For D Gmnll toointriHion fnft, your homo |« rool“il8r6d with tho 1% 
Roalty Sorvlrri'n Homoownor Ansi'itfid Salos Plan. Our llconaod 
no,TltorB do tho root! Onco your iiouuo lios aoid you pay only 1% 
cornmiasion, F incl out more, phono any of our tlconsod Roaliors at:
656-0747 (24 hrs.)
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FOR SALE i 1 FOR SALE 1 III POP QAi P run o Lc i FOR SALE
REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
2348 Beacon Avenue, Sidney
656-3928
REALTY WORLD @
BUYING, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN 
TALKING REAL ESTATE
MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE
make it
Frank Fenn — 656-0779 Sandy Sandison — 656-9372
Kai Jacobsen — 656-2257 Frank Skidmore — 656-9639
John Bruce — 656-6151
2 BDRM. RANCHER, quiet cul-de-sac. 
Robert's Point, double garage, den 
new carpet, fireplace, electric heat, 
water views, beach access. $148,500. 
656-4737. 33/33
FOR SALE — Sidney townhouse. 3 
Bdrm., shed, fenced yard, near 
schools. Includes refrigerator, stove, 
drapes and lawnmower. $69,000. 656- 
4587. 33/33
ONE ACRE LOT for sale by builder or 
will build to suit. 1705 Mills Rd. 
Includes: municipal water connection, 
municipal culvert and driveway, perct- 
est results — positive, no fill required. 
Asking price $48,900. for more infor­
mation phone 656-8662 between 6-8 
p.m. 33/36
WM
DEAN PARK, by owner. 3 bdrm., bo 
step, rancher. 4 months old. Ample 
storage, skylights, ocean glimpse, 










MON. - FRI. 8:30 a.m. - 8 p.m. SAT. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
PENINSULA WATERFRONT
Over an acre of sunshine and seclusionL A lovely 
setting with a 3 bedroom, full basement home 





A sprawling modern home with rolling lawn down 
to the edge of St. Mary’s Lake. It Is a perfect Island 
retreat with twin atriums, two separate kitchens, and 
underground wine cellar, and two acres of lawn, 





A charmer. The seaside setting Is perfect for this 
lovely homo with Us front verandah overlooking 
Saanich Inlet
Although It has tho feel of a cottage, the house was 
designed by on architect and takes full advantage of 






2 BDRM. SUITE, $475. indudes heat 
and cable. Mature adults. 658-8845.
32/33
I don’t have a shortage of buyers but I 
definitely need good homes between 
$75,000 & $125,000. If you feel your home qualifies, call ma now for a 
no obligation market evaluation.
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY!
— 1-2 Bedroom cottage with privacy to $85,000.
— 2-3 Bedroom with inlaw (or room to inlaw) to $95,000 and 
close to airport.
— 1/2 to 3 acres with home & country setting.
—1-2 Bedroom home under $80,000 in Sidney.
J. ROSS BRUCE 388-5464 Pager 6783
CASTLE PROPERTIES (1982) LTD. requires two 
active Realtors. Commission split starting at 75 per 
cent. Semi-private office in busy shopping centre 
location. Some leads supplied. No franchise or 
deskfee.
Company pays for:
☆ Business Cards ☆ Brochures
☆ Signs ☆ Mall outs
☆ MLS Book fees ☆ Some advertising
☆ All stationery ☆ Photocopies
24 HR. Telephone Answering Service 
For a confidential interview contact 
Freddy Starke 656-0747
CENTURY 21
SAANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD. 
656-0131
4 PLEX AND A 
2 BR. HOME
LOOKING FOR MR. & MRS. RIGHT 
1804 Barrett, Dean Park
Need couple who desire a lovely rancher in prestigious Dean 
Park. 2 BR. plus den which could be used for 3rd bedroom 1 /3 
acre lot, gorgeous patio. Many added features. Reasonably 





Super opportunity for the discriminating investor or 
a llve-ln situation. Featuring: * Clean four-plex with 
ocean views from top suite. *3-2 BR units all 
self-contained. *1 -1 BR unit self-contained. ‘Exten­
sive decking with Valley Views. Also a 2 BR. 
cottage. All on the same generous sized property 
(.61 acre). Very clean with great tennants.
Gross annual Income $27,360.00.
Asking Price - 239,900.
PETER ROJEWSK!
REALTY WORLD GREATER VICTORIA - 598-7653
OUTSTANDING VALUE 
2070 PIERCY, SIDNEY
Immaculate bungalow in quiet location. 3 good size bedrooms, 
2 bath. The master bedroom is unusualy large. The lovely roses 
and fruit trees are the perfect frame for this cozy home which is 
ideal for a young family or retired couple. Call today.
LYLE DOWNES 479-1667
OPEN HOUSE 2-4 PM SUNDAY
HomeLife “ Whittome Realty (24 hrs.) 479-1667
NORTH AMERICA’S: ESTATE MARKETING SYSTEM,
iiilii
mm
A ★ COUNTRY LIVING k ★
Thio 2 bodroom country homo is set on .63 of an aero fully 
fencGd and ready for your green thumb touch. Fruit trees and 
grape vino ore established and there’s lots of room for a big 
veggie garden. A separate barn cum workshop has lots of room 
for equipment, storage, vehicles, etc. The house has a full 
basement and can bo devoloped for year round use, Tho main 
door is a typical old stylo country home where you can use your 
Imagination to remodel nnd decornte. Located closo to Deep 
Cove school this Is an ideal location for n young family. Listing 
price $109,500,
★ ★ WALK TO TOWN ★ ic
Neat and clean 1 bodroom condominium on tho 3rd floor with 
some ocean view. Sunny south exixisure makes this a bright 
and cheerful homo. Tho homo has wall lo wall throughout, fridge 
and stovG and ample closot space, This adult oriented building is 
located on a quiet street just one block from tho boach, Ideal 




First ofloring of this 1/2 aero watoifionl lot with level water 
access, This lot is partially dovolopod for building, is vory private 
and looks over Conoo Day and Kolb Island. Very aholtorod with 
moorage possible, Located on Curtois Point just 5 minutes from 
Sidnoy. L.P. $144,500, Exclusivo witli Michael Emorson,
DEAN PARK SPECTACULAR
One of tlio last lota of Its kind with panoramic views of tho Gulf 
and San Juan IslantJs, Mt, Baker, Sidney and North Saanich. 
Enjoy the ever changing marine Iralfic and sailing races from 
your droam home, Vory little site preparation required. Call me 
now,
FOR A FREE EVALUATION 




656-5584 — 655-1495 
Put 18 years of Real Estato 
Exporionco to work lor you.
WATER FRONT LOIS:
Ocean view lot, nouthorn exposure, surrounded by firte 
hamos. Eae#y accoao to Sidney and Victoria. $44,900.
Great view, accesa to beach, boauiKul neighbourhood. 










Look south from your living, dining, kiichon and master bedroom 
to the waters of Saanichton Bay and views beyond Rnnnloti« 
sunny patio stops lo tho boach. Vaulted ceilings, rock flroplaco, 
loft study, 2 largo bedrooms. Double garage, Fivo aiipllancos 
Included. Offered for sale at $159,750. Now ML.
JENNIFER BROWN 
BLOCK BROS, SIDNEY 
656-5584









“What are those two funny little birds over there, swimming 
round and round in circles?” asked Chris, pointing towards Imric 
Island which we were approaching in our small fishing skiff. 
Coal Island bas'ked in the warm sunshine on our loft, hardly a rip­
ple assaulting her rocky shoreline.
‘ ‘Whirly birds, know them?”
“I wouldn’t be asked if I did, would I?” Chris was always 
direct. Perhaps she got this from her Highland ancestry. Mary, 
Queen of Scots, was the rightful queen and bagpipes produce the 
sweetest music this side of heaven, she always contended.
“Or you could call them girly birds, you know.”
“And I’d say you’re pulling my Auchiltibuie legs! I’ve been 
through Peterson’s Field Guide dozens of times and never once 
have I run across whirly birds or girly birds!
“Dinna fash yersel’. Lass. You ran across phalaropes in the 
Guide, no?”
“Of course.”
“Well, that’s what they are, phalaropes. Northern phalaropes, 
to be spKjcific.”
“Why didn’t you say so while your mouth was open? What’s 
the jazz about ‘whirly birds’?”
“You’ve already noticed. They are often called that locally be­
cause of their habit of swimming around in tight circles while 
feeding. Watch them and you’ll see them picking up small food 
items as they whirl.”
“They’re doing that, now!”
“Yes, they stir up things with their slender toes and then pick 
them off as soon as they see them move.” The two birds were 
very close now and I was able to try for a quick photo.
‘ ‘Now, why girlie birds? ’ ’ Chris asked.
“Because of the way in which the females stick to thpir guns. 
Modem women’s libbers in our society can’t hold a candle to tlie 
phalafope gals! Heck, they knew ^1 about women’s rights 
centuries before the birth of Emmeline Pankhurst! ”
“What do you mean?”
“As you know, in many human societies, women have almost 
no rights. They can’t vote, can’t hold land, can’t ask the men to 
shoulder a fair share of the workload. In the phalaropes, the girls 
hold the reins of power.” .
‘ ‘Great! ’ ’ Chris exclaimed. ‘ ‘Tell me more. Much more! ” 
“Well the males choose the nesting sites, hollow out the 





« 2388 BEACON AVE. ^ ------
MEL. COUVELIER SIDNEY, B.C. TERRY HUBERTS |
NORTHERN PHALAROPES Cy Hampson photo
girls initiate the brief courtship and finally condescend to lay the 
eggs.
“Then the males take over and assume all the incubation 
chores as well as bringing up the family, without any assistance 
from the females whatsoever.”
“Bully for the girls!” said Chris. “That’s the life for me. What 
do the girls do once they have all the work parceled out for the 
fellows?”
“Well, the girlies gather together in small flocks and while 
away the time whirling in graceful circles, dabbing here and 
there as they spin. Just as those two arc going now.”
“Their version of bridge and bingo, no? Will these phalaropes 
spend the winter here, then?”
“No, they’re just passing through. All of our phalaropes - the 
red phalaropc, Wilson’s phalarope and these northerns - spend 
the winter far out at sea.”
“And they all breed in the Arctic?”
“No, only the red and northern. Wikson’s breed on the 
Prairies.”
“The girlies certainly have it made! What a lifestyle! People 
are slow learners, no?”









i (1 REAL ESTATE
L FOR RENT
■■■ FOR RENT IN SIDNEY. Lg. 4 bedroom
home, hormai aining ana iiviny eiivca, 
finished basement with T.V. room and 
laundry room. Appliances included. 
■AVMI&bTeT3atSf:'$^950:o0!itJffrm 
655-4594. 33/34
SIDNEY —- MALE TO share 3 BDRM.
house with reliable female. $300.00 
utilities included. 655-1763. ' 33/33
Bli©riefL.lstmgs*
MR. BUSINESSMAN:
If your Business Phone Number is new or has been recently chang­
ed, please call us and we’ll run it free of charge for a period of three 
months. This service limited to the Review’s Trading area.
Some people take 
months to sell 
Their house. . .
Tosell yours it 
takes just WEEKS 
callJACK WEEKS 




OFH REAL ESTATE LTD
477-7291(24 htt)
SIDNEY, NEAR AIRPORT 4 bdrrri., 
kitchen, fridge, stove, L/R, D/R family 
roon., F/P, 1 1/2 baths, garage, 
wprisjpl. sundeck. References. 
$795.00.655-4472. 33/33
SIDNEY. SMALL 3 room duplex, close 
to Beacon. Suitable retired person. 
Electic heat, fridge and stove. N/S, no 
pets. $350,00. 656-6937. 33/33
ONE BLOCK OFF BEACON. 3 
BDRM., 1 1/2 baths, L.R., with F.P., 
D.R., eat-ln kitchon, appliances. Adults 
only. $750.00. 65-9573. 33/34
SIDNEY AND BRANDY LANE Mows
— large quality townhouse, 2 BDRM., 5 
appliances, garage, one block from 
Beacon Avo, Adults. $800,00. 655- 
3860. ■ 33/3*^
Company Name Phone Number
(41) Aggressive Upholstery &
Awning............... ..............655-3312
(30) Anna’s Fabrics............... . 652-6422
(40) Fore & Alt Cafe —............ 652-2799
(37) Gartside Marine Engines .. 655-4543




(42) Sidney Two for One Pizza .. 656-2222 
(82) Silver Spring Enterprises .. 656-5892 
(32) Sweet Tooth Ice Cream
& Candy Shop...............  652-2033
(3S) TheFeed Barn..............................655-4433
1 don’t wanna go on with you EUON JOHN 
Love will save the day WHITNEY HOUSTON 
Love changes everything CLIMIE FISHER 
I’ll always love you TAYLOR DAYNE 
Colour of love BILLY OCEAN 
Love is a bridge LITTLE RIVER BAND 
Better be home soon CROWDED HOUSE 
Hold on to the night RICHARD MARX 
Missed opportunity HALL & OATES 
Perfect world HUEY LEWIS & THE NEWS 
I know you’re out there MOODY BLUES 
One good woman PETER CETERA 
Make me lose control ERIC CARMEN 
Woman loves a man JOE COCKER 
Love is my decision CHRIS DEBURGH 
I'm on the outside looking in JOHNNY MATHIS 
Look out any window BRUCE HORNSBY 
1 don't want to be a hero 'JOHNNY HATES JAZZ* 
-..Gool-rur)ning»BQZ-SGAGGS ^ -
Loving arms LIVINGSTON TAYLOR & LEAH KUNKEL 
When I fall in love NATALIE COLE 
Paradise SADE
It would take a strong man RICK ASTLEY
When you put your heart in it KENNY ROGERS
Foolish Beat DEBBIE GIBSON
Kokomo BEACH BOYS
Between like & love BILLY VERA
Valley road BRUCE HORNSBY
Make it real JETS
I should be with you STEVE WARINER
Available at:
REAL ESTATE Courtosy Tho Review 6SS-11S1
REAL ESTATE
SlDl'lEMS:
iONE BDRM, BASEMENT nullo, kit- 
; chon with fridgo nnd stove, llvingroom 
with (iropinco, Inundry fncllltloa, Rofor- 
loncos. $350,00 por month including 
hydro, Avallablo Sopf. 1 fit. 6r>6-05r>0 
'ovoninga. 33/33
SEMI-RETIRED SINGLE N/S, N/D 
tochnicinn sooko quiet rontnl by Sop- 
tombor, Please wriio; John liokosy, 




■ THE LANDMARK. $1550, 2 BR luxurl- 
' QUO ponihouso. Llvlng/dinlng room, 
idon, fnmily room, 2 1/2 baths, laundry, 
: F/P, 7 major nppi,, wrap-around dock, 
panoramic ocean view, underground 
! parking, sound rosluinni concrolo build- 
Mng. Avail. Aug, lot, Oy appointment 
i only. Ed Bessor, 8(jlJ-5261, 31/ll
WANTED TO RENT. 2-3 bdrm, house 
or duplex In Sidnoy area, Maximum 
rent $600. Will sign lease. Phono 856- 
4650. 31/33
MOBILE HOME FOR SALE 14x70 2 
bodroom, 2 bath, 5 appis, w/slovo, 
skylight, green house, Lol 00x10(), 
water view, $45,000, 438-7390 W. 
Saanich, 652-4207or 72/-7»96, 3tV34
WANTED TO RENT with opilon lo buy 
2 or 3 bdrm, rancher or double wide 
with lot, North Saanich, Sidnoy nron for 
OcMst. 301-4262, 32/35
experienced waitthess 
NEEDED. Drop oil ronumo fo Marly or 
Dan. 7172 Oroniwood Dr. 33/33
DUNSMUIR LODGE PACIFIC 
RESEARCH AND CONFERENCE 
CENTER — Wo hnvo n busy loll nnd 
winter sonaon approaching nnd wo 
hnvo oponlngs lor oxporioncod staff in 
Iho following nrons — dining room, 
loungo, housokooping. Positions may 
ho lor full or part ilmo omploymont, 
Coninci the footl and bovorngo super­
visor or hounokoepor by phono to 














Plioto Rcpiinls Available. Call the Review
656-1151
: SAANICHTON MODERN 1 BDRM.
‘ sulio in now homo. Includes all uiillilfis 
'. and laundry. Near l)Uo and iibopplng. 
I N/S, $350,/month, Available Sepl. Ist. 
• Cull 052-2005. , 32/34
RETIRED ALBERTA COUPLE willing 
to housesii Sidney area Nov,-Jan. N/S, 
N/D, Reforoncos. Phono 754-0700 unill 
Aug, v3i, aiior (403) AM-ywr. 32/35
moving SALE — 2444 I.OV0II Avo, 
Aug, !?oth 10-4 p.m, Washor, dryor, 50 
fjlullod nnlmnlf) Including 7 ft, tall loddy 
compuior plus screen and soHware, 
disliwnshor, (utniiufo, oic. 33/33
i HOUSE IN CORDOVA BAY wllh view 
txJrm. main floor, $050;; ono bdrm.
' suite also view $550,652-0375. 32/33
; mpartme^^
: Bay, 2 bdrm, apt, Clone fo all convo- 
• nloncos. No pels, $415.00, 652-5005; 
; 652-1004 adult orlonlod, 33/33
mature COUPLE REOUIME condo 
or npnrtmont (or Marcli nnd April. Prol- 
oriibly Sidnoy area. N/S, 652-6003,
32/33
1063 FORD GALAXY 4 door lor pads 
or ns in and 196!) Ford 4 ck>or primed 
and ready 10 paint. $695, OBO, 656- 
92/1, 3a/.33
FAMILY WISHES TO housosH (or per­
iod of 3-4 monlhs. Ooglnnlng Sept, 1. 
Lonvo monnngo at 66£i. 4466, 33/33
SIDNEY BY OWNER “■ 3 Bdrm,, 2 
bathroom, no siop ranchor. $103,000, 
650-7034 or 660'2570, 3.3/34
■ROOM-MATE (prolornbly (ornolo)
. warned 10 share house In Brentwood 
; f:)ny. 652-5240, Marly. 33^33
HAVE SITE! Need rnobllo homol Rea­
sonably prlcorJ, good condition 2 txirm 
Mobile homo wanted. Mlnimun 12' 
wide, 1070.,, onward. 304-3/93 orfiWi- 
1151, Vnlorlo, 3.3/11
LOST —• ihrmi month old orrjngo lakrby 
kllion Irom Brentwood Bay, 062 0074 
or650-6691. 33/.33
ALL YOU CAN EAT




• FURNISHED ROOM WITH balcony (or 
; rent In private homo In Sklney area.
* Kitchon, laundry, nruJ hou»M>hold prlvl' 
"logos, $250,00 monlh, Sepl, 1, 650- 
;2050,
WANTED TO RENT 2 iKMlrofJin nparl- 
mont, bnsernonl sulio, or house In 
Sidnoy area. 665 4596. 33/34
WOMAN TO SHARE my Norlfi
inch homo, $300,oa/mih, Sopf.lal. n/s,
05i.TD0<1,
ONE BEDROOM DASEMENT,
$350.00, Which Inclucktn uillltlou, cab- 
! levifiion nnd private phono lino, n/u, r\/d,
: reiiiulu, No diiWion o/pein rten nr''n 
, ■ . " 33/33
WANTED TO OCT. 1. occupancy, 3 
BDRM,, plus rumpus room, 2 balhs, 
nor)i up to $900.00, Renponslble Fam­
ily Ol lour. N/li, N/D/, Smnll dog, 655- 
4024, Alter 5 p.ril, XUM
peninsula minor HOCKEY
ASSOC, — negluirrition at Panorama 
l.nisure Cenlor Aug. 27lh Irom 10-2, 
31sl (rorn 7-9 p.m,. Soph Oih G O p.m, 
Coacfiea nnd managors nooifod. 33/33
RBREGLASS LASER Tl type sailboni,
complolo $1,000, Ford Rangor truck 
liner $2t)0. ImTl, 6G6-60/0, 33/.34
JjlYsSil,
FOUND 10 keys on Disneyland ring 
near I taro Park, OWl-aSOfl, 33/.33
: SIDNEY TOWNHOUSE- Adult com- 
ninx, 1 hlrvik nedh ol (Vtnoon Av«., 2 
i iarga borlroornB, 1 '1/2 balha, 5 nppli- 
; artexm. garage, ottiall pels ok. 4/ /5,uo 
• por ittonih, CnII Doug Moni:to« fteiti- 
; iMifUtn HolmoB. Gkie«»y 656-Wll.
,33/31
I'HOMEGt
RESPONSIBLE MOTHER REQUIRES 
ono lo two hdrin, bitoomeni sulio or 
apartmorii. Willing to flhnto call 
Maty. 6Wi 6011. M/34




TAKE OUTS 6S6‘5m-7 
51!) a Bo,neon .j Sldnai
BACHELOR SUITE FOR RENT. Avail 
able Sopl. 1BI $350. 652-349/, 33/34
.Minlinpinr-/, 
.1.0 ill.—-rjrn-—.2:' u j ,
NEAR SIDNEY. Wall tetrad lor benuil- 
(ully Ifindnrnped riouhle wklo mobile 
homo wllh fiptwiacuirtr ocean view/, f or 
more Inlormalion 652-4607., M/tM
OCT, 1. QUIET 2 BDRM. totich Irom 
houna w/koparnio workaliop and boa- 
ihouBo. $7(X).00/monih, 4/7-6112 or
r rt f ,»ITT
HAVE SIT El Neod rnobilo liornel I4e« 
RonaWy prlcetl, flcwd ai ndtiion a Mm 
Mobil® homo womod, Minimum 12' 
wkie, 1£F/0..,fi|)wnr'd, 304-3763 err OTA- 
11«! 1 ' .1311
EXPERIENCED FULL TIME hook 
keeper rrwiulriKl, Duliott brclude pnyo« 
blott, jouinnl enliitjtt, bank rec,, manihly 
tnaioreenlia, elG, tui.unw
and oxpacied wage, P,0. Box 2235, 
Sldrwyy, VOI. 3S0. Atlontton: Acreunl- 
anl. M/33
LOST — Female year old, tong halrtnl 
cat, grey, white markings around lace, 
Ugoai and pawo. Fnmlly p«»L ll'enn Park 
rv.nH nri'if* «« wnaw ' 3,1/34




I » CHICKEN r RU’D RICH 
. OflSflONELESRPORK 
, AND » F. PRAWNe 
!• TEA OH COFFEE ,.Only
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HURRY SALE ENDS SUNDAY 
AUGUST 21 AT 4 P.M.!
SHOP CAPITAL IRON FOR SERVICE & SELECTION VfSA
2353 SEVAN AVE., SIDNEY 655-7115 
1900 STORE ST., VICTORIA 385-9703 





We are having a 50’s party during our August Sale — 
Enter to win great prizes in both Capital Iron locations. 
The grand Prize of a restored Seeburg Jukebox valued 
at $1500.00 Complements of Vancouver Islands most 
complete vending service RYAN VENDING.
A* refrigerator filled with 
COCA COLA CLASSIC also 
complements of Ryan Ven­
ding. Both are on display in 
the Victoria store.
Plus Daily Prizes of Gift 
Certificates from LOUIE 
LOUIE'S DINER.







‘Golden Guarantee” Workwear. 50/50 
poly/cotton blend drill Jn- colours of 
spruce, charcoal.oHve. navy or 
tan. Pant sizes 28-44 in assorted leg lengths. Shirt 
sizes in S to XL in button frorit. regular length or snap 
front regular or tall length.
Pants Reg. 27.99 pair 
Shirts Reg* 26,99 ea.
; KODIAK 
GEN 2
..... . .................. WORK
Heavy canvas and suede \ ejAATOSuU I b,
high or low top. Styles in 
CXX)L CAT. TRANCE, XRAY,
SHOCKVVAVE And > more.
Boys sizes 3’/a to 6, Men’s 
sizes evSii to BVa. Reg, 39.99 
■ to 64.99 pair. SELECTED 








Bell 100% cotton flannel 
shirts feature long 
sleeves and button front 
closures in assorted 
plaid prints. Sizes S to 
XL. Reg. 12.99 each.
Superior quality, suitable for 
wood, metal and masoniy. 
Four standard colours plus 




p ^' ilOiicU . -1
WORK BOOT
pr.
Mens’ size suede work boots 
feature insula ed plain toe
Norwegian pattern waterproof 3,^33 3^^,
uppers Car^brelle linmg and ^i,/33,^ ^33,3,3^j 3^,3 g.^^g, 
lug soles Sizes 7-12. Reg, 7-13. Reg. 53.99 pair.
SALE
Heavy duty tubular steel 
frame adjusts to fit two 20 
to 32 gallon trash cans. 
Helps to keep cans from 
being knocked over by 
animals. Reg. 28.49 each.
m Idh liftffig capacity 
and 19/2” lifting range. 
Reg. 169.99 each.
Drives and removes 
screws effortlessly. 
Slotted, Phillips and 
Rbbertsori bits includ­








100% cotton or 
cotton/poly blend 
in chambray, dark 
denim, stripes, stonewashed 
look, etc. 115cm to 150cm, 






fleece In royal, green, 
periwinkle, turquoise, etc. 









of equal or lesser value. 
















• All Air Mattresses
• All Day Packs






THERMbs brand plaatlo 
I ; lunch kits complete with ther? 
mos, Doaigno Include MUPt 
PET BABIES<»* SESAME 
STREET®, STAR TREKdt), 












PRESTO 18 litre heavy guago 
aluminum cooker will tiolcl 7 








with cultured marble tops. 
(Taps not included). Reg. 





200 ft. of 140 lb. test 
wire and mounting hard­
ware Included. Reg. 
129.99each.
12 volt models complete with 
remote control cord, 80 amp 
circuit breaker, wiring kit, 
emergency hand crank, pulley 
b lock for double lino use and 




#912 Reg, 539.99 each
_ . ■ 1 . . . ... ....
Po0lo, cbro8 and slices In one I 
oaay 'oporatlon,' Clampa on I 




/dl i( i'"i> luCk i.»pi iitkloi r» tiiiU tiOv
K59
ea,
Assorted colours to 







14/2NMD-7 house wire, 
75 metre roll .
TELEPHONES
A good aolactlon Of 






e i f: .»!, It ',.’.1
Infrared system detects move* 
mont or lioal automatically up 
to -10 ft. range, (Bulba not In­
cluded), Berg. 79,99 each.
|■H/^
k'l'j
